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INTRODUCTION

The age, of an abdridant supply of inexpensive en'ergyjfor the United States is past. All of us, as
consumers, now find it necessary to make important decisio S concerning the use of energy in all phases
of our life: at home, at work, and at play. Producing food tak s 17 percent of the nation's total energy; of
that, 75 percent is supplied by those vanishing fuels, oil and natural gas. To have sufficient energy from
fossil fuels to produce food now and in the future, energy conservation must be practiced by all segments
of our society. In the operation of feeding the people of the United 8tates and the world, there is at present
no alternative to modern mechanized agriculture with fossil fuel energy inputs.-

Agricultural educators must, by virture of their.job role, take the lead in helping their clientele face the
energy problem. Agriculturalists of today, begiAning with the high school student, need to take a hard
look at energy and food production and what the agricultyral sector must do to curtail their energy usage.

Most teachers of vocational agriculture have in their school files bulletins, magazine articles, and other
technical publications concerning the nation's energy situation. However, because of lack of time on the
part of the instructor, or for other reasons, this material often does not get prooessed into an appropriate
lesson plan, but remains unused in the files.

. Purporis of Notebook

The major purpose of this energy management notebook is to provide vocational agriculture teachers
detailed lesson plans suitable for classroom instruction. These lessons can be taught with a minimumil
preparation time. Facts about energy and the need to manage it wisely cannot be effectively taught as
facts per se. The facts need to be related, to management decisions that- must be made by the home
dweller, farmer/producer, and/or agri-business person. Within'this notebook, the teacher will find ten
lesson planb on the major topic of energy management in agriculture; these plans present the information
using the problem solving approach. This approach to teaching provides a real situation to enable the
student to better understand how to conserve energy. It also provides some possible alternatives that are
feasible for the production and processing of agricultural products today.

An Appeal to the Tetcher

As a teacher of vocational agriculture, you can, by using these lesson plans, take an active part in
, helpiAg our country do something about the energy situation. You can show your studentS the value of

wise energy management and the importance of energy conservation. Now that energy supplies are
rapidly dwindling, it is essential that some behavioral changes occur in our society. Citizens Must adopt

* an Energy Conservation 6th ic. As a teacher, you have the opportunity to make clear to yourstudents, both
' teenagers and adults, that such an 'ethic is founded on a data-based realization that many of the raw

malerials on which current living standards rely will not be available Much longer. You can help your
''students become acutely aware of the difference between essential needs and nonessential desires, and
of specific activities in energymanagement that can be followedby themselves and their families. You can
help them develop an Energy Conservation Ethic not unlike that of our pufitan ancestors' "work ethic."

(This Energy Conservation Ethic will help theth continually think in terms of wise and efficient uses of
resources when developing, buying, or consuming those resoUrces.

How to Use the Book

Handouts, overheads, application suggestions, and evaluation means are all provided in each lesson
plan. The pla'ns are written so that a teacher tan.effectively teach energy management principles and
techniques by simply following the outline provided in the lesson plan. Iris our hope that the materials
provped will stimulate you, the teacher, to utilize the problem-solving approach in the classroom aitd
provide students with the information they need to make decisions on, their energy usage.

vi

S.

L.E.Jedges
L.E. Miller.
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I. Lesson Topic;

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ENERGY SITUATION FOR OHIO AGRICULTURE

by

II. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the ena of this tessonjhe student Will be able to:

1. Define the term enèrgy.

2. List the energy sources availae for agriculture today.

3. List the two largest energy consumption sectors in Ohio and-in the United States.

4. Determine where energy waste is significant in Ohio and-how it can-be reduced.

5. List alternative energy resources for redUcing the energy shortage.

6. Developlewritten plan for meeting present and future energy needs of the students in their
individual agricultural situations.

MIKE SI-I ZER

Ill. Materials Neeqed

Box of matches (100 count)
1 Pint of water in Pyrex glass
1 Cenci le
1 Electric hotplate
ynfloWer and soybean seeds
1 'Empty,,dry gasoline can

IV. The Situation

We must realize that there is an energy crisis (or energy shortage, however you wish to state it.) ,s
Agriculture is not immune to this energy crisis. Even though oil is presently available and gasoline
prices'continuaily rise and fall, there continues to be a long-term (and often a short-term) energy
problem.

s

It

Due to the shortage at times of certain fuelsand Iloik market prices for farm products, all agriculture
must conserve energy. There is a need to reduce-the amount of energy consumed by f rm
production methods to save dollar costs and insure a supply of energy for the future. Hpvever,
these conservation efforts cannot reduce income or productivity if agriculture is to meet th needs
of a growing population and to protect itself as an industry.

As agriculturalists, we need totake a closer look at the present energy situation.A self-analysis f Our
present energy shortage may result in improved energy conservation and the developMent of new
energy sources. Seven to eight calorig of fossil fuel are needed to produce one calorie of food. A.
shortage of energy results in the shortage of food production. When reviewing the energycrisis, we
need to consider the effects of a shortage of energy sources.

V. -Introduction to Lesson

1. Tell the class that you went to boil a glass ofmater to make a cup of toffee.'

2. Take a wooden match, light it, and place it under a glass of water till the flame barelytouches the-
glast. Continue until the match barns out ' .

Observation and Question: "This-demons .ation illustrates energy in the form of .heat, one match
- being equal, to one BTU. The water,clicl not reach the boiling point before the match burned out.

Wiiat on we do to heat the water to the desired temperature?"
'
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Possible Studdnt Answers:

1. Use More matches.

2. Use an alternative heat source such as a carble or an electric burner.

Question:."sNhich is the least expensive method of energy to use to accomplish this task?"

Answer: "We need to work the example to find out." (Write example on.chalkboard.) "We know
that a BTU is defined as the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of
water one degree Fahrenheit. If we boil one pound of water (16 ounces or two 8-ounce coffee
cupfuls) from 62°F to 212`°F, we haveraised the temperature 150° (F) or, according to our
definition of a BTU, the equivalentof 150 BTU's.

MATCHES: One match equals one BTU.
One hundred matches eqUals lot? BTU's (one box).
One hundred fifty matches (11/2 boxes) are required to boil the water.

*At $0.89/box, the total cost for two cupt of (coffee) water is $1.34.
Thus it costs $0.67 ($1.34+2) tb heat one cup 9f coffee water.
Not very efficient cost or time use.

CANDLES: One candle equals 100 BTU's (approximately, depending on size and tlipe).
11/2 candles equals 150 BTU's..
At $1.29 per candle, the total cost to heat two cups of water is $1.44 ($1.29 x 11/2).

1/2 candle will be left over.
The cost to heat one cup of (coffee) water is $0.97 ($1.94+2).
Not very efficient cost or time use either.

HOT PLATE: 500-watt hot plate (from Sears, Roebuck & Co.) costing $18.00.
**Takes 121/2 minutes to heat one pound of water at 62°F to boiling.

At 500 watts/hour, 121/2 minutes of hot plate operation takes about
500 watts/hour x 121/2 minutes = 104.1 watts

60 minutes/hour.

104 watts = 0.104 kilowatts (unit by which electricity is sold)
At $0.06/kwh, total electrical usage cost is $0.006.
Depreciating the hot plate orr three years equals $0.016/day

$ 18.00 = $0.016
365 x 3

104 watts. 1

.411

Hot plate plus electrical usage equals $0.022 for twoecups of water.
Thus, one cup of (coffee) water'costs $0.011 ($0.022+2).
Very efficient cost andjime'use.

Question: "Which
,
of the three is the most efficient energy source for boiling the water?

Answer: (Let students arrive at the answer) "Hot plate."

Teacher follows steldent answer with the remark, "Let's apply this idea to "dent's pickup
truck."

Question: "If student's tank is nearly empty, what are the alternatives for refueling the truck?"

Possible Studeht Answer: "Buy more gasoline."
k

*Any local prices for matches, candles, hot plate, and Kwh can be used.

**TIie teacher can either time how long it takes the water to boil, or determine how many seconds it takes to raisare temperatureone
degree F.

Example:
5 seconds to increase the temperature one degree F
In one minute, 12 degrees rise in temperature

150 degrees F

12 degiees F
= 12* Minutes
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Question: "There is a gasoline shortage. What should he/she dor'

Possiple Student Answer'"Use gasohol.:

Question: "Gasohol is 90% gasoline. Also it is too expensive, and there are not enough gasohol
stations ardund td obtain it very often. Could we possibly use other energy alternatives like'
soybean or sunflower oil?" 1'

Answer: Yes, but 'these sources are not yet fully developed as alternate fuels. Much more'
research needs to be done.

Question: "Note that in all cases student is using up some type of energy. Wbat alternative can
you suggest to keep energy use to a minimum?"

Possible Student Answers: .
. ....--)

1. Drive less. 2. all truck. 3. Buy a mo ed.

Question: "What impact can this situation have on you?",
Possible StUdent Answer: "Possibly none of u will be able to buy gasoline or diesel fuel for our
pickup trucks within 10 to 20 years, or befor we reach 30 years of age."

VI. Presentation of Lesson

1. "Since wepave-been doing considerable talking about energy, and before we do any more,
perhaps we should make sure we.all understand the scientific definition of it."
(Write the following on the chalkboard): 4

Energy = ability to do wo

Unit of energy = BTU (British Thermal Unit),the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of
1 pound of water 1 degree F

2. "Let's look at what kind of energy shortage we really have. If we were to sit down ko an 'energy
meal,' our plate would be divided as follows:"
(Distribute Figure 1, the handout or overhead entitled, U.S. Energy Budget, in the Appendix.
Make tht follqwing points to the students):

A. "What we really have is a liquid fuel energy shortage.

The gross energy consumption by fuel in Ohio, the 5thlargest industrial state, is as follows:"
(Distribute Figure 2, Gross Energy Consumption by Fuel,1980 as a handout or use overhead.)

"ampere Ohio and the U.S.A. as to consumption of various fuels. Ohiddepends heavily on
coal. Ninety-seven percent of the electricity in Ohio is produced from coal. The eastern part of
the U.S.A. uses oil and the southern part uses natural gas for producing electricity.

Note hat fossil fuel is the source of 99.4% of our energy." (Write on the board thefollowing):

oal 42:7%

oil 31.6%

gas 25.1%

other 0.6% (mostly nuclear and hldro-electric)

B. "Let's look-at energy use irv.Ohio agriculture." (Write on board):

'\vt 9.00/ogasoline electric 7.8%

diesel 15.6% fuel oil 0.4%

natural gas .49.8%

LP gas 7.3%

cdal 0.1%
(Source: Rask and Ott, Energy Use in Ohio Agriculture, OSU
Dept. of Ag. Econ: & Rural Soclol.)
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C. Ask the question, "How long will fossil fuels last?"
Provid% students with the following figures on the board:

oil 40 to 70 years

gas , over 70 years

Coai 250 to t 00 years

D. "Realizing we have a liquid fuel shortage, let's go back to student's pickup iruck. What can
he or she do or what can the U.S.A. do to solve the problein?"

Possible student answers:

1. Use alternative liquid fuels

2. Conserve what we have
Use less
Make substitutions

3. The Problem. The problem is presented by placing the following question on thephalkboard:

"What production practices can utilize that will save energy on the farm without giving up

income or productivity?"

Possible student answers:

1. Redude tillage.

2. Keep equipment in good maintenance.

3. Use high,quality seed and livestock.

4. Use -alternative energy sources (wind, sun, hand labor).

5. Replace equipment with better fuel economy equipment.

6. Recycle energy (e.g., use waste oil to heat shop).

7. Exercise better enemy management.

(Refer to Figure 3, handout or overhead entitled, 1981 Energy Status Report of Ohio.

Make the following conclusion from the students' answers:

"It seems that most of the suggestions you made involve the last one, Exercise better energy
management. This report of energy consumed in Ohio suggests thatoverhalf of it is wasted. In
other Words, Ohioans could enjoy the same standard on half the energy )hey are presently.
using." .

Review the report with students. Assign the worksheet entitled Energy Managemeneon the
Farm to take home overnight and complete. Go over the findings of the students on the
worksheets the next class day. Much discussion can be included here on energy alternatives.
How far and to whkdepth this discussion will be carried depends on the amount of time you
as the instructor want to spend. Before proceeding you may review the previous material
either orally, or with a quiz.

Question to be put on chalkboard (note that by using the chalkboard we are saving energy
compared to using an overhead projector-or slide projector, or running a handout):

a-

Student has comPleted a preliminary analysis of energy use on his/her farm and has even
listed some suggestions for alternative energy sources. How can student determine where
to reduce energy waste most effectively on his/her farm?"
a



Possible student answers:

11 Itok at those areas that use the most energy.

2. Check to see if motors and engines are matched to the job:they are to do.

3. Consider the most expensive energy users.

"If Ohio or the United States is to reduce energy usage, they must do an analysis similar to
student's

(Now fbfer to Figure 4, the handout or overhead entitled, "Gross Energy Consunyron by
Sector, 1980.)

Qqestion: Which areas of energy consumption in Ohio and the United States use the most
energyr

Have students:

1. Compare the energy consumption Of Ohio with that of the'whole United States.

2. Note that the industrial sector is the largest energy consumer. Transportation is the second
largest.

Question: "Let's take transportation use for an example. We realize that transportation is arnalor
energy user in Ohio and the U.S.A. We can therefore assume that reducing transportation on

student's farm will also reduce energy use. How can student reduce his/her transportation
energy usage?"

Possible student answers:

1. Elimenate unnecessary trips.

2. Buy most items at one place.

3. Car or truck pool.

4. Keep Cars, trucks well maintained.

Question: "Will one individual trying to save energy make any difference in overall reduction of
energy use? Is it worth the effort?"

Points to ponder:

"Many times we think of the energy shortage only in terms of short supplies of gasoline Nd
heating oil. But energy shortages will change our way of life, our standard of living, and thingsme
now take for 'granted."

One or both of the following questions may be proposed to the classto finish upthe unit. General
discussion can be held or the class may.be divided into assigned pro and eroin positions so that a
debate can be conducted. Again, how far this is carried out depends on the time allowed.

Write the following questions on the board:

QuestidP: "The United Stites has 6% of the workipopulation, liurconsumes 1/3 of all the Oil
produced. Half of this oil is imported. As just one country on this earth, do we have the right to use
that much oil'? Or are-we 'hoggish' and wasteful?"

Question: " 'The projected need for energy in the year 1990 will be at the same level as lap.
Industrial, commercial, residential, and utility use will increase, but this can be offset by a
reduction in transportation usage. Do you agree or disagree?" .

411
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VII. Student Application

The following are some suggestions where the class or the individual studentscan apply, in a
practical way, what they haye learned.

1. The class can develop an energy saving plan for the school farm. They pan carry out the plan and
record the amount of energy saved using their plan over the previous year's energy use,

2. Have each student keep an energy diary on his or her energy use. Then make a cut oi 1/3 in that
energy use and evaluate the results. For example, keep a 2-week diary on gasoline Used in the
student's truck or car..Reduce the amOunt,used by 1/3; then have the student drive 2 weeks
on that amount of fuei' and compare 'the difference with the previbus amount.

3. Require each student in'the class tO have energy management as one of his or her home
improvement projects. The student can set goals to attain in the agreement, plan costs in the
budget, and' list everything done at home to reduce energy usage. These activities can be ;
checked during student visitations by the instructor so that parent Cogperation and one-on-one
instruction by the teacher will help each individual studVnt to meet Ois or her goals.

4. Encourage energy savings to reduce costs when calculating budgets ofpraduction projects. List
in a diary or on the evaluation page of record books any energyfaving measures taken.

4

VIII. Evaluation

The evaluation procedure can be any one or a combination of the following:

1. Written objective exam

2. Written subjectiVe position paper on how energy usage can be rladuced (personal, farm, or
general agricultu re) ,

3. Oral presentation with a speech, panel discussion, or debate .

4. StUdent visitations to check home improvement projects dealing with energy management.The
instructor can alto Check practices used with production projects to reduceenergy usage.

t7
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT ON THE FARM

.1 ;k1 NAME

1. List the number pf energy users on your farm.
\, ,

eleotric motors

b: electric power tools

" c, /lidlit bulbs
d. gasoliñeengiries

e. d1esl engine's

f. grain dryers

g. heating systems

fir

7

2. As you can spe from the above survey, most of yourenergycomes from electricity or liquid fuels. List
some alternative energy sources right on your farm that you could tap to do some of the same jobs
tqat you listed above.

)

Example:

Energy Source

wind _

Used tor

pump water

Extra EquIpinent Needed

windmill .

3. You can see that some types of energy sources do .ceetainjobs better thart others. Should you
concentrate on one energy source br use several to run your total farming operation? Explain your
answer. (1

4 List five (5 ) waya you could redu e Your total. energy use op ybur farm today-



OUIZ ON ENERGY. MANAGEMENT

NAME

1. Energy is the ability to do

2. BTU is a term used to measure the amount of required to do a job.

3. List three (3) advantages to the farmer of producing energy from his/her crop residues.

41,

4. The type of energy the U.S. is short of is

5. Two ways to solve the energy shortage are:

6. TRUE oR FALSE (circle one): We have enough oil to last only 60 years.

7. TRUE OR FALSE (circle one): It is the job of the government and scientists to solve our energy problem
for us.

141,
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I. Lesson Topic: FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING COSTS AND BENEATS
OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS

by

JOHN MILLER

II. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the-and of this.unit, the student will be Ole to:

1. Calculate, using the 1159 calcuiVor or by written math, the'costs and benetits of variousenerg
sources spch-as fuel oil, natural gas, hardwoods, electricity, Coal, liquid propane, softwood% an017a heat pulrip.

2. Perform long-regge planning for his/her needs by calculating cost-effectiveness of energy
resources.

3. Make various energy management decisions based on cost-effectiveness determination.

III. Materials Needed

1. A well-lighted classroom

2. Adequate chalk board or flip chart sPace fo'r illustiating- lesson points
,.

3. At least one flat surface suCh as a table for use with tt;e programinatile taleillator (1159)
,

ot ,

4. A Texas instrument 59 (T159).pogrammable calculator. 'More 'than one would be aesirable in
order to keep the lesson flowing smoothly. Program's should already be in place when lesson is
begun. . ...-/--

,

5. Handout: Fuel Cost Comparison (a TI59 program, NRAES 5.46, courtesy of the North Regional
'Agricultural Extension Service)

6. Handout: Comparing Heating Fuel Costs (Extension Bulletin FS-12, courtesy of the North
Regional Agricultural Extension Service)

IV. The Situation

of.One methoa a farmer can use to reduce the costs of production is to e ?ce the use of energy
required in the production of products. This saving of energy will als help our nation to become
more self-sufficient in energy resources. Many alterpette sources of energpare available to the
farmer for use in the production process. Not all are suitable in form or in cost. This lesson,
therefore, provides a framework for evaluating costs and benefits of alternative energy sources and
systems.

V. Introducing the Lesson

In preparing to teach this esson, it would be desirable for the teacher to put the program on a
.magnetic card, ready for installation in case electricity to the programmed 1159 calculator is
accidently cut off. An adequate extension cord should be available in order that the calcUlator(s)
can be placed in the cerkter of class activity. In this way, attention canbedirected to thescreen orto
the tape if a print cradle is used. The teacher should program theT159 calculator before class begins
and check out the results from previous practice sessions.

The teaCher should have students obtain prices for the various fuels prior tci the start of class, This
assignment may be given at previous class sessions in order to build interest in this lesson .

if a student in the class or someone else in the community (whom the students know and respect)
plans to change or build new or remodel with the choice of fuel as one of the decisions to be Made,
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this situation should be used to give meaning to this lesson for the student. This lessor; implies thewed for a decision bn the,part of a student Tegarding the type bf fuel he/she should use for asOecific purpose.
*4-

VI. The Problem Situation

Problem Statement: "Our friend, student or other Ci tizen is considering a`different heating system forhis/her home, shop, barn, etc. He/She would like to use the least expensive fuel possible that will
still provide sufficient heat. What kind Qf fuel(s) might student use to heat the selected
area?" (Teacher places that question on the chalkboesrd under thejabel Problem.)

Possible student responses to befisted on chSlkboard:

,
natural gas
propane gas
-fuel oil
wood
electricity
coal
heat pump

a (other) -

Question: "Where do these Juels'.c.ome from? What is their basic source?"
.

-Natural gas - mostly 'from Southern United States' gas and oit wells
Propane*gas - a by-product of the refining of oil
Fuel oil - from crude oil pumped from Southern United States
Wood - local farm wood lots
Electricity - generated locally from coal, oil or uranium
Coal - mines in Eastern United States
Heat pump -powered by electricity. (If students are unfamiliar with a heat pump, the teacher

may use handout #1, Comparing Heating Fuel Costs, NRAES Extension pulletin FS-12.)

Quation: "Can, the student (or other citi4en) obtain these fuels?"

Possible student answers:

Depends on locality
-Some, but not all of them
Yes, wood if he/she owns woodlot

Question: "What heating equipment does student now have?"

Possible student answers:

,A coal furnace it
"I don't know. I've neVer been to student's home." 4
lt makei no difference what he/she has now if a new heating system is going to be installed.

-Question: "Do any of these fuels require any special skills in their handling?"

Possible student answers: .

Some do; some don't.

Some fuels are fed automatically. The operator doesn't need any skill other than setting athermostat.

Teacher: "Let's make a list of any special skills needed in handling these fuels."(On chalkboard:)

Natural gas aually automatic. Lighting pilot may be difficult for some people. Once installation
is operating correctly, little adjustment is necessary.
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,Propane gas much like natural gas. Changing or filling storage tanks must be learned..

-
?

usually automatic. Lighting pilot may be difficult for some people. System must
watched for developmRnt of dirty burners. ,

Fuel oil

Wood

. Electricity

Coal

fire box must be refilled regularly and ashevemoved,-Must be regulated with change
in outside weather. Watch for formation of creosOte and soOt,

ually autolhatic. Qpange of heat bulbs needed periodically. Heating elernerits must .

kept free of dust and cobw" ebs.

much like wood. Longer lasting fire than wood. LesS danger of creosote asyl spot in
pipes and chimney.

Heat pump usually automatic. Must be kept very clean to be efficient.

Question%-lthese, fuels contain different amounts of heatl"

Possible student answers:_

Probably
4

How do we compare electricity and wood?

Let's burn some of them and see.

Teacher: "Let's take a look at this handout #2, Fuel Cost Comparison, specifically the paragraph
labelled, 'Assumptions'."

Question: "Will the information in this paragraph affect your choice of fuel?"

Possible student answers:

Yes. Now we see some differences.

No. It says something about BTU and efficiency, but I don't understand what that means.

Yes. I would pick the fuel wjth the highest efficiency.

Question: "Your answers indicate that we need to get a better understanding of some new terms.
What is meant by the letters BTU?"

(Again refer thestudents to handout #1 , Comparing Heating Fuel Costs, for the definition.)

Question: "What is meant by the term efficiency?" (Refer the students again to handout #1 - page 3,
Table 1.)

Teacher "In order that we might have the information about the various fuels in a form that is easy
for us to see and evaluate, let's put on the chalkboard the necessary information about the
fuels we've studied." (Teacher begins the development of a chart on the chalkboard similar to the
chart on page 4. The amouni of BTU's per unit of fuel, the efficiency of the fuel, can be
Obtained frOm Fuel Cost Comparison, handout #2 - page 1. The students will have obtained the cost
per unit of each fuel prior to the lesson.)

Question: "Now we need to compare the yarious fuels as to cost per heat unitor BTU. What would
be a quick way to do the calculations?"

Possible student answers:

,Use axalculator.

It- Use a computer.

Teacher "We tio have a calculator available that wil,1 help us do the calculations very quickly. Who
twcoutd like to be the first one to operate it? OK, here's how it is operated." (Prior to class, the



teacher will have performed following Operations: 1) turned the calculator on; 2) entered the

program, either from a matretic card or by punching in the 155 steps from handout #2 -1page 2,

Fuel Cost Comparison; and 3) pressed R/S to enter the assumed stove:efficienCied.)

The first-steps for t4stuclent are:

1) "PreSs A on the calculator keyboard.
-

2) Enter the fuel cost in dollars per unit (or in the case of electricitx, cents per KWH).

3) Press the appropriate key listed to find costper million BTU's. Remernber to press "2nd" for B, C,

D, and E.

(The teacher may alternatesjudents while determining costs With the use of the TI564
-

Note: The teacher;may also have Some Mudents_sim oltaneously dbing paper calculations by using

the folloWingi reasoning:

Example: Natural gis: 100 cubic feet gives .100,000 BTUs at 75% effici cy. This will provide75,000

BTUs.
It will take 1,000,000 divided by 75,000 equalling 13.33 hundred cubic feet of gas to furnish the oni)

million BTU's at 75% efficiency. Therefore, 13.33 times cost per hundred cubic feet ($0.42.) equals

$5.60 worth of gas to furnish one million BTU's of heat.

As students put fuel cost comparisons on the chalkboard, the teacher could 'have other students

compare costs among fuels with handout #1, Comparing Heating Fuel Costs. The teacher will

need to explain to the students how the, chart on page 1 is used.

Make the point that fuel prices will change. In like manner, then, the cost per million BTU's will

change, too.

Students now have a method of comparing fuel costs, using heat Units (BTUs), cost (per unit sold -

gallons, cubic feet, etc.), and efficiencyr(depending upon the heating device used to burn the fuel).

r

VII. Solution to the Problem

The teacher should place on the -chalkboard the solution or conclusion to, the student's problem:

,"At todays prices, student ShOuld use selected fuel to heat his/her selected area."

SAMPLE CHART OF VARIOUS FUEL COSTS AND BTU %wigs
, Colt Per

Fuel ' Unit Efficiency Cost of Fuel i Million ,STU

Natural gas 100,000 BTU/100 -cu. ft. 75% $ 0.42* $ 4.00

Fuel oil 140,000 BTU/gallon 75% 1.30 12.38

.,

Hard woods 24,000,000 BTU/cord 50% " 100.90 8.63

Soft woods 15,000,000 BTU/cord 50% 70.00 9.33

LP. gas r 93,000 BTU/gallon 75% 0.70* 1004

Electricity 3,412 BTU/KWH 100% 0.04 11.72

Coal 12,500 BTU/pound
exo% 9000 .600

Heat pump
004 21.10

*These costs reflect regulated fuel prices. Deregulation may double or triple the costs over the expected life of the alternate

systems being.compared.



Question: "Whet els,eirriffrd be considered?"-
.

'Possible studeht res9onfiss:,..

Cost of installation .

AVailability of fuel

Will-it do the.jor
,

Poi; example, "Heat for baby pigs'needs to be directed and conger:it:in contrast a firm shOp`does
-. not have to be evenly or continuously heated." !

,
Question& "Could student use tWoteat souices, such as ewood sriove for space heating ahd a
radiant heater for a speaific space a space such as for baby pigs or a Work area?"

,"Could stUdent use heat wasted otherwise? Heat frorn a cooling compressorcould be retained
4n a milk or egg roorn. Could that he'a consideration?" .$

. "Does the heat source student has chosen involve more lifork to operate than he/she should be
doing?"

Answer: "Some heat sources need to be maintained periodically and fuel obtained for them.
Refueling, cleaning or adjusting may be needed."

Questions: "Would a person hired by the owner as a substitute worker dudng vacation be able to
operate the heating devices?"

"Would a new,system save money?"

Answer: Use handout,#1 page 3, Table 1, to see how saving eneigy-could possibly
help pay for s different system.

VIII. Application

"Now, let's see how well you can apply the principles you have learned so far to the following
situation:

Suppose you're going to remodel your chicken house to put hogs in it.

Question: What fuel(s) would you use?

Question: Why would you use that fuel (those fuels)? (Three reasons, please).

sQuestion: What does that4uel (those fuels) eost per million BTU's? (Please show all caleulatir
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IX. Evaluation

QUIZ

NAME

Directions: If the statement is true, circle the letter "T." If the statement is false, circle the letter "F." .4

T F 1. Wood is a less efficient Mel because much of its heat is lost by soot and hot air going up
the chimney.

, . .T F 2. Electricity is more efficient because it can operate in a closed room with no loss up the
chimney.

T F 3. There is the same amount of heat (BTU's) in a gallon of fuel oil and a gallon of propane
gas.

T F 4. It takes no Special ability to clean he burner of an oil stove.

T F 5. Fuel costs will always be the same so this comparison of fuel cost will always remain
the same.

Dfroctionii: Fill in the blank with the correct word or words to complete the statemant.

6. The fuel source located closest to rny home is

7. To truly compare fuel costs, one must compare the usable amount of heat in a million
at the cost of each fuel in the quantity by which it is sold,

Directions: Complete the following problem, showing all of your calculations.

, Using the "fuel' cost comparison," at $0.50 per 100 cu. ft. for natural gas, figure the following:

8. the number of BTU's'per 100 cu. ft

9. the percent efficiency of natural gas

10 the cost .of one million BTU's of natural gas

REFERENCES CONSULTED

Parsons, R.A., Fuel Cost Comparison. Northeast Regionat'AgriOulturaltngineering Service, Cooperitive
Extension Services of the Northeast Land Grant Universities an&the United States Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin 546,

Stipanuk, D M, Comparing Heating Fuel Costs., Nortlieast Regional Agricultural Engineering Seivice,
Cooperative Extenaion Services of the Northeast Land Grant Universities and the United States
Department of Agriculture,.Bulletin FS-12, Revised June 1981.



HANDOUT #1 - page 1
APPENDIX

FS-12

The costs of various forms of energy are evaluated in
different waifs, making,comparisons difficult. The
following chart will enable you to compare the cost of
various heating fuels on the basis of their heating
equivalent as expressed in dollars per million British
thermal unitsI ($/MBtu). To use the chart, read across
the fuel price columns to 'the Heating Equivalent
column to determine the price per MBtu.

For example. if a source of mixed hardwood is available
at $120/cord. the equivalent fuel cost is approximately
$10.00/MBtu. Fuel oil at $1.60/gallon has an equivalent

MIS

fuel cost of $17.80/MBtu:

If you are considering switching fuels, remember the
cost of the heater. A good qualitt wood stove and new
chimney costs a thousand dollars or more. Heat pumps
cost several thousand dollars. It may require many
years of fuel savings to pay for a new installation..
Insulation or improving the efficiency of the existing
heating system may be a better investment.

'One 13(u The amount of energy requirea to raise a pound of water

1° Fahrenheit;

Fuel Cost Comparison

Fuel Oil

S/gallon

Natural Gas
1/therm

Coal

S/ton

LP Gas
S/gaIlon

Mixed Hardwoods
S/cord

Mixed SoftwoOds
S/cord

6

0.40

4
if

Heating Equivalent Cosi, Dollars. per Million Btutls (S/MBtu)

)0 12 14 16

0.50
1

0.60
a

0.90 1.00 1;10 1;20 1.30 1.40
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1 t

0.80
t

0.90 1.00

1
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i

.
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1,20

180 190 200
lc .1
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1 1

.05
I

1

1.30 1.40
r
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ASSUMPTIONS

Natural Oat . Therm * i000 Btu approx. 100 au ft.- 65% EfficiOncY. 5/14Eta * :s.ze Cl=herm

Rot'. 2il - 138,000 5tu/gal2m 85% Efficiency. Citegiu *11.15 Siga:lzm

El1 Sas - 94000 Btu/oatlon. en Efficiency. CiMEta :8.54 x SigalZon

Electricity . 3412 Btu/kyk. 100% Efficieney. 0/MBtu *203'x

Mixed BardWods . 24 Mttu/cord. 50% Efficitnoy !Airtight ttovel. VNVtu $/cord f :Z

Mixed :Eoftwoods - 15 Matu/cord, 50% Efficiency. S/MBtu Vcord * 1.5

:oat - 12,500 Btu/a. 00% Efficiency. VAIBtu * S/ton f 25

06
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Heatinglquivatent Cost. Dollars pr Million Btu's (S/MOtu)

40#
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22 . 24
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HANDOUT #1 - page 2

Fuel Price Information

Most electricity or natural gas is sold on a block
pricing structure. A typical rate schedule might be, the
first 12 kwh of electricity costs $3.00, the next 12,-
300 kwh costs 6C per kwh, the next 300-1200 cost 4C
per kwh. etc. To calculate heating costs, use the price
for the highest leyel of monthly consumption. For
example, you would use the 40 per kwh value if you
consumed between 300 and 1200 kwh per month in an
area with the price structure mentioned above.

Some electric utility companies have a seasonal rate,
so energy costs more at one time of the year than
another. Areas with a high air conditioning load may
have higher summer rates, while areas with a large
electrical heating demand may have higher winter
rates. Also several electric utilities offer lower off-
peak rates at night because this is a low electrical
demand period. Some electric heaters are now avail-
able to take advantage of these low rates by storing
electrical energy at night by heating a ceramic
material to a very high temperature. Then during the
day the electrical heaters are switched off and the
stored energy is used for heating.

Typical prices for electricity range from 40 to 12C per
kwh. Natural gas prices range from 40C to 70C per
therm. Contact your local utility to obtain the most
current rates for the heating season. Prices for LP gas
and fuel oil are available from local dealers. However,
LP and fuel oil prices are somewhat 'seasonal; try to
obtain prices during the heating season.

Heat Pumps*

A heat pump is similar to a central air-conditioning
unit. It either extracts heat from outside air for winter
space heating, or removes heat from the air in the
house for space cooling in the simmer. A heat pump is
most cost effective when both winter heating and

,summer cooling is needed.

Because the heat pump extracts heat from outside air
it provides more heat per kilowatt hour than an
electrical resistance heater. However, heat pumps
workless efficiently as outside temperatures drop.
Some heat pumps turn on supplemental resistance
heaters to supply the heat required when the heat
pump efficiency drops. Other heat pumps rely on a
backup furnace fired by gas or oil to provide space
heating when the outside air temperatures drop
below about 20°F.

In most of the Northeast, heat pumps operate with an
efficiency or Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) of 1.8
to 2. The Seasonal Performance Factor is the total
amount of heat energy delivery by the heat pump

divided by thy annual electrical energy used by the
heat pump. In cold areas the SPF will be lower; in
warm areas it will be higher. Heat pump dealers
generally have detailed information regarding the SPF
expected for heat pumps in various parts of the
country.

You cell use the fuel chart to determine the cost of heat
supplied by a heat pump. First divide the price of
electricity by 1.8 or 2 (or by the SPF of your heat pump
in your area) and then use this effective price of
electricity in the chart. Remember, this is the fuel cost
only. A complete analysis should include the ad-
ditional initial cost (if any) of the heat pump over that
of the alternative heating system.

Wood or Coal as Fuels

The wood and coal heating values on the fuel cost
chart are for good airtight' stoves or furnacesthe
only devices which efficiently deliver the heat from
wood and coal.

If you have a non-airtight stove and want to calculate
the cost of wood or coal as a heating fuel,Thultiply the
fuel cost in $/MBtu for wood or coal shown on the fuel
chart by 2. Example: Mixed hardwood at $100/full
cord has a fuel cost equivalent of $8.33/MBtu in an
airtight stove. In a non-airtight stove its heating
equivalent would be $16.66/MBtu.

*Which FUel?

For much of the Nort4,06the price of natural gas, coal
and wood are cloSeefithigh 'that there is little significant
difference in their Heating Equivalent Cost. Fuel oil may
be slightly less expensive than, LP gas in some areas and
more expensive in others. Electricity may be relatively
inexpensive compared to fuel oil in areas offering off-
peak rates. In areas around New York City and other
locations where oil is used as a fuel for electricity
produCtion the price of electricity is substantially higher
than other fuels.

Heat pump systems may ha'-iie lower fuel cost than many
alternatives. However, heat pumps may have substan-
tially higher capital costs than heating systems using
other fuels. In areas that use air conditioning, heat
pumps have additional advantages since they can both
heat and cool..

High Efficiency Heaters

The fuel cost comparison table uses efficiencies typical
of furnaces and boilers founcyn most older homes.
Many new furnaces and boilers have efficiency values
significantly higher. In addition, improvements can be

0.) c2,,,
OW
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made in existing heating systems to improve their
efficiencies. Among these improvements are flue
dampers. electrical ignitions, outside combustion air
Wand the installation of new burners.

Use Table 1 to help evaluate the value of replacing an
existing furnace or boiler with a more efficient one. For
example, calculate the fuel savings achieved by
replacing an old oil furnace with an assumed 65%
efficiency with one that has a seasonal heating
efficiency of 80%. The example home annually uses
1000 gallons of oil that costs $1.60 per gallon for an
annual cost of $1.60 x 1000 = $1600. Table lsbows that
an efficiency improvement to 80% will lower the annual
heating bill by 19%. The annual fuel savings is then 0.19
x 1600 = $304.

Table 1. Percent Reduction in Fuel Ust for Improved
Heating System Efficiency.

New Heating System Seasonal
Heating Efficiency'

Percent Reduction in Annual
Heatind Fuel Usage2

70% 7

75% 13

80% 19

85% 24

90% 28

95% 32

Energy delivered to dwelling: Energy Input to Heating
System.

2 Current sysTERISsumed to be 65% Efficient.

Added Insulation

An alternative way to lower heating costs is to add
insulation. The fuel savings from additional insulatiOn
depend on the:

amount of existing insulation

amount of insulation to be added

current cost of heating fdel.

;if

The following ,steps may be used to calculate the value
of fuel saved by increasing insulation. As an example of
this calculation look at a single story, 1500 square foot
home in Hanpver, NH. It has .6 inches of fiberglass
insulation in the attic with an equivalent R value, or
resistance to-heat loss, of about 19. The house uses oil
for heating at a cost of $1.60 per gallon. Calculate how
much can be saved by adding 6" of insulation (R-19) as
follows:

Step 1. Find the heating degree days for the area from
f the heating degree day map. Hanover, NH

has 7500 heating degree days.

Step 2. Calculate the heat 'loss through the existing
insulation by the following equation:

Rate of Heat Loss = 1.xAxHDDx 24

where = R value of insulation
A = area of insulated surface

HDD = heating degree days

The heat loss for the existing ceiling (R-19) is
about:

Q = x 1500 x 7500 x 24

= 14.2 million Btu's.

Step 3. Find the new total R value by adding the R
value of the new, insulation to the existing
insulation R value.
New R = 19 + 19 = 38

Step 4. Calculate the newly insulated ceiling heat
loss.

Q = L x 1500 x 7500 x 24

= 7.1 million Btu's

Step 5. Find the fuel heating equivalent from the fuel
cost comparison chart.

Fuel oil costing $1.60 per gallon is equiyalent
to $17.80 per million BTu's.

Step 6. Calculate the annual savings. SOtract the '
new heat loss from the old heat los5 and
multiply by the fuel heating'equivalent.

Fuel cost savings = (14.2 - 7.1) x $17.80 = $126

So, an additional 6" of insulation will lower annual fuel
cost by $126 in this example. Asluercosts increase, the
savings will increase each year.'
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the city represented.
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HANDOUT #2 - page 1
Fuel Cost Comparison

R.A. Parsons NRAES5.46
This program first calculates the'cost per million Btu (MBtu) for a
given fuel and then ccmpares that cost to-several other fuels.

1. Enter program

a. Turn on calculator and enter program card side 1:
b. Press R/S to enter assumed stove efficiencies.

Find cost per M8tu for a specific fuel
a. Preis A

b. Enter fuel cost in_$ per unit sold (t/Kwh for electricity).
c. Press the approprfate fuel key listed below to find cost/MBtu.

11

Fuel

Fuel oil
Natural gas
Mixed hardwoods
Electricity
Coal

Liq. propane
Mixed softwoods
Heat pump

Display
Sales unit Press Example Fuel cost $/MBtu

gallon B

therm C
cord D $100 8.33
OM E

ton B.'

gal C'

cord D'

Kwh E'

3. Find equivalent cost per sales unit of other fuels

a. Press the appropriate fuel key or keys listed above.
. Example. Press B and 0.87 is displayed. Thus fuel oil
costing $0.87 per gallonis equal'in heating value to wood
costing,$100 per cord that is burned in an efficient wood stove.
-If E is pressed, 2.84 is displayed; or $100 hardwood is equal to
electrical heat that costs 2.84t per kilowatt hour (kwh).

To change the programmed heating efficiencies-enter your assuMed
'efficiency as a decimal'. Then

Press To change

5TO 02
,STO 03
STO 04
STO 05
STO 06

fuel oil heating efficiency
natural gas & LPG
hard or soft wood efficiency

_coal

heat pump seasonal performance coefficient

Assumptions:

Natural Gas - Therm = 100 000 Btu
- 100 cu ft

75% Efficiency

Fuel Oil 140000 Btu/gallon
75% Efficiency

Mixea Hardwoods

Mixed Softwoods° -

24 M8tu/cord
50% Efficiency

15 M8tu/cord
50% Efficiency

LP Gas - 93_1600 Btuigallon
75% Efficiency

Electricity - 3412 8tu/kwh
100% Efficiency

12,500 8tu/lb
60% Efficiency

Heat pump seasonal performance
-coefficient = 1.8
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. 1 I. Leason Topic:

II. Lesson Objectives

At the conclusion of this lesson, the student wiV be able to:

1. Identify practices which will result in using less electrical energy.

2. Identify practices which can be eliminated, resulting in the use of less electrical energy.

3. Develop a priority list of electrical loads in the home or business, the use of which will lower the
monthly demand loads

ELECTRICAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR
THE HOME AND BUSINESS

by.

DON OVERMYER

III. The Situation

The supply of certain fossil fuels, such as oil, is rapidly debreasing. The dernand for electrical
energy is increasing. Most of our electricity is produced by burning fossil Ids. The Cost of these
fuels is increasing, putting a strain on many family budgets. Families and i dividuals ate seeking
ways to reduce the use of electricity, thesaty conservind fossil fuel and at the s4meiime reducing
the amount of money paid out in electric bills.

IV. Introduction to Lesson

To emphasize the need for energy conservation, ask the students how much energy is used now as
compared to ten years ago. List the answers on the board. After discussing why the amounts are
different, use the film strip/cassette'entitled, "Doubling Time." (The set is available for loan from the
Cooperative Extehsion Service. Check with your county agent.)

Emphasize to the students that we do have limited supplies of fossil fuel. Eventually, some other
energy source must be developed to replace fossil fuel. In order to "buy time" to develop alternate
fuels, we must conserve what fuels are now available. In the production of electricity, the utility
companies throughout the United States use the following energy mix: hydro, 40%; coal, 17%; nuclear,
8%; and oil, 35%.

Since this lesson deals with electrical energy, try to limit the discussion to electricity. Using the
chalkboard to record Student answers, ask the following:

Question: "Why must we bonserve energy?" The information given may be helpful as a contribution
to the discussion.

Possible Student Answers:

1. There is a shortage of oiL

2. Pro-dtking electrical energy is costly.

3. Electric companies' billing methods make it orthwhile for the consumer.

To bring the lesson discussion "closer to home," state that Jilt (a student) and her
family of four have decided to figure out how to reduce electrie oasts and still get economical use -%

, from the electrical energy needed t&Maintain a comfortable household living standar& Place on
the chalkboard the following:

V. Problem Statement "What cart Jill and her family do to, reduce electrical uSage and costs
and still maintain a comfortable living standard? IS it possible?"



VI. Solution to Problem; Presentation of Lesson

Ask the question, "What are some things Jill
this decision'?"

Possible Student Questions in Response;

1. In Vihat ways can
business?

and her family will need to know in order tarnake

and her family reduce ele tricel uSage in the home d in the farm

2. Will their electric company provide any assistance 'n determining the mbst effi lent ways to use
electricity?

3. Does their electric company charge diftere rates for different amounts f electricity used?

4. Is there some electronic device that *I I and her family could use keep them from using
so much electricity?

These "possible student questions" fill will need to know ca be answered with the
teaching of 1) how electric companies-calculate the electric bill; 2) wr y it is expensive for both the
consumer and the company to have production capacity eyelid)l to produce all the electrical
energy people want whenever they want it; 3) how familiea`can ave money by scheduling
appliance use over a 24-hour period; and 4) how electric devi $ are available to help contrOI or
schedule major electrical appliances. The following dialoguriiay be conducted with the students
as a means of teaching the lesson content.

Quiestion: "How dblrectric companies calCui'.ate electric bills?"

Answer: Electric `coritRanies charge customers'for the number of "kilowatt hours" used. One
kilowatt-hour is a measurement of electrical power at the rate of 1000 watts per hour. For example,
an aPpliance such as an iron is rated at so many watts, say 1000 watts. If that iron is used for one
hour, it "used" 1000*watts or one kilowatt-hour of electricity. Finding the number of kilowatts used
by an appliance can be done in one of the following ways: 1) Each appliance has a watt listing. This
figure is the total watts which the appliance will use in one hour's time. 2) On motors, the name plate
may not list watts, but may list horsepower. To convert horsepower to watts, multiply the rated
horsepower by 1000 watts. The answer will equal the total watts used by the motor in orlie hour of
operation.

Ars house has a meter located near the place where the electric wires enterthe house. This
meter has either four or five dials. (At this point, the teacher could take the class to the school's
electric meter to show them what a meter looks like and how it is read. Spabe will not permy the
teaching of that skill i n this lesson plan.) The teacher will need to explain that a meter (most
companies use a load meter) measures two things: the number Of kilowatt-hours used during the
month, and th'e "load" or greatest number of kilowatts in use for a half-hour period during the
month-

Time should now be taken to explain to the class the method of calculating the monthly bill and the
role the highest half-hour demand plays in the final cost of the electric bill. The following
examples assume an average of 1,000 kilowatt-hours usage per month.

Methods of

Straight rate, based on kilowatt-hours used

Demand meter, based partially on period of highest use

Let's look at a number of examples each one based on Jin average use of 1,000 kiläwatt-
hours per month.

Example 1: In this example, we use no demand meter and do not take into accounfthe periods of
highest demand for electricity. The electric company uses a rate schedule similar to the one which
follows:



Rat. Schedule Bill Calculation

First 50 kilowatt-hours cdst 9.600/kw-hr. $ 4.800

Next 80 kilowatt-hours cost 7.330/kw-hr. 5.864

Next 320 kilowatt-hours cost 3.790/kw-hr. 12.128

Next 350 kit oWatt-hours cost 3,120/kw-hr. 10.920

Next 200 kilowatt-hours coSt 2.920/kw-hr. 5.840

1000 kilowatt-hours used

(Fuel cost is 1.0556(D per kilowatt-hour regardless of load meter or no load meter.)

Total Coat: $ 39.552

Example 2. In this example we use a demand meter which registers the largest flow, of electricity
occurring during any one-half-hour time period within the billing period. Ihthis.exampler we will
use a demand peak (block base) of 25 kilowatt-hours. We multiply 25 kilowatt-hours by 125 (a
constant figure) which equals 3,125 kilowatt-hours and is greater than'lopo kilowatt-hours. In this
case, no money would be saved. One must use more than 3,125 kilowatt-hours to save money.

Example 3: In this example, using a demand meter and a peak demand of 7 kilowatt-hoturs, we
discover the following rate schedule. (Note the change found in the rate schedule. 7 multiplied by
125 equals 875, which is less than 1000. Difference is 125 kilowatt hours). This indicates a possible
financial savings. The rate will remain the same for the first 875 kilowatt-hours used, with a special
rate for the remaining 125 kilowatt-hours.

Rate Schedule Sill Cslculation

50 kilowatt-hours at 9.600/kw-hr. $ 4.800

80 kilowatt-hours at 7.330/kw-hr. 5.864

320 kilowatt-hours at 3.790/kw-hr. 12.128

(800 kilowatt-hour block basis)

350 kilowatt-hours, at 3.120/kw-hr.

75 kilowatt-hours at 2.920/kw-hr. 2:190

(875 kilowatt-hour block basis)

Balance of 125 kilowatt-hours at 0.620/kw-hr..

Total Cost;

,This Situation (Example 3) results in a savings of $2.88.

0.775

$ 36.67T

Question: "What does this tell you about demand billing?".
Answer This shows that as the peak demand lowers, the total electric bill will be lower when using
the same quantity of electricity. If we lower our peak demand during anyone half-hourplock of time,
we can also lower avr bill, while using the same or slightly more kilowatt-hours, In other
words, Consumers slftld "balance" their electrical use during the day and the month, Savings
can be realized by balancing the load demand,

Questiqn: "I n what ways can Jill and herfaMily keep the peak demand tor electric powerat a
lower level?"



Possible student answers:

1. Make sure that several large appliancei are not in operation at the same time.

2. Discontinue the use of some appliances, motors, etc.

3. ,Develop a priority list of electric appliances that need to be on at specific times, such as is1ectric
stove, hot water heater, water, pump, milking machine, Motors that operate livestock feeding
mechanisms, etc.

At this point, the teacher ban assist the students in developing a concept of load management by
scheduling appliance use. A procedure for developing a priority schedule is as follows:

Inventory the major appliances, motors, heaters, etc., that are used on a frequent basis, and
those that are used on a seasonal basis:-

Develop a priority list as if the power available were limited and you had to pick and choose
'from these items. At the same time indicate the most common hours of highest use. The
priority list could look like the following:

Requited Load

Milker vacuum pump

milk cooler

doors

exhaust fans

hot water

MOST NEEDED

LEAST NEEDED

Manageable Cold

silO unloader

gutter cleaner

feeders

grain dryer,

household items

Students may want to make a priority list of only household items. Examine the priority list, while
considering the following questions:

1. Can the normal periods of use for these appliances, etc., be altered?

2. What changes in normal lifestyle might result for the family?

3. Can some items be eliminated'or reduced?

At this time ask for some answers to these questions from the students. To help the students with
their answers, display a transparency of Table 1 (or give information as a handout).

After allowing students tO discusa a vagety of possible ideas, have each student develop a possible
priority list for his or her home, using tfte data from the above-mentioned transparency or handout..

Jill should be develoPing her list along with the rest of the class. Allow about 10 minutes for
this activity.

After the students complete their priority lists, have them think about the question, "What can be
done to assure that no high energy user is operating while another high energy user is in operation?"
At this time, the teacher could teach abaft devices that turn items oWand off, either by manual .

control or automatic control.

Ask the students to name'famillar devices which control the operation of appliances, motors, fans,
etc. Devices mentioned may be switches, fuses, circuit breakers, photo-electric cells, clock timers,
etc.The diagrams in the Appendix (Fjgures 1 - 7) may be useful in explaining the various methods
that can be used to control electrical loads.

LOAD CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

The basic idea of load management is to keep the peak demand for electric power at a lower level,

3 ti



TO t Elsctric Energy ConsumOtion of Applianpu

Applianc Average
Wattage

Estimated KWH
Consumed
Annually

Oven, microwave (only)

Range (regular oven)
.

, Range (self-cleaning oven)

Toaster

1,4501

12,2Oce

12,200

1,146

Freezer (15 cu, ft.) 341H
Refrigerator (frostless, 12 c,u. ft.) 321

Clothes dryer 4,856

Iron (hand) 1,008

Washing machine (automatic) 512

Water heater (standard) 2,475
,

Air conditioner (room) 1,566

Hair dryer 381

Heat lamp (infrared) 250

Radio 71

Radio/record player
...

109

Television (color; solid state) 200

Clock 2

Vascuum cleaner 630

1,205'

39

1,195

1,217

993

144

103

4,210

1,389

14

13

86

109
.

400

17

46

(Source: Hansen, Energy Conservation: Wise Use of Appliances, WRAES 62. For additionalinformation concerning
electrical energy consumption of appliances and the approximate cost of operation, tee handoid WI In the Appendix.)

Quring the evening hours there is an increased demand for electric power dtie to cooking, washing,
or drying clothes, extra hot water needed for washing or showers, heating or cooling, etc. This
increased demand causes the powercompanies to incr ase power generation. The power
companies must have thefacilities for meeting these de and periods. The increased power
generation facilities result in a higher net electric bill.

If a means of controlling peak demand in the home Were in ituted, the power genit;ation facilities .
could be smaller and the net result could be a lower electric bill.

Some companies have a method of monitoring individual home peak power consumption.,If the
"demand limit" is exceeded during the month, a higher rate is paid during that month.

Listed in this paper are varioud methods for controlling the peak demand. (See Figures 1-7 in the
Appendix.)

Application

Now that students have an idea of various electronic control devices, have them refer back to their
priority list. Have them determine if electronic control devices can be used to solve some of the
scheduling problems which they encountered in their home situation.

,



VIII. Evaluation

QUIZ: ELECTRICAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT

NAME

Directions: Give short answers for the following. Use complete sentences where appropriate.

1. List four sources of enetgy used to generate electricity.

2. Give two main reasons for conserving our use of electricity,

3. What is the major reason most households and businesses are using more electricity now than 20
years ago?

.4

4. Give the advantages of the "demand" meter over the 7straight" meter.

5, List two ways that a family can reduce its "peak demand" for electrical, power.

6. List three ways that one can reduce the amount of electricity used in heating home or business;

7. Explain the term "EER" (Energy Efficient Ratio).

8. List three ways to reduce the ariiount of electricity used to heat water.

9. Give an example of how to reduce the use of electricity when cooking a meal,

10. 1.1st two adjustments in your lighting system which*will reduce the amount of electricity used.

11. Using the given list of electrical appliances, prioritize it, starting with The one most needed.

REFERENCES CONSULTED

Cooling Homes. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperafive ExtensVervice Bulletin FS-8 The Ohio State
University

Hanien, Ralph. Energy Conservation: Wise Use of Appliance& Corvallis, Oregon: Western Regional
Agricultural Engineering Service Bulletin WRAES 82, August 1977

Heating Systems. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin FS-17; The Ohio State
University

Hunt, Fern. laealtime Savings. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin FS-5, The Ohio
State Unkrsity

Hunt, Fern. Small Appliances. Columbus, Ohio: Gooperative Extension Service Biblletin FS-27, The Qhio
State University

Sciarinii M.J. Load Control and Management. Woosteri Ohio: Department of Agricultural Engineering,
The Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (Mimeographed)

Wessel, Judith. Lighting. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin, FS-9, The Ohio State
University

Wessel, Judith,and Roger Miller. Energy-saving Tips. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperative Extension Service
Bulletin FS-4, The Ohio State University

Wessel, Judith,and Roger Miller. Water Heating. Columbus, Ohio: Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin
. FS-7, The Ohio State University



APPENDIX

elwor..0,

Fuse

0--- Circuit Breaker

Switch NorMally Open

Switch-Nor May Closed

Heater or Resistive Load

4

--0-/\/-0"-- Relay Coll

-01 FO Relay Contact Normally Open

Relay contact Normally Closed

Motor

Clock Timer

TherMollat

Bus Bar Used to Connect
0 0 0- 0 0 0' Many Vibis

00^
2 Circuit Breakers Operated by

--o 0 the Same Mechanical Lever1r

FIGURE 1. Devices for controlling peak demands.

mune 2. One type of WU. distribution panel with loads shown.
(Note: All toads with the exception of lights and refrigerator are shown wired for 220-volt operation.
Lights and refrigerator are wired for 110-volt operation.).
(Sopa* of Figures 1-7.; MA. Solarini, Department of Agricultural.Engineering, OARDC, Wooster, Ohio)
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220 VOLT e.±,0 I

220 VOLT

220 VOLT..-0

p
y2)

Basic circuit using circuit breaker to turn off
load.

Basic circuit using a switch to turn off load.

Basic circuit using a relay with a remote
switch to turn off load.

f

Basic circuit using a cam type switch
to control the loads. The switch is

220 VOL T 0.4%. load 1 adjusted so that both loads will not be
on at the same time.

4

110 VOLT

clock
motor

cam 1 carn 2

FIGURE 3 Bask circuits and swijches used.



4°-9116"4"'-0 0
VOLT

TIMER WITH
SWITCH.

0

220 VOLT

-0 1 0

TIMER WITH
SWITCH

0
220 VOLT

c+001

A. Basic circuit for controlling loads at different
locations. Timers are set so that both loads will
not be on the same time.

LI load 1

B. Basic circuit that uses a relay, activated
by load 2 to control load 1.

Load 2 has the highest priority.

load 2

FIGURE 4 . Mors basic circuits tor controlling loads
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Radio transmitting tower

Sub-station

Electric
meter

Radio
receiver

Distribution
panel

FIGURE S.
Basic circuit using radio signal. Signal is transmitted by the power company to turn off hot waterduring
peak load period.

Hot water
heater

ebb-station

Electronic
conditioning
equipment

Demand type
lectric meter

Distribution
panel

FIGURE 6.
Basic cirCuit using a demand-type electric meter. This meter indicates and controls electrical power
usage. As the power usage increases, a pulse signal output increases and therefore is used to control
electrical.loads via electronic conditioning equipment.

al()

Horwater
heater



Power usage meter

Electron lc
sensor

& DIM. box

Monitored power

sIgnil

load
control #1 .

a

load
control #2

load
control #3

load
control #4

load
control #5

Electrical power to controlled loads,

FIGURE 7.

Block diagram of one type of electronic load control- and Inanagemenisystem. The power Consumed is
monitored continuously and analyzed by the electronic logic circuits. The electronic logic circuits then
determine which load is to be "turned, off," and which load is to be "turned on."

Theunet result is to keep the power consumption below the demand limit.

.
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HANDOUT #1 - page 1 FS-27

mall Appliances
Saving energy in small ways

Many of the energy use decisions you make do not
involve a great deal of energysuch as warming a
single roll in the oven or tossing one pair of jeans in
the washerbut these acts count up as money
spent. Every time you decidelo "buy" some energy,
it costs you.
In this fact sheet we're talking about spending
energy on small appliances. Most cost less than a
nickel or so for each hour of use. But in a family
where many members are often deciding to buy
energy for appliances for everything from drying
their hair to brushing their teeth, those decisions
may be costing more than you think. Remember, the
physical size of the appliance does not give any idea
of how much energy it consumes. A large clock has a
wattage rating of two, a small hair dryer, 1,000.

Operation
If not operated carefully, small appliances can waste
energy and money. Here are some tips for prudent
use:

A faulty appliance will not work efficiently and can
waste energy. Repair or replace it promptly.

Items like electric radios are low wattage
appliances, and their use doesn't contribute very
much to your electric bill. Similarly, appliances that
are used for brief periods, like electric mixers,
carving knives, tooth brushes and small tools, have
little effect on your bill.

Using small kitchen applianCes can save energy in
preparing meals. Toasters, waffle irons, electric
grills and skillets, egg cookers, bean pots, fondue
cookers, popcorn poppers, electric coffeepots and

bottle warmers usually require less energy than the
range when used correctly. As with the range, it is
important to turn them off immediately after use.

During operation, keep portable cooking
appliances out of drafts that reduce their
efficiencies.

Use your portable appliances that tan double as
serving dishes to cut down on dishes to be washed.

Cook several foods at one time in your electric
skillet to reduce cooking load and number of dishes.

Many blower-type hair dryers require as much
power as an electric toaster and for longer periods.
Consider toweling and avoid overdrying.

Be sure the TV, radio and stereo are off when no
one is watching or listening. Color sets (solid state)
consume 300 percent more energy then black and
white sets. Instant-on TV sets use electricity 24
hours a day keeping components heated and ready
for operation. Unplug these when they will not be
used fiitr, a long time.

Solid-state television sets, radios and stereos
require less energy than conventional sets.

Electric blankets allow furnace thermostats to be
set lower at night than usual but should be turned off
when not in use, or the gains will be quickly offset.

Oil household cleaning devices as recommended
in the use and care manual to maintain maximum
'efficiency. These manuals may also give additiona
tips on conserving energy while using 'the device

When vacuuming, empty or replace the dust bag
frequently. A full bag reduces the suction and
increases vacuuming time.

4 Li- CSUCooperator* Extension Stews
The Ohio State Unanimity



HANDOUT #1 -'page 2

Cost of Operation

13

This table is based on average wattages of appliances and in average kilowatt hour cost. To understand the "hourly Cost" column,
remember .045 is 4.5 cents and .0045 is less than 1 cent.
This cast of operation table is based on one hour's usage. To determine the cost, simply multiply the hourly cost by the number of
hours on, or the fraction of hours on. . 41

Typical Hourly. kWh Hourly Cost
Appliance Wattage "on" time Used based on S.045

Air Cleaner 50 1 hr .05 .0023
*Blanket 175 3/2 hr .09 .0041 .

Blender 300 1 hr .30 .0135
Can Opener , 100 1 hr .10 .0045
Carving Knife 90 1 hr .09 * .0041
Clock 2 1 hr -.002 .0001.

'Coffee Maker
Brew Cycle 890 1/4

h r
.22 .0099

Hold Cycle 50 1 hr .05 .0023
Dehomidifier , 260 1 hr .26
Disposer
Egg Cooker

445
520

1 hr
1 hr

.45

.52 .170002213403

Fan
Attic 370 1 hr .37
Circulating 90 1 hr .09

:67001041

Furnace (1/3 horse power) 300 1 hr .30 .0135
Rollaway ..

Window
170
200

1 hr
1 hr

.17

.20
00..009707

Floor Polisher . . 300 1 hr .30 .0135
*Fry Pan

Hair Dryer. Blower
1200
1000

1/2 hr
1 hr , .60

1.00
:04025070

Heat Lamp 250 I' hr .25
Humidifier

Iron
M ixer

5111070

1 hr
1/2 hr

.18

.55

..00801131

.0248

Hand 125 1 iir .13 .0059
Stand 150 1 hr .15 .0068

Radio 70 1 hr .07 .0032
Radio/Record Player 110 1 hr .11 .0050
Septic Tank Aerator

(1/3 horse power)
300 1 hr .30 .0135

Sewing Machine 75 1 hr .08 .0036
Shaver 15 1 hr .02 .0009
Slow Cooker

Hi setting 150 1 hr .15 .0068
Lo setting 75 1 hr .08 ,0036

Sunlamp 280 1 hr .28 .0126
Television

Black/White
Solid State 45 lhr .05 .0023
Tube 100 1 hr .10 .0045

Color
Solid State
Tube .

145
240

1 hr
1 hr

.15 ',

.24
.0068

'', .0108
Toaster 1150 1 hr 1.15 .0518

*Toaster oven 1500 1/4 hr .38 .0171
Trash Compactor 400 1 hr .40 .0180
Vacuum Cleaner 630 1 hr .63 .0284

'Waffle Baker 1200 1/2 hr .60 .0270

"Designates thermostatically opntrolled appliances.

Some appliances such as a clock, fan or washing machine use electricity the entire time they are turned on.Other appliances such
as an oven, iron or frypan cycle on and off. Estimates of "on" time are based on the time the heat element is "on" and will be less
than the actual time the appliance switch is on.

From publications of the Arizona Public Service Co., Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company and the University of Rhode
Island, prepared by Fern Hunt, professor, home management and housing, The Ohio State University,



USING SOLAR ENERGY AS A RENEWABLE ENERGY
RESOURCE AT HOME OR ON THE FARM

by

BARBARA MALPIEDI and BOB BENDER

II. Lesson Objectives

The student will be able to:

1. List at least three advantages.and three disadvantages of using solarenergy.

2. Outline how a basic solar ene gy heating system operates (as given in the notes).

3. Name several factors which afject the economics of a solar energy system.

4. Given data and a blank gra , chait the typical daily solar radiatiorffor ail months of the year,
applicable to Wooster, Ohio (OARDC) or Columbus, Cleveland, or other specified locations,

5. List media for heat transfer and materials fo eat storage that may be used with solar energy
systems.

6. Differentiate between passive and active solar energy systems by listing major characteristics
of each.

7. Contribute to a class brainstorming session, citing several uses for solar energy systems.

III. Materials Needed

1. Three boxes 1' square with glassvane cover: one is unpainted, one-is painted black inside,
and one is painted black and insulated

2. Three thermometers

3. Overhead projector and-transparencies

4. Handouts

5. Graph paper

IV. The Situation

Vocational agricultural students studying renewable energy resources have identified solar energy
as e of these sourcea. Most of thastudents will probably use solar energy on their farms or in their
hom s. The lesson introduces them to sorne of the principles and practical uses of solar energy.

V. Intr uction to the Lesson (Interest Approach)

"Wehava identified solar energy as a renewable energy source that maybe used in your homes or on
your farms. In order to demonstrate some of the general energy requirements and the native of solar
energy, three different boxes or 'solar collectors' have been placed outside." (It should be asunny,
cool day.) "The thermometer located inside each box gives us a temperature reading of the amount
of heat in that box. This gives us an idea of how much solar energy was absorbed into that box. As
you observe the boxes, answer .the following questions:

1. Which box has the highest interior ternperature?

the black box with insulatioro



2. What is different about this box that may be contributing to the higher temperature?

it is painted black

it is insulated

3. What advantages are there in producing heat with solar energy over producing heat from
burning wood or using gas, oil, or electricity?

energy is free

solar energy is non-polluting

Let's return to the classroom and expand upon some of these ideas,"

VI. Problem Statements/Questions to be Answered

''The three toxes are primitive means of capturing solar energy. What questiorii do you have about
solar heating and solar energy?"

Draw possible responses:

1. What other advantages and disadvantages are there in using solar energy?

2. How do solar energy systems work?

3. What is required so that solar energy systems can be used at home or on the farm?

4. What are the different types of solar systems used for heating?

5. What are the practical applications for solar energy systems?

Deal with one question at a time:

A. "What other advantages and disadvantages are there In using solar energy?"

Lecture/Discussion:

1. What advantages did we observe from the demonstration boxes outside? Solar energy is:

free energy ( yat is, the energy itself, not the system)

non-polluting

Other advantages are that it is:

non-political (whereas oil and gas imports are 'political')

non-destructive

non-exhaustive (relatively speaking

fixed cost system

2. What disadvantages are there?

Lead question: "Is the sun radiation always the same?" (Show transparency or Make reference
to Figure 1, "Hourly clear day radiation.")

No, radiation levels differ night and day as well as on-cloudy days and easonally.

Question 2:,Do we ieceive all the sun's radiation that is originally displaced into the
atmosphere?" (Refer to Figure 1 again.) No.

46;
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Figure 1. Hourly clear day radiation.
(Source: MWPS-22, Low Temperature & Solar Grain Drying Handbook)

Question 3: "The energy itself is free; however, what costs will be involved?"

equipment costs

panels

puirips, etc.

heat transfer and storage media

depending on the system, a high initial investment (partly due to lack of mass Production)

maintenance

Have students list in their notes all advantages and disadvantages discussed.

At this stage of the lesson, or perhaps even earlier, the teacher should show slides, piatures, o
diagrams of several solar systems such as solar water, glass windows in a house, grain dryin
livestock buildings, and maybe photovoltaic. For each system mention type of collector, store e (if
any), transfer medium, and controls. This activity will give students a feel for the material before
they are exposed to a large number of details.

B. "How 03 solarenergy systems work?"

Lecture /Discu;sion:

1. Lead question: "What was used in the experiment outside to capture the sun's radiation?"

a black box
ii

"So we have a collector absorbing radiation."

Question 2: "What do you think was one reason for covering and insulating the box?"

to keep the warm air inside

Question 3: "When the sun goes down, the interior airtemperature of the box droPs. Whatoould
we put in the box to hold the heat?"



water (efficient storage - 62.4 Btu/ft3 °F)

rock (20-25 Bth/ft3 °F)

phase change materials (pern) - several salt hydrates. Will store 5,000 to 10,000 Btu/ft3attheir
melting point. Most expensive,

"So we also have d storage place for the Solar heat."

Question 4. "Suppose we wanted to use that solar energy to heat an adjacent building. How
could we transfer the heat inside the box?"

Connect the building and collector with an insulated pipe allowing the heat to flow from
collector to building. This usually requires a fan.
"So now we are using air in the connection pipe as a transfer medium to distribute theheat tolhe
point of use: Water and other liquids may also be used as transfer media. (Passive systems
usually do not require a transfer medium.However, if the medium is needed, the system is called
Passive Hybrid Design.)

Note; In most active solar systems the storage is separated from the collector. For example, the
collector may be on the roof and the storage will be in an insulated container inside the building.

Question 5:" What else should the system include so that we can maintain the temperature
desired?"

controls (differential thermostat to turn fan or pump on and off)

"Now we also have manual or automatic controls to monitor and regulate our system."

Question 6:"For those days when there are low amounts of solir radiation, what else should the
system include?"

an auxiliary heater

"We also have a dependable heat source for times when no sojar energy is available."

Summary of How Solar Energy Systems Work

1. Radiation is absorbed by collector, converting it to heat.

2. Solar heat is transferred by air or liquid to storage or end use.

3. Operation is monitored or controlled.

4. Auxiliary heater is available as a back-up.

C. "What Is rogulged so that solar energy systems can be used at home or on the farm?"

Lecture/DIscusilon:

Lead question: "What were the characteristics outside of the solar collector box that had the
highest interior temperature?" "

painted black -

glass cover

well inSulated

"These would be a few,requirements."

"Let's make a list of requirements that include those three." -(YW may n ed to expand the
students' list)

1. Need good abSorbers - dark surfaces are best.
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2. Energy must be absorbed to be converted to heat

3. Other than absorption, solar energy must be transmitted through or reflected fro rn surfaces
to increase energy collection.

4. Building must be well insulated to reduce total heat needs.

5. House or building heating load must be computed so that amount of energy required is
known. Consider fuel bills (for existing house).

6. A back-up heat source. (Solar system should accoLint for 25-75%.)

7. Heat transportation medium - water, 'air, othei non-freezing liquids.

8. Heat storage - water, rock, phase change materials (pcm).

9. Collectors must be positioned so that system is most efficient

location, no shade from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
orientation, optimum due south (deviate 30° eastor west of due south and obtain 90%
of available solar energy)

tilt, maximum absorption perpendicular to sun's rays (tilt angle usually 30°-. 600 above
horizontal)

10. The region- climate, degree days, solar radiation must be evaluated to determine if system
would be suitable.

D. "What are the different types of solar systems used for heatin

"There ire two basic types: Passive and Active."
(Show transparency of Table 1, or refer to reference, "Considering Solar Heat," EFS-106, pades 2
and 3.)

?II

Thble 1. Typical Characteristics of Solar Systems

PASSIVE
1. No moving parts. A passive system relies on

natural movement or else' uses the solar
where it is collected.

ACTIVE
1. Has mechanical parts. May include pumps

or fans to actively move heated liquid or air
from collectors to storage and from storage
to use area.

2. Massive materials for heat storage 2. More conventional construction

3. Collector and storage are-part of the 3. Collector and storage may be added to an
structure. existing structure.

4. Windows concentrated on south side of 4. Collector ori south side of building or house
building or house or apart from house

5. Generally less expensive 4 5. Generally more expe"nsive

6. Generally less temperature control 6. Generally better temperature control

(Now: With the many available types and designsof solar systems for home and farmuse, there are many exceptions to
the above characteristic& The teacher should not get too concerned with labeling a system active or passive)

E. "What are the practical applications for solar energy systems?"

Brainstorming:

"Think of all the places where we use traditional energy sources fitr heat We are going to
brainstorm and try to come up with all possible ways we can use sol r energy. Here are the rules:



1. Only ape pe son speaks at a time.

2. There will be discussion or debate on items given.

3. Every idea is to be written down.

After the brainstorming, We will evaluate the list to determine which ideas might work the best for
our situations considering the information we've studied.

How can we use solar energy?"

(A possible list; you Mayhneed to write a few items first to get the group started.)

dehydrate fruits and vegetables

distill seawater to obtain fresh water
for greenhouses

heat pools for culturing fish

process cheese

cure tobacco

pasteurize fruit juices

heat turkey houses

heat greenhouses

(Source: Energy Research for the Farm, ustm)

heat soil

heat homed

drigrain

heat livestock buildings

heat water in a milking parlor

heat chick brooder

extract honey from combs

heat broiler houses

heat farrowing houses
etc.

With additional reference materials, students may wish to select one or more of the suggested
uses for solar energy and design a plan to implement the system in their own homes or on their
farms. One possibility may be home heating.

Nit

VII, Applying the Lesson to the Home or Farm

In most comrnu nities served by yocational agriculture departments, there will be a family of a
student (in high school or young and/or adult farmer class) who is seriously considering the use of
solar energy. The family could be considering this for several reasons,the primary one being thatof_
saving money. A second reason, would be conserving fossil fuels.

. .

The teacher of vocational agriculture will find that a lesson on the use.of solar energy will be more
meaningful to all the students if the vo-ag class can assist that member's family in making the
necessary correct decisions regarding the proposed use of solar energy. If a class members
situation cannot be used, perhaps within &school community you can find another person whose
situation can be used as a class problem. /
The lesson could .therefore logically revolve around that member's problem or decisions to be
made. For example, assume that the family has decided on the possibility of using.solar heat for
their home. This lesson is based on that decision.

itiF lowing a brief evianation of the member's situation forwhich solar energy is being Corisidered,
t e teacher should place on the chalkboard the following question as the problem statement

uestion:"What proceduresshould Student follow in determining whether or not a solar heating
system will save the family heating expense?"

Permit the students to offer various ideas as to procedures to follow. Some possible suggestions
are:

.

1. Hire an architect



2. Talk to people who have solar heating systems.

3. Read all the information easily available on solar heating.

4. Visit a business that sells solar heating systems.

5. Use research data from colleges or research centers.

6. USe e reliable method to calculate whether or not solar heating is economical for them.

(Note: A family should use several of the,above in reaching a decision.)

This portion of the lesson is deVeloped around suggestion #6: Use a reliable method to calculate'
whether or not solar energy is feasible for a specific situation - in this case, heating a hciuse. The
system referred to is a Solar Worksheet (Table 2) developed by Randall Reeder, Extension ,

Agricultural Engineer, the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. He explains this worksheet in the
Cooperative Extension Bulletin EFS-106, Considering Solar Heat. (This bUlletin is included in the
Appendix.) In order for the So/ar Worksheet to be used, certain Mathematical calculations must be
made concerning the yearly cost of the con su meris fuel for heating, annual interest costs for money
borrowed to purchase a solar unit, and others. Also, certain questions must be answered by the
consumer and certain decisions must be rnade. These questions/decisions include the following:

table 2. Solar Worksheet

Here's, a Worksheet that can help you compare solar-11.
system cost to conVentional fuel: Your answers Will give
you an idea of whether you can saVe money by installing
a solar system this year. Questions one through 9 coMPare
expected fuel savings to interest -cost. 12.

Queetions 10-, through 16 will help you determine how big
the solar systern Must be. Note that this worksheet does
not consider depreciation and maintenance costs. It dOes
not account, for rising fuel prices either. If you want to 13.
estimate these factors. you might asSume annual-deprecia-
tion and maintenance .costs at 5 percent to la percent of
the first cost of the sySiamand add that 'to your answer
of question eight. What if fuel prices double or triple? Re-
calculate questions three and four with these higher prices
and compare to answer eight° to see how this might affect
your decision. ,

1. What will the proposed solar system do? (Heat house?
heat domestic hot .water?. heat hvestock . building? dry
grain? other?)

2. What is your present heating system? (gas, fuel oil. LP-
gas, electric resistance, electric heat pump, other?)

3. How much does your conventional fuel cost per year?
$

4. How Much do you expect to save with solar?

5. How much will the solar system cost?

6. Qonsidering tax credits. what will be. the net cost of
the solar systems'

7. What interest. rate would You have to pay to borrow
the money? percent. .

8: Calculate your annual interest cost. (Multiply answer
No. 6 times answer No. 7 -S

9. is answer No. 4 more than answer No. 8? (If -no, the
solar system probably will not be economical for you
at this time. If -yes,- go on to the next question.)

10. Does the solarsystem include heat storageT('in .water,
rock, salt or .other.) .

HoW much heat will the solar system collect on an
average winter days' Btu (Probably be-
tWeen 400 and 500 Btu per, square foot of collector
surface.)
How much heat will the solar system cbIlect throughout
the heating season? - Btu sq. ft. rper sea-
son. (May average asl high as 750 Btu per day sq. ft.
if 'used all year such as for domestic water heating.)
Holg many units of conventional fuel will that amount
save per, years' (Use the table below. For
example. if a solar water heater collects 270.000 Btu;
sq. ft. per season, that is equivalent to about 80 kilowatt
hours of electricity, i.e. 270,000 3.413: or about 3,7
gallons of LP-gas. i.e. 270.000 73.600.)

Available tient
Selling Per Selling

Unit Unit (Stu)
100 cubic feet 80.000

gallon 73.600
gallon 98.000
KWHR -3.413

ton 16.25 million
cord 17.9 million

Fuel
Natural gas
LP-Gas
No. 2 oil
Electricity
Coal
Wood

14. How much money will that save per year?
per square foot. (Multiply answer N6. i3

by the predent'unit price of fuel.)
15. How many square feet of solar,collectOr are n eded to

save desired amount? square fee (Divide
answer No. 4 by answer No. 14.)

16. Is that size reasonable for your application?
17. Are there beger ways to save energy instead of in-

vesting in sear? Consider insulation, lower thermostat
setting, reduced ventilation fates. caulking cracks to
minimize infiltration changing management routine, In-
stalling more efficient conventional system, (Even with
solar you will want to adbpt appropriate energy-saving
practices.

/



1. How' much heat will The solar system collect on an average winter day?

2. How much heat will the solar System cone& thioughout the heating *season?

3. How many units of conventional fuel will that amount save per year?

4. How much money will that save per year?

5. How many square feet of solar collector are needed to save thal desired amount?

6. Is that size reasonable for your application?

Much valuable student learning can take place as this leston is taught, since the lesson revolves
around the Solar Worksheet and the worksheet requires the consumerlstudentto possess or locate
certain basic information about solar energy. As the teaching of the use of the worksheet moves
along, the content of the lesson is taught via the questions to be answered and the decitions to be
made.

Procedure for Llsing the Solar Worksheet'

1. The worksheet could be presented as the "bit" simple proOfledure for
determining the feasibility of solar heat for ttie house.

2. The worksheet could be handed out to each student and time taken to get acquainted with it,
Study of it will indicate the need for information about the problem situation (by selected
students) not readily available. Note that questions 1 thyoug4-9-6ompare expected fuel savings to
interest cost. Questions 10 through 16 will help determine how big the solarenergysystem must

student to use in

be.

With the help of the class, identify those questions that require student tcrask his/her parents
for the needed information. Thesa questions are 3, 4, and 5, if the family has already done some
price checking, and perhaps 7. The other questions in the worksheet can be answered by the
class if you, the teacher, are adequately prepared for the lesson.

Questions 4 and Sapply where a salesperson is selling a specific solar system and is prdviding
accurate performance data. But normally you must use some information from questions:I 1 to
15 to arrive at a total system cost or verify the claimed performance.

As an opening class 'exercise the teacher may want to assume an answer for queStion 4 (say,
$400), then skip; to questions 11 to 15 to size the system-. Next, the teacher could contact a local
solar salesperson or contractor to answer question 5, then proceed through question 9.

3. The class can prOceed to answer any worksheet questions they can while waiting for student

to bring information from hotne. Questions 11, 12, and 13 can be taught, not Only in connection"
with the worksheet calculations, but as basic inforrnation concerning solar energy that can be
used in making,other decisions by the students and their families.

4. To answer the worksheet questions not dependent on information from the student, proceed
with question 5. It may be practical to obtain prices from a local dealer. Or one could record the
actual cost of a system already installed in a home in the community. ,

Question 6: InfOrmation on tax credits is found in the reference bulletin, *page 4, first column.
Federal tax credits permit homeowners a 40%, credit (maximum clam of $4)000). Ohio gives an
added 10 percent tax credit to businesses and property owners who iristall solar systems.

Question 7: Local interest rates should be used for Money borrowed to purchase solar heating
systems.

c

Qdestion 11: Information concerning the amount of heat the sofa? system 'will collecron an
average winter day is found in the same bulletin, page 2, second column. More specific
information concerning average total daily radiation measured In BTUMay-ft.2, is found in
Table 3.

sr2



Table 3. Average Total Daily Radiation, BTU/day-tt2
(Collector Tilt Angle 550)

'Month Columbus Cleveland Lincoln, NE Dodge City, KS

Jan 800 750 1512 1910

Feb 1060 900 1585 1885

Mar 1300 1200 1657 1 61

Apr 1400 1400 1530 1910,

May 1400 1500 1499 1710

June 1600 1600 1500 1784

July 1500 1500 1501. 1772
,

Aug 1500 1600 1608 1859

Sept 1500 1500 1618 1922

Oct 1400 1300 1688 1922

Nov 950 850 1354 1849

Dec 800 700 1390 - 1815

(Source: MWPS-22, Low Temperature and Solar Grain Drying, and Randall
Reeder, OSU.)

The 400 to 500 BTUM2 can be calculated as follows for ColUmbus:
November 950

December 800

January 800

February 1,000

March 1,300

4,850

4,850 divided by 5 = 970 BTU/ft2. This is the average daily amount of solar energy falling on a solar
system near Columbus, Ohio.

If the system generates at 50% efficiency, then the collection by the system would be 970 x 50%,
or 485 BTUM2 per day. sr

If April's collection is added to the other figures, the average would be about 520 BTUM2 per day
during the heating season.

Now back to the Solar Worksheet questions:

Question 12: "How much heat will the solar system collect throughout the heating seasonr (In
BTUs per square foot per Season: )

Total the number of days in the months of November, December, January, February, and Marph:
151

Multiply 151 days times the average number of BTU's collected per square foot per day during
the heating season:

141 x 485 =' 73,00 STU's/sq. ft/season
2,
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'Question 13: liow many units of conventional fuel will that amount save per year?"

Assume that the family presently has electric heat. 73,000 divided by 3,413 = 21 .4 kilowatt hours
of electricity. After question 13 is answered, use that information to determine the answers to
questions 14, 15, and 16. (21.4 x 50/kwh = $1.07, or 375 ft,2 to save $400/year).

If you, as the teacher, wish to spend additional class time concerning energy saving methods in the
home, question 171provides a guide as to methods to study.

To give students a better "feel" for solar economics, assign research of a number of different
situations such as solar water heater (12 months), comparing Ohio to Kansas, comparing fuels
using current costs, etc.

Students should quickly understand that there is no single answer on solar systems. Many varidbles
affect the economics of solar energy.

At some time during this lesson point out that the Solar Worksheet is a quick and easy way of
estimating solar economics. Various other factors such as life of the system, maintenance,
anticipated fuel inflation, and tax considerations are also important in the final decision.

VIII. Application

After the Class completes its initial use of the Solar Worksheet in assisting student or family with the
decision-making process, the other students could use the worksheet to compare solar system cost
to conventional fuel for their homes. (Other student activities are listed in the Appendix.)



IX. Student Evaluation

SOLAR ENERGY QUIZ

Date NAME.

Score

Part I. TRUE OR FALSE: Read the statement carefully. If it is completely true, write TRUE in the blank
preceding the question. If any part of the statement is false, write.FALSE in the blank and correct the
statement. (50 points 10 each)

1. Solar energy systems make use of all the radiation emitted by the sun.

a Solar energy is -a non-polluting, non-political, free, renewable energy source.

3. Maximum radiation absorptionle attained when the solar panels or collectors are
perpendicular to the sun's rays.

4. Solar energy may be stored in water, air, or oil.

5. A passive solar heating system's structure, collector and storage are all one unit

Part IL COMPLETION: List the appropriate responses or cOmplete the following diagrams and graphs.
(50 points)

1. List 3 advantages and 3 disadvantages of uttg solar power.

AdVantages

a.

b.

c.

Disadvantages

a.

2. Outline the five steps in the operation of a basic solar energy system.

a.

b.

d.
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3. Using graph paper supplied by your instructor, draw a graph plotting solar radiation for all months
of the year from the Wooster, Ohio, data given:

Months of the Year
Mean Solar Radiation - BTU per sq. ft.

per DA - hundreds

January

February

March

April

600

875

1,075

1,375
3

May 1,700

June 1,950

July 1,900

August 1,700

September 1,300

October 1,000

November 550.

December 440

4. Describe the probable, importance of solar energy to the homeowner ten years from now.

5. Draw a simple diagram showing how a basic active solar energy heating system works.

0
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APPENDIX .

STUDENT ACTIVITIES RELATED TO ENERGY MANAGEMENT

SOLAR

1. Make a solar still.

13 ,

2. Construct 3 boxes 1' square with glass pane cover. Leave one plain, paint one black inside, paint the
third one black and insulate it. Set the boxes outside on a cold sunny day and record the temperature
in each box.

3. Take a field trip to a solar-assisted house.

4. Form a debate team (pro and con) on sol r energy.

5. Make a solar collector with copper tubi g and window glass.

6. Develop. a list of jobs at home which ccild be done with solar energy.

7. Have the student calculate the roof space of the southern exposure (or western exposure) on his/her
family's house where it is undivided by gables, etc. This is done to calculate how large and how heavy
a solar collector would or could be installed.

8. Have the students call various solar energy dealers to get price estimates for solar installation for
different house sizes,

9. Take a field trip to a solar collector site in use.

_ 10. Prepare a scrap book of solar energy ideas being used by farmers who have received coverage in
farm magazines or newspapers.

11. Attend Farm Science Review and make sure class attention is given to solar pond.

12. Have students bring in solar powered model engine (available at solar energy dealers).

13. Have students study and report on solar energy-using livestock confinement buildings, grain drying
systems, etc., currently in use and available.

14. Have students contact area weather stations to determine amount of solar energy available for
collection daily over a year's time.

15. Identify various ways to conserve energy by using solar power.

16. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of solar energy.

17. Identify some of the places solar energy may be used.

18. Have student collect data on days-time of sunlight in a certain month.

19. Have student calculate the size of pond needed at given efficiency to obtain number of Btu's.

20. Make a bulletin board or school trophy case display depicting solarenergy as a useful and creative
alternate energy source.

21. Set up a mock solar pond model complete with brine solution.

22. Calculate the amount of solar pond surface for the house floor surface.

23. Design a heat retaining system for a greenhouse using the portable solar heater.

24. Visit the QARDC greenhouse that is solay heated, Discuss the advantages and disadvantages.

5,)
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Student Activities (continued)

25. , Visit dealer of solar drying equipment.

26. Identify various ways to conserve energrby uSing solar poWer.

27. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of solar energy in crop production.

28. Identify some of the places solar. energy may be used in crop production.

29. Locate a farmer using solar energy in a livestock building. Questions should be asked as to reasons
for going to solar energy, costs, savings, etc.



EF-106

Ohio
Cooperative
Extension
Service

onsidering So ar Heat

Can you afford solar?

Well, it depends. Don't pull out your hair at our straddle-
the-fence attitude. But you should not make a snap decision
on a solar investment of several thousand dollars. It may
take a few minutes to plod through thislact sheet, but the
bankroll you save may be your own.

Here are some questions you should answer befbre plung-
ing Into a solar comrnittment:

How much will the solar system cost?
How much energy do I hope or expect to save?
How much solar energy can I collect?
How many days per year will I need solar energy?
Am I talking about passive or active solar systems?
How can I reduce total energy needs?

,

You will undoubtedly think of questions. Coming up
with the right questions is alm:Pas important as finding
the right answers. Often it is something you neVer thought
of that wreaks havoc with your plans.

Now we will attempt to help you answer sorne of these
'questions. We will also raise other questions for you to ask
your solar supplier or contractor.

For The Ohio Home and Fern ol
by Randall Redr

ExtenSion agricultural engineer,

Cost

The coat of a new American-made mid-siie car won't
vary much regardless of the manufacturer or dealer. But
solar systems are different. You can spend lesS than $1,000
or more thin $5,000 for' a solar system that will, provide
100,000 Btu on an average Ohio winter day. That's enough
to heat a small, well-insulated house.

Solar system prices are often compared o a dollars per
square foot of collector basis. Some simpl systems con-
sisting primarily of a low cost collector m , cost only $1
per square foot. Systems with heat storage fans or pumps
and controlh will usually cost at least- $1 to $40. Some
have a total cost upwards of $100 per s uare foot. You
can't afford an expensive system if a che per One will do
the job.

Note that system efficiencies m6t be c nsidered in corn-
paring systems. Efficiency depends on t e quality of the
design. construOtion and installation of the solar system and
also how the solar heat is used. Although you might expect
more- expensive systems to have the h' hest efficiencies,
that is not always the case. A low cos solar grain dryer
may dperate at 50 to 75 percent efficien but an expensive
industrial solar system with curved con ntrating collectors
to produce steam may deliver only 25 ercent of the avail-
able solar.

Adding a solar system to an exist
expensive than including it in new do
chitects are designing solar homes thg
as Conventional- houses.

ng building is more
struction. A few ar-
cost about the same

615

You'll need the same furnace with solar as without it. A
week with no sunshine and temperatures near zdro means
your old heater will' have to suriply all the heat. It's true
that many solar-heated homes have smaller heaters, but
that's only because the structures are better insulated and
sealed to reduce total heat needs.

First things first
With or without solar, reducing the total heat requirements

for a building is the first consideration. Insulation. storm
windows, caulk and weather stripping are essential for any
heated building before considering solar. These conservation
measures slash fuel bills and can cut the size* and cost of
the conventional heating system and solar system. (Several
Cooperative Extension Service fact sheets are aVailable with
detailed information.)

Installing a high efficiency heating system is a good step.
Most old oil and gas furnaces waste 20 to 40 percent, of
the fuel consumed. Replacement with a new Model may be
economical. t

An electric heat pump may be a good alternative to electric
resistance heat. Ordinary electric heat is 100 percent effi-
cient but heat pumps do even better. It's not magic. Heat
pumps use electrical energy to take additional heat from
outside air or ground water. Although heat pumps cost more
and require some maintenance, they can cut heating costs
because they operate more efficiently, giving you more heat,
for each unit of fuel you buy.

The air-to-air heat pump will save about a third. compared
with electric resistance heat in Ohio. The water-to-air heat
pump (using ground,water at a constant 55 to 60 degrees
pumped from a well) will save about two-thirds. If resistance
heat costs $600 per winter, an air-to-air heat pump should
warm your house for about $400 and a water-type for aboUt
$200.

Saving fuel with solar
How much fuel you can save with solar depends on how

much you use or expect _to use in a new building.

Solar systems with heat -storage can probably save 50
percent to. 75 percent of fuel needs., but trying to squeeze
more from a solar system will not be economical in Ohio.

Solar systems without storage can save energy only dur-
ing daylight hours, andmost active solar systems will collect,
energy only when the sun shines bright enough to raise
collector temperatures' to at least 80° to 100°F. A daily
average of 31/4 hours of sunshine in winter means the savingS
cannot exceed about 15 percent if heat requirements are
constantover 24 hours. SysteMs that can use difuse. "low

aaj;:ae"Detleve Extensa:lei Sest

7ttett=,^,0 State -"yrs O.
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Collector

.a common domestic hot water system. the sun heats water
circulating in .the Collector. The collector then delivers its heat to
the storage tank. The hot water in thestorage tank heats a second
6upply that in turn heats-the water tO be used for washing and
cooking; This,dOuble Set of heating systems prevents anti-corrosive
additives and antifreeze solutiOn in the solar collectors from con-
taminating the drink water.

NI* Nfold water
supply

temperature." solar energy (such as a solar preheater for
ventilation air) can save a little more. Later we'll help you
calculate your fuel savings and system size.

How much solar?
. .

How much collectable solar energy falls on your solar
system is determined by where the system is and the
direction if faces. Unfortunately for Ohioans, the best geo-
graphic site for a solar heating system is west of Columbus
about 1,500 miles: Colorado. Rocky Mountain winters are
cold so they need solar heat, and the sun shines about 70
percent of the poSsible time. Ohio winters are cold too, buj
the sun shines only about 40 percent of the daylight houfs
from November through March (Table 1). Only a few states
get less sunshine than Ohio.

We point out these facts not to discourage you from
considahng solar but rather to eMphasize the care required
to make an economical solar purchase in Ohio.. Besides
having less solar available, energy costs (especially elec-
tricity) are often lower here than in many states.

Table 1

Average Percent Possible Sunshine
Winter Yr.

City Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Avg. Avg.

Cincinnati 44 38 41 46 51 44 ' 57
Cleveland 31 26 32 37 44 34 52
Columbus 38 30 37 41 44 38 53

Source: U.S. National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration.

Compare to these approximate winter averages:
Phoenix 80%
Denver 70%
Wichita 60%

°Concord, N.H 50%
Portland, Ore 30%

Auxiliary 'standard

hot water heater

As shown in Table 1 there is little variation in annual
solar eneegy across Ohio, Those differences are insignificant
when analyzing the _economics of a solar system. .

On an average winter day in Ohio, a solar system op-
erating at 50 percent efficiency should collect about 400 to
450 Btugt.2. This assumes, the colle6tor faces south at an
ideal tilt angle of 40° to 60° above horizontal.

Turning the) collectors away from due south up to 30'
east or west is acceptable, reducing the solar energy only
about 10 percent. Collectors facing due west or east lose
40 percent. Collectors facing north collect only moss. A tilt
angle 'of 200 reduces collectable solar about 20 percent. A
south-facing wall collector loses 25 percent, but this may
be the best choice because installation costs are often lower.

Solar 365 Days

About two-thirds of the solar energy available in Ohio
comes from May to September when we don't want to heat
our houses. Unfortunately, we have no economical. way to
store solar energy for six months.

Although it may or may not be econornecal to heat a house
with solar energy, applications that take maximum Advan-
tage of summer solar are better. For instance, the best use
of solar energy for some people might be for heating water.
Why? Because you need hot water 365 days a year, and
you use about the same amount every day.

Passive and active solar

The fundamental Solar information presented here apphe .

to both passive and active systems. The basic differenv,
between the two is in how heat is moved, from where it s
collected to where it's used.

In active systems a pump or fan ''actively" moves heated
liquid or air. A passive system relies on natural movement

- or uses the solar where it's collected. Passive systems are
usually built-in as part of a new structure. Temperature

16



control is not as-precise as in active systems. For instance,
a south-facing living room in a passive solar house may b
"too hot" while a room on the north side- is "too cold." An
active system will generally keep the whole house as corn-

. fortable as a central heating system.
A south-facing w' ow is, a simple passive collector, but

it does not necessarily give a net energy gain. According
to a U.S. Dept. of Energy study, a window-has to be triple-
pane glass or be insulated at night (insulating curtain" Dr
shutters) to provide a significant heat gain in Ohio. A double-
pane glass without night insulation will lose almost as much
energy as it collects,-Ind a single-pane window is an energy
waster.

Buyer beware

The solar industry is relatively new. Many small busi-
nesses have been started and many large.established firms

4 have added solar systems to their product line. Many of
these people in the solar industry are competent and honest
but several are not. Check out the reputation of suppliers. and builders.. Don't believe everything you read or hear.
Advertisements and product literature often mislead the
public by including half-truths and results from non-standard
"tests-. Even 'articles and booklets from neutral sources
such as goVernment encies .and universitites may hot tell
yob all you need to 'kn w to make a sound decision.

Be alert to "packa e deals" that make a solar system
seem better than it really is. 'For example, ,let's assume you
have a large, drafty. frame house with a $1,500-a-year
heating bill. A contractor offers you a solar system guar-.
anteed to save/80 percent of your heating coat for only
S12.000. As a special bonus he will blow four inches of
insulation into your walls. 12 inches in the attic, and install
storm windows and doors absolutely free! .,

"Well. now, that sounds pretty good," ,you figure, "For
$12,000 I'll save $1,200 a year, a 10-year payback. And if
fuel prices double again, that solar system could pay off in
only five years."

Collector

1

Page.3
But wait. Suppose you pay someone $3,000 for the in-

ulation and storm windows. That alone would probably
save $1.,000 per year. Now how much is the solar worth?

Here's another quick example.

The ad says, "Buy a solar heater for your swimming
pool, and we'll give you an insulating pool blanket of clear
plastic." Fact .is, if you buy the blanket you probably won't
need the solar system.

With any "solar package" analyze the parts separately
so you can give credit where credit is due.

Beware of salespersons claiming a solar system will in-
crease in value as it gets older. Parts wear out or break.
Adilinces in technology may make the system obsolete,
and' potential buyers may be unwilling to pay mole for a
house with an out-of-date system. To be safe, rgure no
more than a 207year useful life for a solar installation, adding
at least 5 percent of your investment to each year's op-
erating and interest costs.

Solar air conditioning
Although solar energy can be used to cool air, most

systems are too inefficient to be economical in Ohio. Solar
air conditioning has a low priority because we use much
more energy in space heating and water heating.

An active heating system may be a liquid subsystem that uses
water with, antifreeze and anti-corrosion additives as the way to
move heatfrom roof-top c6ilectors into the storage or living area.
An air subsystem uses air rather than water as the heat transfer
medium.

Warm air into living space

Cool air return

Thermostat

Pump Storage
Pump Fan

Auxiliary heating
syste
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Solar Tax Credits

. Tax credits can significantly reduce the net cost of a
solar system. A homeowner can get back 40 percent of the
cost of the solar system (up to a maximum of $4,000) when
filing his federal income tax form. Businesses, including
farmers, get a 15 percent credit for solar investments with
no maximum limit.

6. Considering tax credifer, what will be the net cost of
tD.9 solar system? $

7. What interest rate would you have to pay to borrow
'the money? percent.

8. Calculate your annual interest cost. (Multiply ans*er
No. 6 timeS answer No, 7. $

9. 'Is answer No. 4 more than answer No. 8? (If "no."(the
solar system probably will not be economical for you
at this time. If -yes, go on to the next question.)
Does the solar system include heat storage? (In .water,
rock, salt or other.)
How muCh heat will the solar system collect on an
average winter day? Btu, (Probably. be-
tween 400 and 500 BtuPer Square foot of collector
surface.)

12. How much heat willthe solar system collect throughout
the heating season? Btu sq. ft. per sea-
son. (May average as high as 750 Btii per day sq. ft.
if used all year such as foe domestic water heating.)
Ho* many units of conventional fuel will that amount
save per year? (Use the table below. For
example, if a solar water heater collects 27,9,000 Btuf
sq. ft, per season, that is equivalent to about '80 kilolkatt
hours of electricity, i.e. 270,000 3,413: or about 3.7
gallons of LP-gas, i.e. 270.000 ÷ 73.600.)

In addition, Ohio gives a 10 percent tax credit to busi-
nesses and property owners who install solar systems or 'm
ground water heat pumps. Together the tax credits can mit
the cost of a solar system 50 percent for a home installation ' '
and 25 percent for a farm or business.

Solar worksheet

Here's a worksheet that can help you compare solar
system cost to conventional fuel. Your answers will give
you an idea of whether you can save money by installing 13.
a solhr system this year. Questions-one through 9 compare
expected fuel savings to .interest cost.

Questions 10 through 16 will help you determine how big
the Solar system must be. Note that this worksheet does
not consider depreciation and maintenance costs. It does
not account for rising fuel prices either. If you want to
estimate these factors, you might asSume annual deprecia-
tion and maintenance costs at 5 percent to 10 percent of
the first cost of the system, and add that to your answer
of question eight. What if fuel prices double or triple? Re-
calculate questions three and four with these higher prices
and compare to answer oight to see how this might affect
your decision.

0 1 4.
Solar Worksheet

1. What will the proposed solar system do? (Heat house? is.
heat domestic hot water? heat livestock building? dry
grain? other?)

2. What is your present heating system? (gas, fuel pil, LP-16
gas, electric resistance, electric heat pump, otl6er?) 17.

3. How much does your conventional fuel cost per year?

4. How much do you expectvto save with solar?
$

5. How much will the solar system cost?

I.

Fuel
Natural gas .

LP-Gas
No. 2 oil
Electricity.
Coal
Wood

Available Heat
Selling

Unit
100 cubic feet

gallon
gallon _

KWHR
ton

cord

Per Selling
Unit (Btu)

80,000 °

73.600
98.000
3.413

16.25 million
, 17.9 million

How much money will that save per year?
per square foOt. (Multiply.,answer No. 13

by the present unit price Of fuel.)
How many square feet of solar collector are needed to
save desired amount? square feet. (Divide
ans*et No. 4 by answer No. it) .
Is that size reasonable for your application?
Are there better ways' to save energy instead of in-
vesting in solar? Consider insulation, lower thermostat
setting, reduced ventilation rates, caulking cracks to

'minimize infiltration, changing management routine, in-
stalling more efficient cOnventional system. (Even, with
solar you will want to adopt appropriate energy-saving
practices.

Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work. Acts of May 8 and June 30. 1914 in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.George R. Gist. Acting Director of Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State 'University.

All educational programs and actiVities conducted by the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service are available to all potential clientele on a non-discriminatory basis without regard to race, color, national origin; sex, handicap or religious affiliation.
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Lesson Topic: USING WOOD AS A RENEWABLE El#RGY SOURCE

by ,

BARBARA MALPIEDI

IL, Lesson Objectives

The student will be able to:

1. Identify and list major uses of land in the U.S.A. and state the perc ntage of land used by forests
according to the land use diagram.

2. Ligt and/or recite reasons why wood is a renewable energy sou ce based on the definition of
renewable energy sources.

3. Using notes and reference materials, outlin at least four (4) ways in which wood is used as an
energy source.

4. Calculate the estimated timber volume of a given sample plot data.

5. Define standard cord cin terms of dimensions and cubic foot volume.

6. Calculate the number of standard cords 117,a stack of wood, given data dimensions.

7. As indicated on class handouts, list the qualities and characteristics of firewood that is suitable
for burning.

8. Ou9ine a management plan for a woodlot that will be used as a source for firewood.

9. th environmental considerations in mind, recite and/or list possible solutions to given
problems as a result of Timber Harvest.

7/-
III. Materials NIfeded

1. Overhead' projector/transparencies .

2. Numerous handouts

3. Chainsaws, axes, wedges, safety equipment, fuel, if firewood project is included

4. Tree identification references

5.Supplemental heating system references

IV. The Situation

Vocational agriculture students have identified wood as one of the renewable energy souices. The
t following lesson will review with students the vatious uses of wood as a fuel source, the

management and wise use of home wood redources, the practicality of wood as a home heating
sourde, and the utilization of wood stoves and fireplaces. It should be impressed upon students that
wood is only a renewable energy source as long as wood resources are wisely managed. Al so the
success of wood as an energy source lies in the hands of researchers and wood technologists who
will be responsible for finding the key to the efficient production and use of our wood .resources.

V. Introduction (Interest Approach)

GROUP DISCUSSION

Lead question: "How is land used in the

Student responses: Farming - gropland
pasture or grazing-

6(,)



Residential urban homes

Industry and business

Recreation

Some land isn't usarble - desertS (or limited surface use)

"In terms of millions of acres, try to guess how many acres in the U.S.A. are covered in some
form by forests."

(Take several guesses.)

"Here is the total picture of major land uses in the U.S.A." (Show Figure 1 as a transparenCy.)
"How many million acree are in some way forested?"

732 million acres

"Imagine how many trees that would be in 732 million acres! Imagine how much wood this
could mean for potential energy supplies. is wood a renewable energy source?" ,

Yes.

"Why?"

Wood is a renewable enemy source because it can be managed so that the supply is
continuous. New trees can be grown to replace those cut down to meet energy needs.

"Since we have identified wood as a renewable energy source, what questions do you haveabout using wood as
an energy source?"

Possible questions/responses:

1. How is wood being used as an energy source?

2. HoW do we best manage wood resources at home or on the farm so that wood is always
available for use? ,

3. How practical is heating our homes with wood?

"During the lesson we'll try to answer these questions as well as any others that come up."

VI. Solutions to Questions

Question 1: "How is wood being used as an energy sourde?" (Write question on chalkboard)

Possible student answers:

1. as firewood

2. as g source for Methane gas production

3. as waste wood for generation of.electricity in forest products industry and some municipal
power plants

As Firewood

"Back in the 1800's'wood Supplied 84-90% of the country's energy needs, If we were to use the
same amount of-firewood as our ancestors did, our wood resources would be quickly depleted.
However, we still can use wood for a portion of our heating energy needs. Many of you students
have woodlots thatif managed correc%i, could provide both timber and wood for heating
purposes. Let's spend some time learning more about the use of wood as a renewable energy source,
especially for heating purposes. At a later date, perhaps we will find time to study other uses of wood
as an energy source."
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Figure /. Major uses of land In the U.S.A.

Source: Harvesting Wood Products, Vocational lnstrUctionat Services, Ag, Ed., Te Xas A 44 M University, College Station, TX,
August 1976. -



'Question 2: (Write question on chelkboard)

"How do we best manage wood resources at home or on the farm so that wood is always available
for use as an alternate energy source?"

A. Introduction:

"Total above-ground wood, bark, and foliage on U.S. commercial land is equivalent to some 20 to30
billion tont. The material is 80% wood, 12% bark and 8% foliage. Stump and roots add perhaps
another 4 to 6 billion tons, 6ut add little potential for use. Annually timber reMoval amounts toabout
340 million tons of wood, bark,,and foliage. Of this, approximately 145 million tons remain in the
forest as unused logging residue. From your previous reading, how does the Forest Service plan to,
manage their forests'?:

1. Evaluate their total resources.

2. Find several uses for the product.

3. Sefect trees or develop a tree removal plan that will also enhance the value and longevity of the
forest.

4. Replant fast growing or high quality species of trees.

5. Manage the forests so thaVoil and wildlife are not jeopardized.

"You will want to do some of the same things in your home woodlots or in other woodlots where you
are permitted to remove timber."

B. Solution:

"In developing a management plan for our home woodlot, what would be kome management
decisions that we would probably need to make?"

Possible student ansWers:

1. Which trees sholild we select for firewood that would make the best fire?

2. Which trees shbuld we leave in the woodlot?

3.

.4>

C. Question:1s one tree better than ariler? (Show Tables 1 and-2 as transparencies or give each
student a copy.)"Select good firewoo species from Tables 1 and 2 baS'ed on the given wood
characteristics and qualities."

1 "Put checkmarks on the two tables by ten (10) tree species that Would be better than Others for
firewood."

Table 1. Characteristics of woods for fireplace use

Specks Ease of
Starting

Coaling
Qualltles

Sparks Fragrant:I Heating Class
(I best)

Apple Poor Excellent Few Excellent Ii
Ash Fair Good Few Slight
Beech Poor Good Ffiw Slight
Birch (White) Good Good Moderate Slight IL

Cedar Excellent Poor. Many Good 111

Cherry Poor Excellent Few Excellent Ii
Elm Fair 0 Good Very few Fair ii
Hemlock Good Low . Many Good II

Hickory Fair Excellent Moderate Slight
Locust (Black) Poor Excellent Very few Slight
Maple (Sugar) Poor Excellent Few Good
Oak i(Fled) Poor Expellent Few Fair
Pine (White) Excellent Poor Moderate Good

(Sotirce: Supplemental Heat. OSU Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin FS-21)



Table Z Energy equivalents of a cord of diffetont kinds of wood

,

A Cord of -

Air-Dry Wood equals
Tons of

Coal

Gallons
of

' 'Fuel 011

Thrms
of

Natural
Gas

Kilowatt
Hou. of

Electalty

*ssumptIons

Wood: 1 cord = 128 cUbic feet wood and alr or 80 cubic
feet of solid wood at 20% moisture content. Net Or low
heating value of one pound of dry wood is 7.950 Btu.
Efficiency of the burning unit is 50%. .
Coal: Heating value is 12,590 Btu per pound. Efficiency of
the burning unit is 60%.

1

Fuel 011: Heating value is 138,000 Btu per gallon burned at
an efficiency of 65%.

Naturatgas: One therm = 100,000 Btu = 100 cu, f LEfficiency
of burning is 75%.

.

Electricity: One KWH = 3,412 Btu. Efficiency As 100%'.."

Example
.

A cord of American elm is equalto 103 gallons of oil. Hail
is 800 a gallon, you can pay up to about $82 fora cord, lithe
wood costs more, then oil is the best buy. Tne elm is also
equal to 12,300 cu. ft. of natural gas. If gas is $3a thousand
cu. ff., you can p'ay up to about $37 for a cord. It is also &Om(
to 2.700 Kwh of electricity. If your electric Keat costs AtO per
Kwh, then you can pay up to $108 for a cord of American
elm.

Remember The volume of one standard cord of wood
is 128 cu. ft. You must use this measurement to make a fair
cost comparison to your present fuel.

Hickory, Hop Hornbeam
(Irontvood),, Black Locust,
White Oak, Appie

.

Beech, Sugar Maple, Red Oak,
Yellow Birch, White Ash,Gray and Paper Birch, Black
Walnut, Black Cherry, Red

aple, Tamarack (Larch). Pitch
ne .

.

Am e ican Elm, Black and Green
Ash, wQQtum. Silver and
Bigleaf Mapl Red Cedar,
Red Pine

Poplar, Cottonwood, Black
Willow, Aspen, Butternut,
Hemlock, Spruce

Basswood; White Pine, Balsam
Fir, White Cedar

=

=i

=

=

r.

=

,0.9

,

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

'

146

133

.

114

103 '

86 ,

73

,

4

174

160

136

123

102

87

3800

3500

.

. 3000

2703

,

200

1 00

(Source: Wood-burning Stoves, OSU Cooperative Extension Bulletin ,L-309)

2. 'Circle the names of 'the checkmarked trees that you have in your own woodlOt.'!(Some students
may not know what trees are available in their woodlots or in timber available for cutting.
A good learning activity may include going to a woodlot and practicing tree identification,
Golden Guide, Trees of North America, and USDA Forest Service,qmportant Trees of Eastern
Forests,are excellent reference"guides.)

D. Question:"What would be the consequences if you cut only high quality, mature trees from your
woodlot?"

1. A lot of smaller' quality trees would remain.

2. Numbers of dead or disease-damaged trees would increase.
3,

Now students will probably ask the question: "Which trees should we Cut?"

Answer: "Quality firewood can be obtained frorn even the most poorly formed or worst-looking
trees in the woodlbt. Picture some forest industry Operations that remove quality logs from the
forest and leave all the forest residue lying on the ground. Now we see a need for management plans
to use all forms of wood for energy. You can improve the value of your woodlot,while gathering fire-
wood if you apply a few Timber Stand Improvement techniques." Before starting on the specific
techniques, ask:

E. Question:"How much wood is in a cord?" Answer by sharing Figure 2 with the students.

Timber Stand Improvement Techniques

1. "A typical woodlot has a sustaining yield of about 1/2 cord per acre per year. To obtain the most
value, cut those trees that will give more room for the 'growth of the best trees in the Wood lot.

2. Remove crooked, forked, dead, top-spreading and crowded trees to decrease tree competition
and increase stand quality (see Figure 3). (Many of these trees will be good firewood spedies.)

3. Use as much of the tree as possible for firewood and even firewood kindling.

4. Set up an acre or plot rotation so that each year you improve the quality of another part of the
woodlot by cutting from only those plots.
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Standard Cord

Face or Short Cord

Total Volume = 128 cu. ft.

Total Volume = 32 to 64 cu. ft.

2'

A pick-up truck with a bed 4 feet wide, 8 feet long and 19
inches deep will hold about a 16-inch face cord. That is 1/3 of a
standard cord. A dump truck may hold up to 4 standard cords.
After you stack the wbod, you can measure it for the purpose of
making the fuel cost comparison.

To calculate the number of cords in a stack of wood,
mutiiply the pile's height by its leogth and then by stick
length (all in feet), then divide by 128.

For example:

6 x 16 x 4 3 Standard Cords
128

Figure 2. Measurement units of a cord of wood.
(Source: Wood-burning Stoves, OSU Cooperative Extension
Service Bulletin L-309) .

.

CROOKED SPREADING TOP

DEAD iFORKED

CROWDED

AFTER FIREWOOD CUTTING

Figure 3. Improve the value of your woodiot while
gathering firewood.

(Source: Ohio Forestry Service)

5. Establish a reforestation program kir your woodlot; replant any cleared areas with seedlings.
(Contact your service forester or county extension agent for assistance.)

6. Woodlot or forestry operations can have some devastating Impacts on the environment. Sorne
of these are listed in Table 3. Try to suggest ways in which these problems can be minimized s.0
that we don't upset the ecological systerh of the forest." (Table 3 could be put on a
transparency.)

Table 3. Timber harvest-caused problems and solutions.

Problems as a Iteiult of Timber Harvest Possible Solutions (students generate answers)

Den trees, animal homes, and habitat destroyed

Erosion due to barren soil and tree removal

Leave a few den trees.
Construct artificial nesting boxfs; build

brush piles.
Cut in sections and allow understdry

regrowth.

Develop access roads for travel.
Leave some harvesting residue.
Replant treee.

Falling trees damaging standing trees resulting D'irect the fall of the trees into more open space.
Remove severely damaged trees.
Prune, if possible.

in disease and insect infestation

117t)
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F. Suggested Teacher Activity

Select an area of the school land lab or have the service forester setup a timber stand improvement
project for the class in the community with an area tree farmer. Demonstrate chainsaw use and
safety; help students develop skills in timber removal. Often an arrangement can be made so that
class members are "paid" for their work or can take a percentage of the firewood cut for theirown
club or FFA sales.

pustion 3. "How practical is heating our homes with wood?" (Write question on chalkboard)

Lecture/Discussion:

1. "We have already studied the amount of energy in BTU's that can be derived from wood of
different species of trees. How does this compare to other heat sources?"

(Again show-liable 2 as a transparency or uie it as a handout. Help students make conclusions
from this table.)

Electric heater is 100% efficient* however, it does not have the available heat per million
BTU's that wood has. Also it is more than three times as expensive.

Oil and coal heaters are less efficient than this particular type of wood stove (air-tight).
Both are more expensive than wood.

Gas is more efficient thah wood, but is more expensive. (This expense probably will
continue to increase.)

2. "Some of you have electrically heated homes. Let's evaluate one home owner's heating costs
with and without a wood stove as suprplemental heat." (Show transparency of Table 4!)

*The actual generation of erectricity the conversion of fuel to electrical energy , 4 less thano50 percent efficient in even the
most modern plants.

Table 4. Comparison of heating costs with and without a wood stove as supplemental heat fora three month period,
1976 and 1977**

Month

1976 (Vithout Stove) 1977 (With Stove)

Kilowatt Cost per
Hours Used KWH

1

Total
Cost

Kilowatt Cost per Total
Hours Used KWH Cost

October 14 to
November 11

November 11 to
December 13

December 13 to
January 13

4492

6687

9399

0,0247

0.0250

0.0258

$ 111'.06

$167.18

$241.06

1668 0.043 $ 72.51 '

3139 0.040 $126.35

4196 0.031 $132.99

ADDITIONAL KILOWATTS REQUIRED WHEN STOVE NOT IN USE

Date Time Period Temperature KWH Used Kilowatts Used Per Hour

January 21 to 53 hou'rs
January 23

January 23 to 19 hours
January 24

January 24 to 24 hours
January 25

High -16°

High 30°

' High 36°

198 3.73 KW per hour (stove on)

241 12.68 KW per hour (stove not in use)

114 4.75 KW per hour (stove on)

**Lowell E. Hedges residence, 3960 LaRue-Prospect Road S., Prospect, Ohio 43342



"How much moriey is saved in one season or three-month period?"

111.06 167.18 241.06
- 72.51 - 12635 - 132.99

38.55 + 40.83 108.07 = $187.45

"We are making the following assumptions (based on information from American Forest
Magazine,""Wood Heat: Participating Energy," Qctober, 1978): '-

You have access to your own wood.
0

You and another person cut it because you can use it in your home and because you enjoy
being outdoors getting the exercise.

You use 41/2 cords per season.

The wood is a supplemental heat source for your electric home.

The savings in electrical heat costs are projected over two years since you supplied two
years' worth of wood heat source in one season's cutting budget.

You can assign a monetary value to the wood cut as income for your laboc."

3. "Let's compare costs'and savings." (Write the information from Table 5 on the board.)

Tabd 5. Comparison of firewood costs and elearical heat savings.

Firewood Costs Electdcal Heat Savings

Chainsaw (initial investment) $ 350.00 2 seasons: $187.45 x 2 = $ 374.90

Bar and chain oil, gas and mix 125.00 9 cords/$50/cord/2 seasons 450.0a

Axe 18.00

Sontag maul (self-made) 0

Two wedges 12.00

Own time 60-70 hours 0

$ 505.00 $ 824.90

4. Conclusion to Problem: Savings over two years = $319.90. Next two years willcontinue to show
savings by eliminating irivestment costs,

"We did ,not consider the cost of the wood stove or its installation, nor did we make a charge
($5.00/hour average) for our labor used in cutting the wood. Figuring those costs in, it would be
a few years before Actual savings was realized. But you see, just the savings in electrical heating
costs alone will allow the system to pay for itself soon."



VII. Application: Student Activities Related to Energy Management

WOOD

1. Have a representative from a wood stove company make a presentation.

2. Survey residents in the area that burn wbod and ask what they estimate they are saving by
burning wood.

3. Have students rhake charts showing the heat value of wood compared to fuel oil, LP gas, and
natural gas.

4. Cut a certain volume of green wood and weigh and measure it. Leave in shop or building for 8-12
weeks; then weigh and measure it again.

5. Arrange trip to local businesses to find out the types of stoves that are available in the area.
Compare prices.

6. Burn different types of wood fuels to study their characteristics and heat output.

7. Do survey of all students in classes or grades in high school. Find out number with air-tight,
Franklin-type stoves and those with fireplaces.

8. Find out and prepare chart on prices being paid for wood in the area.

9. Have each student take measurements of his or her own home. Suggest appropriate size wood
burner for each home.

ic Keep a daily record of energy (natural gas, LP gas, oil, electric) used compared to wood used.

11. Identify some of the safety practices to follow when using a wood stove.

12. Compute BTU ratings of various types of wood.

13. View a model wood burner to identify parts, discuss draft controls, etc.

14, Have resource person give chainsaw safety talk and demonstrate operation.

15. Supervised study

a. Each student develops a list of safety rules when using a wood stove or fireplace.
b. Each student develops a list of directions for a stove's operation and rnaintena e.

16. Calculate the amount of money you could save by cutting your own firewdod.

17. Construct a solar dryer for seasoning green wood.

18. Visit a woodlot and have students identify trees.

19. Contract a Timber Stand improvement project1;vith the Service Forester as a source of firewood
for FFA sales and as an opportunity to have shidents practice safe chainsaw operations and
timber removal techniques.

8
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Viii. Student Evaluation

HEATING WITH WOOD QUIZ

Date q. NAME

Score

Completion: Fill in the blanks to complete the statements or calculate the answers to given problems. (100 points)

1. Forests account for about Pk of all the major uses of land in the U.S.A.

2. Wood is considered a renewable energy resource because:

3. List three (3) examples of how wood is being used as a renewable energy resource other than as a
source for home heating.

a.

c.

4. Given the following data, estimate the number of trees that would be good firewood sources:

Plot 1: 1000 sq. ft., 18 trees

Plot 2: 1000 scift., 14 trees

Plot 3: 1000 sq. ft., 1.2 trees

Woodlot size: 2 acres

43,560 sq. ft. = 1 acre

trees in woodlot

5. Calculate the number of standard cords of firewood cut. Firewood stack is 21 feet long, 8 feet high,
and 4' feet deep.
128 cu. ft. = 1 standard cord cords

° 6. List the characteristics or quality of wood that makes certain species of wood better than others to
use as fuel for heating.

a

b.

c.

7. Briefly outline a management plan for removing firewood from your woodiot. Start with assessing
your resources and end with consideration of the environment. (Use a separate sheet of paper.)

8. List three (3) ways to minimize the environmental impact upon the woodlot ecosystem from which
you are gemoving firewood.

a

b.

c.,

Teacher Note to Problem 4:
Result: Average 44+3 = 14 trees/1000 sq, ft

43,560+1000 = 43.66
14 x 43.56 = 609.84 x 2 acres= 1219.68 trees

Tacher Note to Problam 5:

Result: 21 X 8` x 4' 672 5.25 cord's
128 cu. ft 128

Ili
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I. Lesson Topic: ENERGY MANAGEMENT WITH MAINTINANCE
AND OPERATION OF TRACTOWS

by

RAY CLEVENGER

Part 1: Reducing Energy Cost on the Farm by Proper Tractor Operation

Part 2: Reducing Energy Cost on the Farm Through Proper Tractor Maintenance

II. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the end of this lesson the student will be able to:

Part 1

1. Identify and list 5 operational procedures which, if used, will reduce fuel consumption.

2. Identify and list causes of increased wheel slippage.

3. Calculate percent tire slip.

4. Calculate tire slippage and adjust tractor weighting.as needed.

5. Calculate the horsepower needed in a tractor.

6. Calculate and match machine size to tractor horsepower.

7. 'Identify and list factors affecting horsepower requirements of the tractor.

Part 2

8. Identify and list the common maintenance items causing reduced fuel efficiency.

9. Determine typical fuel savings which result from proper maintenance.

10. Perform (optional) the required mainfenance for a gasoline engine to increase its fuel efficiency:
ignition timing, point care, spark plug cleaning, replacement and adjustment, service of air
cleaners, carburetor, adjustments, valve tappett adjustment, and cooling system maintenance.

11. Service a diesel fuel system, properly bleed the line, service the air cleaner, and maintain cooling
system.

12. Evaluate the performance of available power units on thebasis of fuel efficiency.

13. Evaluate the result of overfueling a diesel.

III. Materials Needed

1. Transportation for field trips to farms, implement dealers, and student homes

2. Sample weights for tractors or access to weights

3. Handouts referred to in the lesson

4. Basic tractor maintenance tools and equipment

IV. The Situation

With the liquid fuel supply at times becoming more restricted andthe cost per unit increasing, it is
becoming increasingly important for farmers to take steps to get the most work possible from each
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unit of fuel. Studies have revealed that proper engine maintenance can reduce fuel use on the
average by 15% and proper tractor operational procedures could reduce this amount by at least
another 20%. This is an extremely significant energy savings and one that can no longer be ignored.

V. Introduction to Lesson

As an interest approach to this lesson, introduce thefollowing type of situation. A similar situation
can be drawn from your own students' agricultural experience programs.

Jim and Joe both have a soybean project for which they fall plowed a
field. They equally divided the field in which very little difference exists in soil type.
Because they were to pay Dad for the fuel used, they carefully recorded thb amounts
used for each job. They were amazed at the results. Jim fuel usage for the
same job was nearly 20% less than Joe 's The only variable was the Operator.
Also, in comparing fuel consumption with tractor test data (Nebraska_tractor tests)
they found they were consuming over 20% more of what they should be to get the job
done. (Any terminology new to the students should be explained at this point.)

Question: What causes differences in fuel consumption and tower-than-expected fuel effici ncy?

Possible Student Answers:

Difference in the way each drives (operational, procedure)

Improper matching of power and equipment

Wheel slippage

Poor engine maintenance

Improper equipment adjustinent or maintenance

No one wants 'higher-than-necessary fuel cost, Therefore, "How can operational procedures be
changed to reduce fuel usage?" and "HoW can original fuel efficiency be regained?"

PART I. REDUCING ENERGY COST ON THE FARM
BY PROPER TRACTOR OPERATION

VI. Problem Statements (Place on chalkboard)

A. How can student operate his/her tractor differently to save fuel?

(Present transparency and/or distribute handout CI', found in the Appendix. Handout #2,
Bulletin L-306, may also be distributed at this time. Conclusions should be reached
from the data presented.)

Student should operate his/her tractor near rated load. Engines operate most efficientlyat
near (80%) rated load? (The instructor may wish to have the students write on page 24 their
conclusions reached from the graphs presented in handout #2.)

B. What procedures should student follow In matching power and equipment?

Using handout #3 entitled Matching Horsepowerkeeds- Tractor Size andMachine Size, evaluate
the student's situation in terms of matching tractor and equipment. A field trip to a student's
home to measure field equipment size, etc!, may be of value and add practical experience to ,
solution of the problem. Reference to Nebraska tractor data in handout #4 would help determine
actual drawbar power of the tractor. (Remember that the tests are conducted on concrete.) Also,
these data show that the maximum HP/hr./gal. was achieved at near rated load on drawbar
performance.

* Be sure to define rated load and any other new terms as you move through the lesson.



Refer to the following procedures when using handout #3.

Suggested Procedure for Using Handout #3, AM 17-72 worksheet:
..

Explain the worksheet, relating its use to evaluation of whether the tractor is being loaded to an
efficient level (approx. 80%). Also note that draft per foot of implement is for average conditions.
More exact draft measurements can be made by use of special hitches. (Refer to specific equipment
draft or Fmo machine Management, 1975, Deere and Company, page 46.) However, because of
varying field ponditions, the use of averages in most cases will be quite adequate.

Complete the problems in handout #3 (right colurnn}.

Answers are:

A (2) Horsepower
B (3) Reserve horsepower
C (4) Speed, MPH
D (1) Implefnent width
E (5) Total draft

1. 52.3 HP
2. 85 dbHP
3. 46.7 dbHP (250 pounds/foôt was used for draft. Once the total draft of 3500 pounds is

determined, refer to formula in problem no. 2 to determine dbHP.)
4. 5.64 fee, (67.76 inches)

4 (4.2) 16-inch bottoms
5 (4.8) 14-inch bottoms

After worlang and explaining the above problems, solve the following student problem or a similar
one for a specific student's situation.

Student's Situation and Problem #1

n Student A and Student B have a 100 dbHP tractor. How much plow width should theY be using if
plowing is done at 5 mph?"

375 x dbHP 375 x 00 37500Implement width (feet) = = 7.06 feet
MPH x draft per foot x 1.25 5' x 850 x 1.25 5312.5

Question: "How many 16-inch bottoms should they be pulling for good fuel efficiency?"

16 inches 7.06
= 1.3 feet 5.4 bottoms (or a 6-16" bottom plow)

12 inches 1.3 ft.

Question: "What are some plowing factors that would increase plowing draft and redu9ë fyel
efficiency?"

improper plow' adjpstment

depth of plowing too great 1

poorcondition of plow parts (points, shears, etc.)

improper u'se of draft control and/or hitching arrangement

(The teacher may wish to refer back to these points later to introdUce a unit on plows and plowing.)

Student's Situation and Problem #2

u Student has been using an 18-foot disc at about 5 MPH. Is the 100 dbHP tractor being used at
near rated load? How near?" \



Compute the draft for the 18-focit disc.

18-foot width x 280 pounds per foot = total draft of. 5040 pounds

Formula: dbHP = MPH x total pounds of draft x 1.25

.375

5.x 5040 x 1.25 q1500 = 84 dbHP
375 375

Answer: "No, the tractor is not being loaded heavily enough for best fuel efficiency."

Conclusion to problem (of inadequate loading):

1. Use a combination of machines to load the tractor to its rated capacity.

Question: (Example) "Could pull an 18-foot spike-tooth harroW behind the disc at the
same rate of speed?"

180# draft of harrow + 280# draft for disc = 460 lb./foot of width (draft)

460# per foot x 18 ft. width = 8280# total draft

5 MPH x 8280# draft x 1.25 reserve powerdbHP required = = 138 dbHP
375

Answer: "No, no,t at that speed."

Question: "What effect would slowing to 31/2 MPH have on dbHP required?"

3.5 v8280 x :I .25 36225dbHP = 96.6 dbHP
375 375

Point to be Made: Speed as well as implement draft directly affect dbHP requirements'. Remember:
Speed should be determined by equipment. Most machines have' a recommended speed for best
perforrnance.

2. Trade for a disc of the proper size.

Question: (Example) "What size disc should student

Implement width (ft) = 375 x dbHP

have for his/her 100 dbHP tractor?"

MPH x draft per ft. x 1.25

375 x 100 37500 = 21.4 feet
5 x 280 X 1.25 1750'

It should be pointed out that not all discs have the same draft characteristics because of design,
angles of set, shape, and blade condition.

Summary of Approved Practices Resulting from Class Activities

1. u Student should use a combination of machines to load the tractor to its rated capacity when
possible."

Performing a job that is not needed to improve crop yield is a major energy waste. For instance, if
adding a drag behind the disc is not needed tarepare the seed bed-properly, the solution to
reduced fuel cost is to eliminate use of the drag. Consideration for saVings would be given to
operating at a higher gear and reducing throttle if not operating. at near rated load.

2 ,, Student j Should shift up and throttle .back on light loads."



(This applies more to larger tractors under light loads.) When performihg jobs requi ing less than
full power output (50%), reducing engine speed will improve fuel efficiency ding one does
not lug the engine, transmission efficiency is improved by shifting up to a hi her gear,

Refer to handout #5, TableA, entitled "600 hrs/year Fuel Use and Cost." Point out to the students
that the difference betweenTestsC and D was that in Test D the tractorwas operated in a higher
gear at a reduced throttle setting. This resulted in a fuel use reduction of 778 gallons of diesel or
732 gallons of gasoline. Thus, large tractors pulling light loads can save 22.4 to 28.3% in fuel
consumption by changing to a gear or two higher and then throttling back the engine to maintain
the same ground speed. Also significant is the cost comparison and the 569 g'allons of liquid
fuel saved by diesel vs. gasoline. Use of a diesel engine as shown in TestC, working at 50% load,
would reduce fuel consumption by 16%.

3. n Student should shut the engine off under no-load situations."

Don't let the engine idle for long periods of time. IHinois studies showed tractors idling formore
than 12% of the hours of operation were using more than 1/2 gallon of fuel per hour.

C. What procedures should student follow In adding weight to the tractor to Increase safety and reduce
slippage?

The following information may be used to reach a conclusion on this question.

Question #1:"Where does the tract r fuel go?" (Write the following on the chalkboard.)

Of each 100 gallons of fuel put in the tractor:

20-25 gallons are lost through the radiator

25-35 gallons are lost through the exhaust

10-15 gallons are lost as miscellaneous heat; so only

10-35 gallons are used to produce engine output, but of this amount another:

.2-6 gallons are lost in power transmission

5,-16 gallons are lostin wheel slippage and rolling resistance.

(Source: Samuel G. Huber, Agricultural Engineerin§ Department, OSU)

Therefore, only 5-20 gallons of each 100 gallons'put in the tank produce drawbar horsepower
(dbHP). (It should be noted that the difference in fuel losses is the result of procedures and engine
maintenance, the latter pOint covered in more detail later in this lesson.)

The greatest loss of engine power occurs at the traction wheels. In typical field use, 20% to more;
than-60% of the engine power is lost at the wheels. This loss is within the control of the tractor
operator.

Question #2: "What percent slip is Student getting in the field? '

Procedure for determining percent slippage:

Using student's tractor and tillage equipment, determine present slip in the field. (Use a chalk mark
on the tire to help in counting wheel revolutions.) With the tractor and equipment operating in the
field at normal operational speed, mark the distance traveHed under load in 10 wheel revolutions.
Then have the tractor with no load travel the aame distance; carefully count the number of
revolutions. The percent slip can then be deterrriined as follows:

% slip = 10 x (10 minus revolutions with no load)

Exampl:

=- 10 x (10 - 8.5 'revolutions with no load) = 10 x 1.5 = 15%
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After running the check and calculating the % slip, the following shoUld be related to the students.

The amount of horsepower loss (15% in above calculations) due to wheel slippage and rolling
resistance is determined primarily by the kind of soil surface, tire pressure, tire size, weight on the
tire, and drawbar draft. (See handout #4.) As the amount of weight on traction wheel is increased,
wheel slip decreases and rolling resistance increases (See handout #2, Figure 1). Thus there is an
optimum weight at which the sum of the slip and resistance is minimal. Wheel slip is the best
indicator of wheel HP loss. There is an optimum amount of slip for each kind.of traction surface.

Question #3: "What percent slip is optimum for student

Refer to handout #2, Figure 2 for these conclusions:

firm soil conditions 8-11%

filled soil conditions 11-14%'

soft soil conditions 14-17%

Question #4: "How can student obtain optimum slip?"

By matching the load to a prOperly weighted tractOr.

Question .#5 "HoW much ballast (weight) should student add?"
,

Handont #2 can supply the correct information. The following sample problems may serve as a'guide
in solving the above qiiestion.

Student 's 100 PTOHP tractor pulling a disc on tilled soil at 5 MPH would require 120 pounds per
PTOHP or 12,000 pounds on the rear wheels.

Student s unballosted rear wheel weight of the 100 PTOHP tractor js 8,450 pounds. Therefore,
12,000 pounds of needed weight minus 8,450 equals 3,550 pounds additional weight needed. The
tractor weight may be obtained by weighing the tractor, checking in the operator's manual,or using
tractor test data (Nebraska usually prints toldweights only).

Question #6: "How much of this weight could be added by liquid ballast?"

Refer to handout #2, Tables 1 and 2. Each one of student 'S 18A 38 tires woulckhold 1,113 pOunds
of liquid weight, or 2,226 pounds total. When discing, etc., student usually uses duals, which will
add 1,324 additional pounds, even though they are not fluid filled. Using single tires (8 ply),

student would be at maximum safe fire weights at 20 psi of air in the tires. By using duals he
would have a margin of safety.

.Question #7: "How much front end weight should student add?" (for safety and balance)

Thumb Rule:

Towed implement -front weight should be about 33% of rear weight.

Semi-Mounted implemSnt - front weight should be about 40% of the rear weight.

mounted implement - front weight should be about 50% of the rear weight.

Solution: v,

1 Student 's tractor rear weight was 12,000 pounds. 12,000 pounds x 0.3 for towed implement
equals 3,600 pounds. The tractor's unballasted front end is 3,870 pounds, which is adequate.
However, if using mounted equipment, calculate 12,000 x 5 = 6,000 pourids. 6,000 - 3,870 = 2,130
pounds of additional weight needed. This figure emphasizes safety and weight transfer even
though fully mounted equipment would not likely be Ted on tilled sciils.

2. Student 's front tires are nob - 16 (6 ply). With 28 psi, what carrying capacity do they have?
(Refer to handout #2, Table 2.) 2 x 2,520 pounds for each tire =1. 5,040 pounds total. This would be
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less than the desired 6,000 pounds needed .for mounted equipment. In using semi-mounted
equipment, the Ool lowi ng Would be trUe: 12,000-pound tractor's rear weight x0-.40 =, 4,800 pounds
recommended on the front. 4,800 minus 3,780 pounds (weight of tractor front) equals 1,020
pounds added weig t needed. Note: Semi-mounted #nd fully-mounted implements require less
added weight to t rear wheels because of weight transfer (see handout #2, Figure 5), thus
reducing front eightAng figures in the above problem.

QUesNon: "What procedure should student use to determine the proper weighting of a fOur-
wheel-drive tractor? Why are the procedures different than for a two-wheel-drive tractor?"

4
A guide to the weighting of 4-wheel-drive tractors is given in Table 1. About 60% of the tractor's
weight should be on the front wheels and 40% on the rear.

Tqble 1. Optimum Total Weight for 4-wheel-drive Tractors

SPEED MPH TOTAL WEIGHT IN POUNDS/PTOHP

4 140
5 115
6 95
7 80

/

Example:. Versatile 835 in accordance with Nebraska test data has a maximum PTOHP of 198;

At 5 MPH total weight should be 115 x 198 = 22,770 pounds. Because this unit weighed 24,280
pounds without ballast, no additional weight is needed at this speed. It should be noted that at a
slower speed of 4 MPH an addition of 3,440 poun0 is needed (2064, pounds on the front and 1,376
pounds on the rear).

The following information is for teacher reference and may be used as ngeded. (Source: Fundamentals of
*whine Operation, Tillage, Deere & Company) -

For a quick measurement of wheel-Slippage in the field, marg a spot on the ground and a chalk mark on
the rear tractor tire. Then drive the tractor under load with the implement in its normal operating mode.
Count 10 complete rotations of the rear tire and place another mark on the ground. Repeat the trip without
the implement and again count the wheel rotation between the two marks. Estimate the fraction of the last
rotation as nearly as possible.

Check the numbei of rotations counted on the second trip. Using Table 2, determine the percentage of
wheel slippage.

Table 2. Rear-wheel Slippage Chart

Rotations Rear-wheel SlippagePercent What to Do

1 0 0 Remove ballast
91/2 5

: 9 10 Proper ballast

8 20 \ Add ballast
71/2 25
7 30

If less than 81/2 rotations are counted, add weight. If more than 9 rotations are counted, remove weight from
the rear wheels.
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If measuring tire-slippage by counting wheel rotations is not possible, one can get an ,approximate °

indication by examining the tire-tread pattern produced when pulling under load,(see Figure 1).

N./
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Figure 1. The tire "footprint" IS a rqugh guide to wheel slip.

When too much weight is used, the tire track will be sharp and distinct. This does not allowfy- engine
flexibility. Thus power needed to move it increased and dbHP is reduced.

When tires have too little weight, they lose traction. Tread marks are wiped out and forward progtess slows.

When tires have prOper weight, a small amount of lippage occurS. The soil between the cleats is shiftedobut
the pattern is visible. 15% slip is barely visible. If slip can be seen, slippage probably eXceeds 15%; correct
immediately.

Adding weight: Adding weight of 100 pounds to the rear tires increases db pull according to the surface
conditions as follows: concrete: 66 lb.; dry clay 55 lb.; sandy loam: 50 lb.; dry sand, 36 lb.; and green
alfalfa, 36 lb. Keep in mind that draft is usually much less in sand than clay, but that any extra weight
greatly increases rolling resistance in loose soils. Regardless of weight added, db pull could be zero under
adverse surface conditions.

Cast-Iron vs. Liquid Ballast

Cast Iron: Easy sto install and rerriove, no special equipment or service, not lot4iire is damaged or
serviced, higher initial cost, may not be enough weight, and rrlay increase trkctor width.

Liquid: Readily available, lower initial cost, excellent weight distribufion, no change in tFactot width, 30%
heavier than water arid will not freeze, is log with tire or valve garriage, ngt easy to remove and re-install,
tequires speciai handling and installation equipment, and slightly reducet bruise resistance of the tire (at
750,44ecommended fill). .

r+,

Flotation: 9oft, loose soil, increasing wheel diameter and width is more effective in increasing db pull
than adding Weight, partly becat1se of reduced _rolling .resistance and better flotation. Adding duals
doubles the-contact area between tires and soil, but toes not increase traction. Equally weighted single.
and "dual.wheels of the saqte size will pull almost the sante load in good soil conditions, Duals increase
flotation and with added ight improve traction in adverse conditions. Duals'increase stability, improve
perfOrmance in fan& prep ration, are cost effective, and permit wprk under a wider range of conditions..
They have the disadvanta es Of-possibly overtloadin axles, bearings, and iptgaiL making tractor handling
more difffcult; and being d Moult to install and remove, these disadvantarg:also Create safety hazards.

,



PART 11. REDUCING ENERdY COST ON THE FARM
- THROUGH PROPER TRACTOR MAINTENANCE

VI. Problem Statement: `3'How can student Improve the fuel efficiency of his/her tractor engine?"

Answer: proper maintenance and engine tune-up vi
*k' It is estithated that U.S.-farmers useaboyt 4 billion gallons of gasoline each year. Studies haveshown that this fuel con§umption could be reduced by nearly 15% if the tractor engine is properly

maintained or tuned up. In addition to this fuel savings, there would be an 11% increase in available
horsepower. This savings in fuel for the entire nation could amountto 600,000 gallons per year. At acost of $ per gallon this fuel savings nationally represents over $ ; also the fuelsaved could be used to produce crops on 15% more land.

Question: "Whatgasoline engine components most commonly cause increased fuel consumption
and loss of power?" .

Answer: The value of proper adjustment of the gasoline en'gine is documented by many studies
such as the following completed by agricultural engineers from Kansas State. A brief summary oftheir mork reveals the following:

a

4 ignition timing was off on 52% of the tractors teited. By correcting this the HP increased 5.3% andw
fuel consumption decreased 5.3%.

2. Spark plugs were replaced with new plugs on 90% of the tractors. HP increased 5.6% and fuel
consumption decreased 6.1%. Where the tractors misfired under load with their old plugs, new
plugs resulted in a 21.5% increase in power and a 14.2% decrease in fuel consumption.

3. Air cleaner servicing was required on 10% of the tractors. This resulted in a 7.6% increase in HP
and an 11.4% decrease in fuel tonsumption.

4. Carburetor adjustments were made on 72% of the tractors: 46% had too rich a mixture and 26% had
too lean a mixture. A 9.5% reduction in fuel was obtained when correcting the overLricti mixture
with no change in HP output. Correcting the lean mixture increased HP 2.9% while increasing
fuel consumption by 1.4%.

5. Governor adjustments were needed on 80%of the tractors. The no-load speed was too high on 32%
of the tractors while full-load speed was too low on 62%. Simple repairs and adjustments
corrected only 20%. This resulted in a 9.1% increase in HP and a reduction of 4.8% in fuel usage.
The remaining 60% of the tractors required parts replacements before adjustments.

The overall result of the above adjustments and replacetnents was an average increase in HP of
11.1% with,e reduction in fuel consumption of 14.4%.

Servlce RecOmmendatIons: (Thefollowing are very minimal. The teacher may wish to expand the
details of each recommendation.) Review the operator's manual. Keep a service use record. Record
fuel intake at each filling, as well as oil used between changes and during changes. Record hour
meter reading and date when the next service is required. Many farmers use tractors about 500
hour's/year with heavy work in tele spring and again in the fall. Thus, an engine tune-up after about
250 hours could be done in January or February arid again in AugustOor September. This would
assure maximum power with minimum fuel use during heavy-use periods. Well equipped shops can
perform excellent tune-up work. Tractors cin-be hooked to a Onamometer.and their gutput
measured before and after service.

Compare performance with original ratings. Gdvernor and valve clearance adjustments can be
performed. Whether you perform the tune-up (sometimes less expensive) or a dealer does it
(sometimes more expensive), the main point to remember is that regular tune-ups are essential for
maximuM HP and minimum fuel usage.

Review.the ollowing student situation including fuel cdnsumption records as an example.
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Question: "How does student's fuel consumption compare to average energy requirements for
the various jobs or to the Nebraska tractor test data?"

Compare the following data with the-information given in handout #5, Table C.

Sample problem:
. f

Situation. John uses a J.D. 5020 diesel. His records show that he used 90 gallons of fuel to
plow 30 acres. The 30 acres required about 12 hours to plow. 0

Question: "How much fuel did John use per acre for plowing?" 90 divided by 30 equals 3
gallons/acre.

. r. Quest
i
ion: "How does this bompare witti typical fuel consumption per acre?" (Refer again to handout

#5, Table C.)

Plow 8 inches deep 1.68 gallons/acre for diesel.

Conclusion." John's fuel consumption is higher than expected for his medium to heavy soils."

Probable reasons:

poor engine perfor nce

poor operator efficiency

"Let's review the reasons for poor engine' perfotmance and poor efficiency." (Hold brief discussion).'

Question: "HoW many gallons and dollars could be saved by improving engine performance and
operator efficiency?",

Using handout #6, compare John's situation with Nebraska test data, taking into consideration field,
efficiencies. (Explain meaning of the new term, field efficiency.)

Sample Problem: Using the same situation as above, compare with Nebraska test data in handout #6.

Situation. Beth 's 5020, according to Nebraska test (performed on concrete), develops 100.36
dbHP at 75% load traveling 5.64 MPH. The tractor uses 7.712 gallon6 of fuel per hour and develops
13.01 HP hours/gallon. She usually travels at 51/2 MPH with 5-16" plows. 90 gallons of fuel in 12
hours results in a fuel consumption of 71/2 gallons/hour, which appears good bompared to the 7.7
gallons per hour Of the Nebraska lest.

Question: "Why does her fuel consumption per hour seem to be OK,.but her fuel consumption per
'acre 'much too high?" (Refer to previous problem.)

hints to consider: Nebraska test is done On concrete with 100% field effiCiency. (If formula is
discussed, d,o it carefully and with adequate explanation of terms and figures.)

Beth 's theoretical field capacity is:

51/2 MPH x 6.67 ft. wideTFC = = 4,4 acres per hour!;/
8.25

However, her effective field capacity 30 acresis: EFC = = 2.5 acres per hour
12 hours

EFC 2.5for a field efficiency of FE = _ = 571
TFC 4.3

Question: "What is a typical field efficiency for plowing?" (Refer to Table 3. ) '



OPERATION

Tabt 3. Field Efficiency Table

FIELD EFFICIENCY,
PERCENT

-Tillage

Moldboard Plow 75-85%
Disk Harrow, Disk Plow 77-90%
Field Cultivator 75-85%
Spring-Tooth or Spike-
Tooth Harrow 65-80%

Cultivation

Row Crop 65-80% .
Rotary Hoe 75-85%

Seeding

Corn Planter
1. Corn anly 60-75%
2. With Fertilizer and/or

Pesticide Attachment 45:65%
Qrain Drill 65-80%
Broadcast 65-700/i

OpERATION
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FIELD EFFICIENCY,
PERCENT

-

HapestIng

Mower 75-85%
Rake 65-90%
Baler 65-80%
Loose Hay StaCking Wagon 65-80%
Forage Harvester 50-70%
Combine 60-75%
Corn Picker *55-70%
Cotton Picker 60-75%
Swather 70-85%

Miscellaneous

Sprayer 55-65%

(Sourc: Machinery Management, John Deere & Company)

Conclusion: " Beth ,s' field efficiency is too low. What contribUtes to poor field efficiency?"

equipment failure

wasted time on turns

odd shaped fields

operator
1

distractions, breaks, etc.

bottlenecks in the4totat operation

When herfuel usage/hour is put en the basis of a normal fieldefficiency,of about 80%, she Oould
have done 3.4 acres per hour or completed the job in 8.8 nowt.

Calculations (optiorf al):
-;

4.3 acres/hour (theor x 0.8 (efficiency) it 3.4 acres per hour

30 acres divided by 3.4' acres per hour =118 hours

90 gallons fuel divided,by,aahours = 10 gal./hr. or approximately 10 hphrs./gal.

Use of a Lab Test 7-- ,
S

Run à lab test-bn. a student's tfactorrusing a dynamometer in the school shop or a nearby dealer
,shop to evaluete fuel consumption in terms,of horsepower hotirs per gallon, etc. CoMpare lab test
results to Nebraska test data. At this point the instrUctor may Wish to haVe the students perform
maintenance on multi-cylinder engine% EmOhasis.should be:on the six areas most commonly .-
identified as causing poor fuel effidlincy: ignition tinling, Spark plugs, air cledners, valve tappatt
'clearance, carburetor adjustment, and governors:

. ,
This lesson outline does not include,specific details orpreventive4>

maintenance. Preventive''
Maintenance (Deere and Company) or its equal would provide the needed reference Material in
addition to operator's Manuals tor the teething of a farm power unie,
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Most farm tractors are diesel. The significant factors affecting their fuel efficiency are the same with
the nozzles, fuel pump, and fuel filter maintenance replacing the spark plug and distributor.

The overfueling of diesel tractors (explain) is much too common today. An Illinois survey revealed
two-thirds of the diesel units were overfueled. Thispractice, considered a quick and easy method of
increasing diesel power, has an adverse effect on both engine life and fuel economy.

Overfueling is not only quite inefficient, but also very damaging (explain how) to a diesel engine.
Here is a good summary of the situation. Diesel engine power is never setfor the maximum (explain
why). The horsepower of a diesel engine increases nearly in proportion to fuel rate up fo a certain
point. However, beyond that point HP increases very little for large increases in fuel delivery.

In one particular engine a fuel consumption of 0.435 lb./HPhr was required Up to 781-1P.To raisethe
HP 5% more (4 HP) requires three times more fuel per HPhr. Most of this excess fuel goes.to waste in
the form of heat or smoke and wasted money.

The extra heat creates great thermal stress in engine parts/f his is similar to the high temperatures
and pressures during detonation in spark-ignition engines. But perhaps the most damaging aspect
of pverfueling diesels Is the formation of soot during combustion. Much of this.Soot leaves the
engine as dense black smoke, but plenty is also left in the engine to be carried into the pistonsing
grooves and into the crankcase otl.

Shop dynamometers are often used to check out engine performance. They are an excellent
method of making sure that optimum performance is.obtOined. The direct horsepower reading dial
on the dynamometer is accurate only for standard PTO. It will tend to read too low if rated PTO rpm
is exceeded, and too high if the tractor is operating below rated rpm for standard PTO. When the
tractor must be run at less than rated rpm to achieve standard PTO, refer to the tractor test for
correct hp at standard PTO or others.

SUMMARY ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR FARM TRACTOR OPEAATORS*

Consider:

. Most of the energy used on4arms for crop production is used by tractors:

. . . Thetadoption of minimum tillage pract41ices reduces labor, machine time, and fuel Posts.

. . Proper selection of tractor size and matching pf implement size maximize efficient use of fuel a
tractor working at full load requires only 1/3 more fuel than when working at half load.

. . Dieel powered tractors consume lessluel than gasoline powerecrtractors of the same horsepower
rating.

Remember:

. Proper maintenance, tune-upoind lubrication procedures extend tr--\ator life, reduce down time,
decrease fuel consumption and thus cut operating costs.

Potential for Energy Savings

Indicates little or no investment required Potential
Energy
Saving

is-Select the proper tractor size to fit the farming operation 5-20%

Size the equipment to match the tractor up to 25%
Practice mihlrnum tillage where practical to reduce trips across the field up Jo 25% %

. .Follow regular maintenance and tune-u procedures_ , 6-20%

Merge small fields into large fields to ta e advantage of /longer rows
andIgiks turning 5-15%

Investigate
Check ( V)
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Summary (continued)
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Potential Vie Should
Energy investigate
Saving Check (V)

Keep all implements lubricated and properly adjusted ,5-15%
Use tractor weights to distribute load for minimum wheel slippage 59.0%
Replace faulty radiator thermostats up t625%
Keep tillage tools sharp and praperly aligned 5-25%
Avoid excessive idling and engine warm-up time 5-25%
Remove tractor wheel weights when not needed 5-10-%

Sourco: Managing Energy on the Farm Syracuse, New York: Agway, Inc.

ANSWER KEY
to Unit Test which folloWs on page 14

Section 1 Section 2
,

Section 3 Section 4 .Section 5

1: c 11. D 16. F 26. F 100
2. c 12. I 17. T 27. T 37. 4.76 (5 bottoms)
3. a 13. 18. 28. F 38. .180
4. c 14. I 19. F 29. F 39. 20
5. c 15. D 20. T 30. A 40. 4500
6. a 21. T 31. F
7. b 22. F. 32. T
8. c T 33. F
9. b

, . 10. a
24. T
25. T

34. T,
35. T.
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Vii. Evaluatlon

UNIT TEST ON ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN THE OPERATION OF TRACTORS

NAME

GRADE

Sction 1. Multiple Cholcelect the best answpr to the following. Write the letter of your choice on the line
to the left of the statement.

1. Proper engine maintenance and operation could reduce fuel cohsumptionon the average byed
much as

a. 15% b. 20% C. 35% d. 506/o

g. Engines operate most efficiantly at a rated load of

a. 60% b. 70% c. 80% d. 90%

3. To achieve increased fuel efficiency when operating on job requiring less then full pOwer (50%)

a. Engine speed should be reduced and a higher gear selected.
b.-Engine speed should be increased and a higher gear selected.
c. Engine speed should be increased and a lower gear selected.
d. Engine speed should be reduced and a lower gear selected._ 4. An idled gasoline engftie will consume fuel at about

a. 1/10 gallhr. b. 1/4 gal./hr. c. 1/2 dal/hr. d. 3/4 gal./hr._ 5. Which of the following soil conditions would permit the highest % optimum slip?

a. firm b. tilled c. soft d. medium

_ 6. For towed implements thetractor front should be weighted'

a. 33% of rear weight b. 40% of rear weight c. 50% of rear weight d. 60% of rear weight

7. Studies revealed The greatest saving in fuel was found after

a. correction of timing
b. spark plug replacement
c. servicing the air cleaner
d. carburetor adjustment

_ 8. Overfueling a diesel Mil

'a. increase HP per gallon
lb. decrease enginelleating
c. reduce fuel efficiency
d. have no effect on fuel use

__- 9; Increasing tractopspeed

a. increases slippage
b. increases power requirement

1

c. rechices traction
d. reduces slippage_ 10. Which requires the most rear wheel weight per PTOHPi

a. towed implements b. semi-mountect . c. fully mounted d. intiprated

41,
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*-

UNIT TEST on Energy Management in the Operation of Tractors - page 2

Section 2. Fill In M Blank: Answer the following as to their effect on dbHP rig uirement by selectingone for
each blank: (0 increases dbHP requirement; (D) decreases dbHP requireMent; (0) has little or no effect on
dbHP requirement.

11. Adding of duals in soft loose Soil_ 12. Adding additional implement width_ 13. Increasing speed
14. A loose soil surface
15. A firm soil surface

Section 3. Tru or False: Place the letter "T" on the line to the left o statement if it is true; "F" jf it is false._ 16. Theoretical field capacity remains constant regardless of spee ._ 17. Field efficiency is never 100%._ 18. Doubling implement width will double the effective field capacity.
_____ 19. A square shaped field would have a higher field efficiency thane long narro field of eqlial size.
______ 20. Usually 25% reserve horsepower is adequate.

21. Overfueling a diesel engine is a highly inefficient method of increasing hors power.
_ 22. Most farm tractors should be tuned-up every 5QQ hours.
_____ 23. As wheel slippage is reduced, rolling resistance7ncreases.
_____ 24. Duals without additional weighting reduce traction._ 25. Duals increase flotation and reduce rolling resistance.

Section 4. True, False, or indeterminate: Answer the following statpments based on the dat
provided by marking "T" if the statement is true, vF" if the statemdit is false, or "A" if,the trut Or
faltehood of the statement can not be determined from the data given.

s 10
_ . .

-t
0

Typical Power Losses at the Drive Wheel

-S

- , - _ -

T Otatiste-

100 110 200

1. Drive Wheel Wt. - lbs./PTOHP

<7.

26. Rolling resistance decreases with additCnal weight._ 27., Slippage decreases with additional weight.
_ 28. Total PTOHP loss decreases with each unit of additional weight._ 29. Zero sfippage is desirable for minimizing PTOHP loss._ 30. Best fuel efficiency is achieved at 130 lb. of drive wirel weight/P- TOHP. .

_ 31. Total loss of PTOHP is least at a point where rolling resistance is the lowest._ 32. As slippage,decreases rolling resistance increases.
33. Rolling resistance decreases as slippage is reduced.
34. Minimum PTOHP is achieved at approximately 81/2% slip.- 35. Rolling resistance is of equal concern to wheel slipping in minimizing HP loss.

-
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UNIT TEST on Energy Management in the Operation of Tractors - page 3

Section 5. Pr Oblms: Complete the following prOblems. SHOW Alrl_ WoRK!

36. How large a tractor (dbHP) is required to operate a 20-foot disc with a 300 pound-per-foot draft at a

speed of 5 MPH?

dbHP = .MPH x total draft x 1.25

375

37. A 90 dbHP tractor would be properly matched to how many 16-inch plow bottoms? (850 lb. draitifoot

of width.) Plowing is done at 5 MPH..

Implement width

441

375 x dbHP

(feet) MPH x draft/ft. x 1.25

38. What fuel savings would result by increasing the fbel efficiency of a power unit by 15% if the tractor is

used 400 hours a year and is presently averaging 3 gallons of fuel per hour? gallons
saved

39. The distance traveled by a tractor under load in 1Q revolutions was marked. This same tractor under

no load traveled the same distance in 8 revolutions. What is the percent slip?

,

40. A tO0 PTOHP tractor pulling a towed implement 4.4 MPH on tilled soil requires 130 lb. of weight on

. the rear wheels/PT-OH P. The unballasted real' weight of the tractor is 8500 lb. How much additiOnal

weight should be added to the rear of the tractor?
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TRACTOR OPERATION TIPS FOR SAVING FUEL

The quantity of tractor fuel required to perform a specific amount of work
depends largely upon how you operate the tractor. Drawbar load, engine speed,
gear used, amount of turning, and amount of engine idle time can cause the
quantity of fuel used to vary by more than thirty percent. Such a variation
occurs because: (1) engine efficiency changes with engine speed and load, and
(2) the efficiency of-the power transmission system changes with speed of travel,
gear used and,the load.

Throttle back--shift up

Use a lerge enough machine or 'Combination of machines to provide either a
drawbar and/or a P.T.O. load-large enough 6 load the.engine to its rated
capacity. Under these conditions fuel efficiency will be nearly maximum and
the work will get done_more quickly.

Some jobs will not require the full power output of the engine. In fact,
studies indicate that on the average a trector is loaded to only 50% of its
rated capaciti% When pulling Such loads, reducing the engine speed wil) improve
fuel 'efficiency; Nebraska Test data shows that tractors operating at 50 percent
load used 20 percent less fuel at reduced engine speed than was used on the same
load at full engine speed.

40'Many diesel engines are more
efficient in the use of fuel
at 50 percent load with re- i-

duced engine speed, than at 2:
14.1

100 percent load with full U 30 -
engine speed. For this
reason, it will probably U.1

a.
require less fuel to use a
large diesel trpctor et ENGINE RPM

>"
reduced engine speed on light lig." 0 1200
loads than to use a smaller TA * 1400
size tractor at full engine 0 1600
speed. u. 1800ii- 10 -

F i g . 1 was drawn from !ILI

test data for a 50 HP diesel re,
tractor. Each of the curves
represents a line of constant u`

1 1 1

engine RPM. You will note 0 10 20 30
that for each RPM line the

,

) fuel efficiency increases as ENGINE HORSEPOWER
the HP output !ncreases up to.

FIG 1. THE EFFECT OF ENGINE RPM AND HP OUTPUTabout 80% of the maximum HP

,

40 50

produced at that engine speed. UPON THE FUEL EFFICIENCY OF A DIESEL TRACTOR

Agriculture / Home Ecotionzics / ,Community and Nattiral Resouro e Development / 4-H Yoath
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HANDOUT #1 - page 2

Increasing the power output still more reduces the fuel effidIency. At part
loads, for example 20 HP, the fuel efficiency improves as the RPM is reduced.
The engine should not be "lugged". Best fuel efficiency for any RPM occurs at
8 power output which is slightly less than the maximum which could be developed
at that engine speed. For this particular tractor, best fuel efficiency was
obtained at 30 HP and an engine RPM of 1400.

Select the gear which provides the desired speed of forward travel at the
reduced engine speed. On tractors having a wide range of forward gears, it is

possible to have engine speeds which give nearly optimum engine fuel efficiency
at the desired speed of travel.

Horsepower, lost inothe transmission gears, at a given speed of travel, is

less in the higher ;peed gears. Therefore, transmission efficiency will be
improved by shifting up to the higher gear.

Shut the engine off

Don't let the engine idle for long periods of time. An Illino s study
showed that tractors idled for more than 12 percent of the total ho s of
operation. An idling engine may use more than 1/2 gallon of fuel per hou

How much fuel can you save?

The amount of fuel saved by following the suggestions will depend upon
your present operating practices. The savings can exceed 20 percent if you
have been following the practice of operating the engine at near.ly full throttle
on all light loads.

Summary

. Try to operate the-tractor near rated load (rated engine RPM at full
hand throttle) at all times.

Use combinations of machuines to loadthe tractor to its rated capacity.

. On ligh't load -- shiffup and throttle back. .

. Shut the engine off under no load situations.

.
Samuel. G. Huber, Professor , Delbert M. Byg '

Agricultural Engineering Department Extension Agricultural Engineer

n.
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1.1 2 LEIS,
(ADD TO PRESSURE'
READING)

With liquid ballasted tires checkinflatiori pressure as shown here.

It makes sense to use tractors so that vork may be
done using as little fuel as possible. The greatest loss of
engine power occurs at the traction wheels. In typical
field use, 20 to more than 60 percent ofthe engine power
may be lost at the wheels because of wheel slip and
wheel rolling resiStance. The amount of these losses is,
to some degree, within the confrol of the tractor
operator.

Wheel Slip and Rolling Resistance Losses

The amount of HP loss due to wheel slip and rolling
"resistance is determined primarily by the kind of soil
surface, tire inflation pressure, tire size, the amount of
weight on the tire, as determined by weighting,- anchthe
drawbar load. As the amount of weight on the traction
wheel is increased, wheel slip decreases and the rolling
resistance increase§ (Fig. 1). With a, --mall amount of
weight On the wheel, slip losses become quite high. If a
large anieunt of weight is placed on the wheel to reduce
slip, rolling resistance losses becoMe high. Thus, there
is an optimum amount of weight at which the sum of the
slip and iolling resistance is minimal. Wheel losses Will
be greater than necessary if the correct weight is not
piaced o'n the wheel. Wheel slip is the beSt indicator of
wheel HP, loss. There is an optimum amount of wheel
slip for each itind of traction surface.

30

20

10

JLL -Ralf ing,ts r- -

100 150 200

'Driia Wheal Wt. lbs./PTOHP

Pig. 1. Typical Power Losses at the Drive Wheel.
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11-11%selip, firm soil

0 D.

.8x
.0

u
3 go
2

80-
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60-

50-

40 -
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11-14%, tilled soil

14-17% slip,
soft soil

o 110 20 30
Orive.Wheei slip percent

Fig. 2. Optimum Drive Wheel Slip For Different Field Conditions.

What Is Optimum Slip?

The change in drawbar HP with wheel slip for rirm,
tilled and soft soil is shown in Fig. 2. The drawbar HP is
expressed as a percent of power take off horse power
(PTOHP). When operating on firm soil at optimum slip ct a.
(about 9 percent),the drawbar HP will beabout 75 Per- 7,
cent of the maximum PTOHP. When operating on tilled .6, 2
and soft soils, the maximum drawbar HP will be about 2 50 -
60 and 50 percent of PTOHP, respectively. Optimum V. ;
percent slip for tilled and soft soil is about 11 and .14
percent, respectively. Nearly Maximtim drawbar HP
obtained over a fairly -wide range of wheel slips, as
indicated' on the graphs. I Fig. 4.

WEIGHTING 2-WHEEetRIV_E TRACTORS

Towd implements

Seml-Mounted

Folly mounted

Fig. 3.

4 5 6 7

Speed of Travel MPH

Recommended Rear Wheel Weight 24Wheel Drive, Firm
Soil, Such as Alfalfa or arome Grass Sod, 12% Slip.

200

150

100 -

How Can Optimum'Slip Be Obtained?

Figures 8, 4 and 5 are guides for determining the op-
timum drive wheel weight for firm,'Soft and tilled soil,
respectively. Suppae you have a tractor rated at.100 §
RTOHP and yog will be,pulling a semi-mounted-plow at 7.
5 MPH on rirm soil. From Fig. 3, you can see that about V-
107 pounds of rear wheel weight is required for each
PTOHP. The total rear ieel weight should 136 10,700 "a It
pounds (100 PTOHP x 10 lbs/PTOHP).

How Much Ballast Should Be Added? :

Find the iin ballasted rear wheel weight of the tractor -

either from manufacturer's literature or by weighing
the rear wheels of the tractor. If this weight is less than
the optimum weight needed, the d erence must be r i,-g 5.made up by 'adding weight.

For example, the unballasted re r wheel weight of
the 100 PTOHP tractor is 8450 pounds. The amount of

0

_
Towed Implements

, Seml-mounted,

Filth/ mounted

0 3 4 5 6 7 8
Speed of travei miles pill; hour

'Recommended Rear Wheel Weight for 2-Wheel Drive
Tractors Operating on Soft Soil, Such as Newly Plowed
Ground or Sand, 16%*Slip. -

200

Towed Implements
150 Senif-mounted

Fully mounted

100

to

0
0 3 4 5 _ 7 11 ,

Spied of travel miles pier hour
Recommended Rear'Wheel ieight for 2-iithee1 'Drive ;1
Tractors Operating on a Tilled,Soil Such as Plowed
Ground Disked Once, 14% Slip .

weight to be added is 2250 pounds (10,700 lbs.-8450 lbs. Be 'Certain That the Tir s AreNiit Overloaded .
= 2250 lbs.). Weight may be Added either as liquid bal-
last,- cast iron weights, or a combination of both. Too muck weight on Ihe tires will reduce tire life. The

The tractor has single 18.4-38 tires. From Table 1, weight on a single re should not exdeed the lo`ad
each tire will hold 1113 pounds of 3r5-poundt calcium capacity given in ble 1. For example,,the total rear
Chloride per gallon of water solutioh. The two tireswill end weight is tojb43 .10,700 on two 18.4-38 -10 ply ttres.
lipid 2226 pounds of liquid ballast This is aliopt the Each tire must ca 'y 5350 pounds. From Table' 1 an
weibt rieecled.'YoLeshould probably use liquid ballast 18A-38 tire wifl catty 5250 potmds at 16 pounds tier
rathei than cast iron wheel welghts because liquid square inch (p.s.i.) inflatien pressere and 6980 Pounds
costs much less': Whep filled, with fluid the kear wheel at 26 p.s3. The carrying capacity of the tire is adequate
weight w4I be about 0,700 pounds air any.pressure betWeen18 ancr26'p.s.i.
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Table 1: Tractor Drive Wheel Tires, Inflation Preisure, Load Capacities, and Pqunds Of Liquid Ballast

Tire
Size Use

Ply
Rating,

Tire Load Capacity-Pounds LiqUid Ballast
31/2 lb. Calcium

Chloride/Gal. Water
(stem level fill)

pounds

Minimum
Pressure

p.s.i.

Maximum
Load

at Min.
p.s.i

Maximum
Pressure

p.s.i.

Maximum
Load

$ at Max.
p.s.i

14.9-28 Single 6 14 2880 20 3550
J

Single 8 14 2890 26 4140 545
15.5-38 Single 6 14 3160 20 3890 663

Dual 6 1Z 2540 20 3420
16.9-24 Single 6 16 3540 18 3800 616
16.9-28 Single 6 16 3780 .a18 45)50 699
16.9-30 Single 6' 16 3900 18 4180 746
16.9-38 single 6 16 4380 18 4700 912

Dual 6 12 3260 18 4160
18.4-28 Single 6 16 4530 16 4530 852

.18.4-30 Single 6 16 4680 16 4680 912
18.4-34 Single 6 16 4970 16 4970 1007

Single 8 16 4970 20 5660
Dual 6 12 3690 '16 4360
Dual 8 12 3690 20 4910

18.4-38 Single 6 16 5250 16 5250 1113
Single 8 16 5250 20 . 5990
Single 10 16 5250 26 6980
Dual 6 12 3910 16 4620
Dual 8 12 3910 20 5260
Dual 10 12 3910 26 6140

20.8-34 Single
pual

5
8

16
12

6010
4470

18
18

6440
5670

1291
0

20.8-38 Single 2 8 16 6360 15 68'20
Single 10 16 6360 22 7670
Dual 8 12 4730 18 6000
Dual 10 12 4730 22 6750

23.1-26 Single 8 16 6280 16 6280 1291
23.1-30 Single 8 16 6700 16 6700 1457

Dual 8 12 4980 16 5890
23.1-34 Single 8v 16 7110 16 7110 1610

Dual 8 12 5290 16 6260
24.5-32 Single 10 18 8180 20 8700 1729
28L-26 Single 10 18 .7800 18 7800

Dual 10 12 5410 18 6860
30.5L-32 Single 12 18 9770 2G; 10390

Dual -12 12 6780 20 9140

With the valve stem in its highest position.

TOO MUCH
WEIGHT

%

7141.:":"`**.
TOO LITTLE

WEIGHT :7441114.1.

PROPER WEIGHT
The tire "footprint" is a rough guide to wheel slip.

4100.

If the total Weight on the tire exceeds the tire carrying
capacity, theoyou must either use a tire withmore load
capacity or use dual tires. You will note from Table 1
that the load capacity of a tire is less when used as a
dual than when used as a single tire.

On firm surfaces, dual tires offer little advantage over
singles except for load carrying capacity. On soft soils
dual tires have a decided advantage Oversingles due to
less rolling resistance.

Front End Weight

Front end weight should be sufficient to kees the
front wheels on the ground at all times. Howeverftere
is no advantage in having too, much weight on the front°
wheels. With towed implements, front wheel weight
should be about one-third .of the, rear weight. With
mounted and semi-mounted implements the froRt
weight should be about 50 and 40 percent, respectively,
of the rear weight.

The tractor used in our example required 10,700
pounds of rear wheel weight when pulling a semi-'
mounted plow. It should have approximately 4280
pounds on the front wheels (10,700,x 0.4 = 4280). The

(P8"
Q,

1
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Table 2: Tractor Steering Wheel Tires, Inflation Pressures and Load Capacities

Tire Ply

Size Rating

Tire Load Limits at Various Cold Inflation Pressurei, lbs.

24 p.s.i. 28 p.s.i. 32 p.s.i. 36 p,s.i. 40 p.s.i. 44 p.s.i. 48 p.s.i, 52 p.s.i. 56

4,00-;-)12SL 4 330 370 400 430 470 490 520 550(4)
5.00--15SL 4 540 600 660 ' 710 760 810(4)
5.50-1651 4 740 810 870 940(4)
6.00-14SL 4,6

,660
680 760 830 900(4) 960 1030 1080 1140(6)

6.00-16SL 4,6 760 84d 920 1000(4) 1070 1140 1200 1260(6)
6.50-165L 4,6 850 950 1040 1130(4) 1210 1280 1360(6)
7.50-16SL 4,6,8 1100 1220 1340(4) 1450 1550 1650(6) 1740 1830 1920(8)
7.50-1851. 4,6 1190 1330 1450(4) 1570 1680 1790(6)
7.50-20SL 6 1280 1430 1560 1690 1810 1930(6)

.

9.00-10SL 4 1100 1230(4)
10.00-16SL 6,8 1750 1950 2130(6) 2310 2470 2630(8).
11.00-1651. 6,8 2070 2300 2520(6) 2720 2920(8)

Low Section Height Tires

7.5L-15SL 6,8 1060 1180 1290 1390 1490 . 1590(6) 1680. 1770 1850(8)
9.5L-15SL 6 1290 1440 1580 1700(6)
11L-15SL 6 1570 1740 1910(6)
14L-16.15L6 ?560 2850(6)

Note: Figures in parentheses denote ply rating for which loads and inflations are maximum.

unballasted front end weight' is 3870 pounds. ApProxi-
mately 410'poUnds of ballast be 'added to the
front of the tractdr.
%The front tires are 11.00-16, 6 ply with a carryihg

capacity of 2520 pounds each at 28 pounds per square
inCh pressure (Table 2). (2 x 2520 = 5040). The front tires
have adequate carryipg capacity. So ballast can be
added to obtain the desired weight on the front end,

WEIGHTING 4-WHEEL DRIVE TRACTORS

A guide for weighting of 4-wheel drive tractors is-
given ip Table 3. Note that the table gives total tractor
weight per PT0t1P. About 6Q percent of the,.tractor
weight should be on the front wheels and 40 percept on
the rear.

-

Table 3. Optimum ttlal Weight for 4-Wheel
Drive T actors

Speed Totil Weight
MPH Pounds per PTOHP

4 140
5 115
6 95
7 80

Checking Performance In the Field

The procedure suggested for weighting of tractors
serves as a guide and weight may have to be adjusted for
your conditions. You can tell whether the drive wheels
are properly weighted by measuring drive wheel slip
under field conditions. To measure wheel slip:

1. Place a mark on dne of the rear tires.
2. Position a starting stake at a convenient point in

the field where you are to operate.

3. With the tractor under load drive past the starting
stake at the normal speed of travel. Note the posi-
tion of the mark on the tire at the time the rear
axle passes the stake. (A helper makes it easier.)

4. Travel a distance of 10 wheel revolutions. Place a
finish stake at this point.

5. Raise the tool out of the ground and traverthe
same distance with no load. Count the wheel re-
volutions.

6. Calculate percent slip from the formula:
% slip = 10 x (10 minus wheel revolutions wifhout
load)

For example:You drive 10 wheel revolutions under
load. The tractor travels the same dis-
tance in 8.5 wheel revolutions with no
load.

slip = 10 x (16 - 8.5)
= 10 x 1.5
= 15%

Measure wheel slip to check the proper weighting.
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Table t may be helpful in determining stip.

Table 4: Determining Percent Wheel Slip

Whoel Revolutions
No Load Percent Slip

9,5 5

9 10

8.5 15

8 20
7.5 25

v

S.

Ifslip is greater than the optimum ghpwn in Fig. 2, add
more weight to the drive wheels. If slip is less than
optimum, remove weight. Too much drive wheel weight
may overload and shorten the life of the power trans-
mission of the tractor. Wheel slip protects the power
transmission from overloading when operating in the
lower gears. If full engine horsepower is used below-
four miles Ar hour; you may have too much weight on
the drive wheels. Chieck the tractor instruction manual

Ifor wheel weight recommendations.

Cr'

7

41i1
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la

MATCHING HORSEPOWER NEEDS -

"

TRACTOR SIZE AND MACHINE SIZE

Definition Matching

A. 1. Implement width

B. 2. Horsepower

C. 3. Reserve horsepower

D. 4. Speed, MPH

E. 5. Total draft

Operation Teaches (Ability to
(Understanding of

U. A method of determining horsepower needed
in a tractor.

2. U. A method of matching maciline size tor-
tr actor horsepower.

3. A. Identify factors affecting horsepower
requirements of a tractor. .

4. A. Find the tractor size needed for a field
operation.

5. A. Find the largest machine size suited to
etractor.

1.

t\.

Horsepower Need Determination

miles per hour x total pounds draft.
375

1. Problem:'What horsepower is i'equired to pull
a'disc at ,5 MPH? The disc has a total draft
of 3920 pounds.

4p
MPH x

375

lb. draft
HP

Machine

Moldboard plow
Disk, stalk ground
Disk, tilled ground
Spike tooth harrow
Row crop cultivator
Field.chop, green forage

Hay or straw
Row crops

Corn picking

Draft per Speed in
foot width MPH

. 850 lbs.

250
280
180

150

800
200

1250

650

3.3-5.0
3.7-4.7
3.5-6.0
3.5-7.2
2.0-5.7
3.3-4.6
3.3-4.6
3.0-4.5
2.5-3.5

Draw Bar Tractor Horsepower '(dbHP).

Tractor draw bar horsepower needs are equal to
the maximum draft load plus 25i4 to 30ei for reserv
power.

dbHP
MPH x total lbs. draft x 1.25 reserve

375

2. Problem: How powerful a tractor`is needed to
.pull a plow at 5 MpH? The plow has a totak
draft of 5100 lbs.

MPH x
dbHP

ib. T. draft x 1.25

375

4Evaluation,Score Sheet

Item

1. Definitions
2. Problem 1
3. Problem 2
4. Problem'3.
5. Problem 4
6. Attitude and work habits

Total

Pofhts
Possible Earned

15

15

30

30

5

100

Tractor Power Needed, Draft Per Foot Implement

Total implement draft . implement°width x draft
per foot. '

3. Problem: What size tractor is needed to pull
a 14 foot disk at 4 MPH. Disk draft for stalk
ground (Use table for draft per foot).

ft. wide x lbs. -perft. . T. draft

Name

rDate Grade

Implement Sized to Tractor

Impl. 375 x dbHP ft.

width MPH speed x draft of 1 ft. x 1.25

4. Problem: What size plow can a tractor with 80
draw b.4t. HP pull at 5 MPH?

375 x dbHP. --
Width . MPH x draft per ft. x 1.25 ft

Mumher of 16' bottoms

Number of'14" bottoas

Developed bY Hilbert J. Hoof

l u
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WHERE DOES THE bOASEPOWER GO?

Farm tractors are generally rated accordisng to the maximum observed'

power-take=off horsepower. Therefore, when you say you are buying a-

100 HP tractor, you mean that it has 100 horsepower available at the

PTO shaft. However, this is not.100 HP.available at the drawbar., ,

Some of the power is lost in the power trandMisslion system. There is

also loss due to drive wheel slippage. ' in addition, power is reqdired .

to move the tractOr alone. It is not advisable to load a tractor to

its maximum power, so an allowance must be made for a power reserve.

If 100 HP is available at the PTO shaft, about 96 HP will be available

to the rear axle.

It is standard practice to provide a power reserve of 2o% of the 96 HP'.

This reduces the power available to 78 HP.

Wheel slip is a direct loss of power. Ten percent slip is a 10% loss

of power. Unfortunate1y, wheel slip cannot be eliminated because it .

is necessary to develop drawbar pull. Even though it cannot be

eliminated, there is an optimum amount of sly for a specific soi,U

condition. Optimum slip is about 8 percent for a firm traction sur-

face such as sod; about 11% for tilled soil; and about 15% for soft

or sandy surface.

Power required to move the tractor on !eyel ground will be about 6.4%:of

the PTO-HP on firm soil, 19% on tilled soil, and Z2-.1% on soft or sAndy

soil.

The figurei are summarized in Table 1.

Table I. Power AVailable at the Tractor Drawbar

Soil Condition
Firm Til4ed Soft

Max. PTO HP (NebraSka Test) .
100.0 100.0 100.0

HP available at drivingiaxle (96% of PTO HP) 96.0 96.0 96.0

Less deduction for power reserve -(20%) ' -19.2 \-19.2 -19.2

Usable HP at driving axle 76.8 76.8 76.8

Less deduction for wheel sllp - 6.1- .- 8.5 -Ii.5

., 70.7 -68.3 6.3
Less deduction for power to nove tractor - 6.4 -13.0 . -22.2

Drawbar HP available for implement 64.3 55.3 43.1
,

(Source: Samuel G. Huber, Agricullural Engineering Department, The Ohio,State University, Columbus,

Ohio, August 1976)
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Table A 600 hrs/year Fuel se and Cost

a

27

Tests%
Average

Load
Annual Fuel Requireme t

Diesel (gal) 'PG al)

4378
3947

A 100 4 3644'
7 3268
60% 2746

*D 60O/d. 196'8
3269
2537,

Table B 1200prs/year Fubl Us4)and Cost

Annual Estimated Fuel Cost (1)
Diesel @ 520 gal Gas (@ 63.50 gal

$18495 ( $2780
$1674 $2507
$1428 $2076
$1024 $1611

Tsst
.Average

Load
Annual Fuel Requirement

Diesel (gal) Gas (gal)

A 100% - . 7288'
75% 6536-
50% , 5492

`D 59% 3936
'Test D was at the same HP load as Test C. but Tbst D was a gear or two higher in
the transmistion and at a reduced throttle setting.

Annual Estimsted Fuel Cost (I)
Diesel @ 520 gal Gas @ 63.50 gal

8756 $3790 $5560 "
7894 $3347 $5013
6538 $2856 $41,52
5074 $2047 $3222

(1) Tax refund for off0road use would be subtracted

The gallons of fuel used to ploW or disc an acre
are nearly constant regardless of the size of
implement or tractor used. Table C gives the

-average' PTO horsepower hours and gallons of
fuel needed per acre for various tillage
operations.

Attaining greater operating hours per tractor. -
yearly has little or no significant effect on energy
consumption but may be an important factor in
total investment required and related tractor
costs.
Using the above tractor model as an example,
appreciable savings in annual fuel savings can be
realized by-choosing a diesel engine ove-r a
gasoline engine.
Example 1. Selection of a diesel engine for the
tractor shown in Test C abOve and working at
50% load, would reduce fuel consumption by
16% and red u ce fuel costs by 31%-$1296/year
saving (Table B).
Example 2. Large tractors pulling light loads can
save 22.4% to 28.3% in fuel consumption by
changing to a gear or two higher acid throttling'
back the engine to Maintain the same ground
speed. The comparison 'of tests C and D above
shows diesel, $809 saving/year; gasoline, $930 ,

saving/year (Table B).
Example 3. If the trhctors described in examples
one and two are compared, it can be seen that
the diesel tractor saves 16.7% in gallons of,fuel
used, and with diesel-fuel *ling for 52¢/gal and
gasoline selling for 63.5¢/gal, the diesel model
costs $3.06/hr. for fuel to operate, and the
gasoline (rector costs $4.48/1ir. This is a 31.7%
saving in favor of the diesel model.
(Source: Mgnaging Energy on the Farm. Syracuse, New Yolic

Changing badly fouled plugs can decrease fuel
use by 6%. $216 saving per.year.
Properly adjusted carburetors can lower fuel
usage by 91/2%. $342 saving per yeir.
Fuer consumption increases by approximately
25% when the engine is operating at 100''F
rather than 160°-180°F $150 shying per' year.

Table C
Operation ..

PTO
ttioHrs.
Per Acre

GeliJAcre
Diesel Gasoline

Plow 8 in. deep 24.4 1.68 2.16
Heavy offset disc 13.8 0.95 1.22
Chisel plow 16.0 1.10 1.41

Tandem disc (unplowed) 6.0 0.45 0.58
Tandem disc (plowed) 11.0 0.76 0.98
Cultivate row crops 6.0, 0.45 0.58
Plantifig row crops 6.7 0.50 0.64
Grain drill - 4.7 0.35 0.45

Part of data prepsred by Wended Bowers. Oklahoma State University Extension
Engineer.

Example 1. (See top line in Table C above) An
85.45HP diesel tractor has the potential to plow
approximately13.5 acres/hr. (85.45HP424.4HP- ,
hrs/a6re = 3.5 acres/hr.). This value, multiplied /
by the gallons of fuel required per acre (1.68) for
plowing, gives a value for gallons per hour (3.5 x \
1.68 = 5.88 gals/hr.).
Example 2. The same model tractor, eXcept
gasoline powered, is.rated ,at 79.73 HP and has
the potential to plow approximately 3.27 acres/hr.
3.27.x 2.16 =! 7.06 gals/hr.

4

13221: Agway Inc., Box 4933)

MOWN.
BMW
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1 MACHINE ACREAGE CAPACITY

Length61/2 mi.(80 rods)

Ift%
Timm - 10 minutes

4.

Operation Teaches (Ability to ..
(Understanding of....

1. U. Theoretical field capacity of a machine.
2. U. Effective field capacity of a machine.
3. U. Field efficiency of machine use.
4. A. Determine field travel speed in miles

per hour.
S. A. Determine theoretical field capacity of

an-implement.
6, A. Determine effective field capacity of an

implement.
7. A. Determine field efficiency of an implement.

Field Travel Speed (MPH) DeterMination

A 14 ft. tandem disc is pulled across a iield

1/2 mile long (80 rods) in ten minutes. What is

the ground speed in MPH? (1 mile 5280 ft..;

1 rod 16.5 ft.)

ft. traveled ft.
MPH =

Min.'x 88 x 88
,

Theoreti,cal Field tapacitvof a Machine

TF Ca
MPH x implement width in feet

p. =
8.25

Problp: 14 ft. tandem disc is drawn at 4.5 MPH.
Find the TF Cap'. in A/hr.,

-MPH x ,ft. wide
TF Cap.

(Tf Cap.:

A/hr.

8.25
A/hr.

Effective Field Capacity (EF Cap.)

acres covered or worked
EF Cap. A/hr.

hours of time used

Problem: A 14 ft. tandem disc is used to till
38 acres in 10 hours. Find the EP Cap. in A/hr.

acres
EF Cai). . A/hr.

hours required

Ran e in Field Elif cien for Common Machines

oldboard plow 75-80%

D sk harrow 77-90%

Fi Id cultivator 75-85%
Spr ng, spike harrow

65-76%

Row ultivation 68-85%

Rota hoe 80-88%

Evalua ion Score Sheet

Item

Corn plan 6h1y 60-75%
Corn plan plus 45-65%
Combine 60-75%
Corn picker 55-70%

Swather 70-85%

Sprayer .55-85%

1. Field travel speed 4

2. Theore ical field capaciey
3. Effect ve field Capacity
4, Field e\ffiCiency,

5. Plan machine work apacity
4. Attitude and wor habits

Poino
Possible Earned

18

18
18

18
18

10

Total 100=-'-

Field Efficiency (Field Eff.)

EF
Field eff. x 100

TF Cap.

Problem: Find the field Af. of discing when
the theoretical field capacity is 6.6 acres and
the effective field capacity is 3.8 acres.

EF Cap. A/hr.
Field eff. ,

ir uap. A.hr.
x 100 . 7.

Deve1ope4 by Hilbert J. Hoof

Machinery Use Planning

EF Cap. TF.Cap. x field eff. Acres per hour

Problem: Find the acres of corn ihat can be
planted with a 4-36" row planter being drawn nt

3-MPH. The field eff. expected is 60Z.

MPH x ft. wide
TF Cap.

EF Cap.

8.25

TF Cap. x fttld efl. A/hr

A/hr.

Name

Date Grade



I. Lesson Topic: REDUCING ENERGY COSTS IN PRODUCING CORN
by'

iLOWELL

II. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the end of this lesson, the student will be able to:

1. Identify or list specific practices which will result in drier corn at harvest time.
2. Determine specific moisture requirements for safe storage of corn over a given length of time.
3. Compute the cost (losses) occurring from over4drying of corn in terms of ilushels not

marketed plus wasted energy.
4. List the advantages of delayed harvest of corn to permit dry-down in the field.
5. Select a.tillage system that will reduce ener6y requirements without adversely affecting

income from corn production.
6. Select the most efficient corn diliing method for his/her operation.
7. Select a high-yielding hybrid that will. be fast-drying in the field.
8. Select a planting date that willIpermit optimum field drying Of corn.
9. Select a fertilization and crop rotation program that will make maximum use of nitrogen

fertilizer.
10. List reasons why adequate field drainage will-aid in* faster field drying of corn.

III. Materials Needed

1. Literature from locally patronized seed corn companies that pertains to seed corn varieties
2. References listed.fn bibliography
3. Transportation available so that class can visit nearby farmers who utilize the improved

practices dismissed in this lesson , 4.

4. Samples of phosphor,us, potash, and nitrogen fertilizers ..)

IV. The Situation

Due to ihe Shortage of some fuels used in corn production, the low market price of corn, and the
increased concern to reduce the amount of energy consumed in the production of agricultural
cropS, it has become necessary to decide what-areas can be improved in our corn production
program to provide for the conservation of energy. It is important to conserve energy, but it is also
important notto decrease crop yields or income to the farmer.

The production of corn requires the largest quantity of energy of any Midwest crop.This energy is
utilized in various forms, such as gapolipe, diesel fuel, fertilizer, herbicides, and fuels for drying. As
energy costs rise and the availabilffiy of energy becomes less certain, farmers are looking for ways
to reduce their energy needs and still maintain in,come.

V. Introduction to Lesson

1. As an interest approach to the lesson, ask the students the question, "What Midwestern U.S.
crop requires the larges,t quantity of energy to produce?" In answering the question after the
students have given their suggested crops, show a transparency of the two-graphs shown in
Figure 1. These graphs indicate that corn requires the most energy tdi produce.

2. To further impress upon the students the amount of energy required to produce corn, show
them another transparency with the following information: (Ted Glenn, Energy Conservation In Corn
Production.and Drying)

The sum total of all-these energy inputs can equal as much as the heat equivalent of
80 gallons of diesel fuel per acre.

Typical usage is in the neighborhood of 50-60 gallons of fuel per acre.
,

41.14
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Figure 1. Energy use by crops U.S. total and ayerage per ac
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(Source: Agricultural Handbook No. 551, USDA, Noy. 1978)

A typical breakdown for harvesting 26-28 percent moisture corn in Ohio is as follows:

' 50 percent fertilizers and pesticides (80 percent of this is in the nitrogen
fertilizers)

35-40 percent drying requirements

10-15 percent field operations

3. At this point in the lesson, students can be helped to understand something about energy
costs. Fapidly changing energy costs plus the need to conserve energy in the form of fossil
fuels make no longer economical or advisable many practices previously used in producing
corn. A student who has a corn project for a supervised occupational experience program can
be selected for assistance by the classin determining prabtices that can be used to reduce
energy costs in producing corn.

VI. Problem for Class

The following problem, or decision to be made, can be placed on the chalkboard.

"What production practices can student. utilize to save energy in producing corn
without sacrificing either yield or income?"

1. Possible student answers:

a. Use fast-drying, high-yielding hybrids to reduce amount of artificial drying required.
b. Plant early to permit rriore d,rying in the field.
c. Provide adequate drainage so that corn can be planted early.
d. Use reduced tillage systems where suited in order to reduce amount of fuel used in field

work.
e. Manage more efficient.drying systems.

The second transparency can be 'referred to again to assist the students in determining some
specific energy-reducing production practices. If students say, "Reduce artificial drying time," the
teacher can build on that suggestion and expand it to specifics. At this point, student answers asto
suggested practices need not be very specific.



2. Depending on tj-ie time available for the teaching of this problem, or decision, the teacher may
teach one or all of the practices mahtioned previously tb reduce energy amounts and costs in
prodmcing corn. The remainder of this lesson plan consists of strategies and content for the
teaching of all these practices.

a

3. A possible alternatiVe follow-up statement the teacher could make after putting the problerri
on the chalkboard sis: "Let's look again at the main production areas in which energy is used
in producing corn. What are these three main areas?(Expected answpr:fertilfiers and pest-
icides, ckyinge requirements, and field operations.) To help us in our thiRking concerning
energy-saving production practices, let's take each area ahd list some specific practicesthat
could save energy."

With student help, the teacher selects the foHowing practices to be listed on thichalkboard:

a. Fertilizers and pesticides:
Supply sufficient nutrients.
Use nitrification inhibitors or slowly available forms of nitrogen fertilizer.
Use crop ,rotation, including legumes.

b. Drying requirements:
Harvest at lower moisture, thus, requiring less artificial dryi ng.
Use more energy-efficient drying methods.
Don't over-dry.
Select faster-drying, high-yielding hybrids.

c. Field Operations':
Plant early.
Provide adequate drainage.
Use reduced tillage systems where suited.

4. At this point, the teacher may make a statement Such as, "Let's take each of these possible
energy-saving production practices and determine if student can use the
practices, and how he/she should put the,practices into use." The teacher then arbitrarily
selects the order for teaching the practices. The factor of seasonality should be considered .
when selecting the order in which the practices are to be taught.

>

A. SELECTING A PLANTING DATE

Problem Statement: "When should student

plus reduced energy requirements?"
plant corn in order to obtain optimum yield

In getting students interested in determining the ideal planting date for , student
, the

teacher could isk the question, "What are tlie benefits ::1 f early planting of corn?" Or, "How does
early planting of corn affect energy requirements?" In a swering the first question, the teacher may
present the following information for consideration by the students:

..d
a. Planting early provides the corn crop with more Growing Degree Days faster; thus the crop is

more likely to mature before frost. As a result, grain can be left longer in the field to permit
natural drying.'This in,turn yields a saVing in fuel normally used for artificial dwng.

b. Vegetative growth is completed and pollination initiated prior to the period of grea st
moisture stress in July. .

°
c. Grain filling occurs during the period when solar radiation is high, so there is greater

accumulation of dry matter in the grain. This results in a higher yield. /
d. Earlier planting leads to an earlier harvest in the fall. This allows time for fall plowing and,

application of lime and fertilizer. _ ...

Students nOw see some orthe advantages of earlx planting. They should be receOtive to doing
supervised study to determine the best date for the iftlanting of corn. The teacher may proceed with

a
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a,
a comment like thisr"Now that we oah gee some of the?dvantages of early plahting, we need to find

. out what would be the beatlate for student to select for planting corn. To help us in our
decision-making, let's study these research data suppiTed by the Cooperitive _Extension Service.
Can you tell from this information ,what might be an ideal planting date?'

The teacher should present the students with thefollowing chart (Table l)as pririted handout or
transparency.

Table 1. Effect of Riantimidate on yield and
moisture content of corn grown at Columbus,
Ohio (9-year average)

Planting Date Bu/A @
15.5% Moisture

Moisture (%)

t March 20-30 176 19.3
March 31-April 8 ' 183 19.3
April( 9-15 177 19.3
April 16-22 176 ,p- 20.2
April 23-29 175 20.8
April 30-May 7 173 23.7
May 8-14 163 24.9
May 15-21 ' 155 ., ......._

Ma 22-27 , 152 28.2 .

May 28-June 4 138 35.0
June 5-23 91 40.0

(Source: 1978-79 Agronorny Guide, Bulletin 472)

In helping students use this information to determine the best "early planting date," the teacher
may ask the following questions: "Do you see one particular planting date that gilies the highest
yield?" Studepts will probably answer, "April 8th." Plc teacher may then ask if weather in their area
at that time of year usually permits the planting of corn. The class will probably indicate that the
weather usually is foo cold and thesoil too wet to permit planting. The teacher could then ask, "Can
you find a particular date for corn planting after which yields show a sharp decline and the moisture
content risesr The chart indicates that corn yields decline sharply after a May 7th planting date (at
Columbus, Ohio).

At this point, the teacher should also help the students understand the correlation between early
planting, higher yield, and lower moisture content of the corn. The lower moisture content at
harvest would result in less drying time for safe storage, thus saving energy. .

In order to help students determine the best planting date for their location, the teacher should
provide this thumb rule: "Corn may be planted one day earlier for every 10 miles south of Woqster."
(Eckert, bulletin 645)

To arrive at a decision for student the teacher should ask the class, "Considering thet we
are miles (south or north) of Wooster, what would be the best corn planting date for

student ?" The students can now do the calculations. When they have completed the
calculations, and agreed upon a date, the teacher should write on the chalkboard, "ConclusiOn: We
recommend that student shoUld plant corn on date in order to obtain maximum yield and
reduced energy requirements for drying the corn."

if time permits, the teacher may Want to continue the discussion of early planting of corn to include
consideratian of ways in which a corn producer can increase chances of planting on time.
Procedures that can be done include:

a. Have all materials and equipment ready before the planting season.
b. Swit0 to larger equipment to permit grower to cover more ground in less time.
c. Work fields as soil moisture conditions allow them to be worked, performing at least Sorne

operations on well-drained areas while poorly drained ones are drying.
d. Consider drainage improvements and possible modification' of tillage operations.
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B. SELECTING A-VARIETY OF CORN

Problem statement: "What vanety of corn should student select thai will mature early,
thus permitting more drying time in the field?"

The teacher may begin 'with the decision-making process on variety selection, by asking the
question, "What factors should we consider (or what characteristics should we look for).in a corn
variety that will 1/61pus conserve. energy?" The teacher/should-aid the students in eventually
arriving at the factors of (a) maturity length, (b) the relifionship between grain moisture and yiel.d,
and (c) standability. The teacher also should impress upon the students the importance of choosing
a hybrid on the basis of its proven performance in the studerrt's particular area.

Before specific varieties are compared using a "Possibilities-Factors" approach to lesson planning
and teaching, the teacher should help the students understand more fully the benefits of planting a
variety of corn which will mature in a reasonable period of titne. Reasons include:

a. Danger of frost is reduced if the crop has already ured; there is less chance of ending up
with a field of wet corn which will require much energy fdr drying.

b. If the crop matures: early in the fall, the grower can take advahtage of free drying energy
provided by the sun. The mature crop can be left in the fieldlor a periqd of time.

One more point should be made before developing on the chalk-board the'Possibilities-Factors
Chart that students will use to select an appropriate early maturing cornNariety. The teacher should
assist the students in understanding that Growing Degree Days (GDD) seems to be the most acCurate
method available today for measuring corn maturity. In othet words, this information about a.
variety can be used for the factor of maturity length. The grower shoiAld choose hybrids whosiGDD
requirements are within tile GDD expectations for that particular arda. Many seed corn companieS
willingly provide information on GDD requirements of .their hybrids.

The teacher should now construct on the chalkboard the framework of the Po lbilities-Factors
Chart (Table 2).

Table 2. Possibilities - Factors Chart

POSSIBILITIES
.

Varieties

FAaTORS 0

Maturity Length Relation Irthen
in GDD Moisture & Yield Standability

1.

2..

(etc.)

Varieties to consider as possible seetions shob4d comefrorn students' experience and
,knowledge, or from the ,teachefskhowledge of c mmunity practices. Anothet source of variety
choices could be the publication entitled, "Ohio Coin Performance Test." (Agrononlypepartment Series
215)

An obvious factor to consider in choosing a corn variety for a pa?ticular location in the state is the
GDD exPectation for that location. Figure 2 provides that information. (Eckert, Bulletin 645) .

Figure 2 can also be used to show students that the longer planting must be delayed because of
location, the sharper will be the drop in available GDp's. To make full use of the solar radiation
available, the producer should choose hybrids which fit the.GDD expectations of his/her location,
and should plant early in the season.

Table 3 can help students locate specific sites throughout the state and figure ttfe GDD's Of five
dates in May.

fob

C
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. "

Riuro°2. Expected GI35 accuMulation from May 8 to
average dete of 10 percent chance of frost: white
less than 2,400; dots 2,400-2,600, diagonals
2,800-2,800, cross-hatch 2,800-3,000, black -7
more than 3,000.

The students should now list on the chalkboard possible corn varieties for consideration, along
with the information about each variety the factors to consider.

When students ee satisfied that enough varieties have bear listed for consideration, the teacher
should lead the students through the reasoning process of selecting the varietyor varieties which
has/have "most of the best" characteristics. When a conclusion has beenjeached, the teacher
should write on the chalkboard, "Conclution:We recommend that student plant selected variety.

or varieties to make possible early planting, which results in more drying time in the field and
thus conserves energy withoutadversely affect/0g yield and income."

Additional information for this problem or decision can 'be found in the publication, Growing
Drier Corn for the Conservation of Energy, Bulletin 645, Donald J. Eckert, Dept. of
Agronomy, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University (1978. )



Tat*, 3. GrowIng-dogno days (GDD) accumulated at various sites in'Ohio from several dates in May through
the 10%-frost date in the fall.

Station Mime

f
May 1

GOD from May to 10 parcent ehance-ot.frost

May ft May 15 May 22

Akron-Canton Airport 2324 2250 2178 2102
Arsenal. Ravenna 2185 212. 2040 1967
Ashteno 2650 2570 2489 2408
Athens 2763 2663 2563 2463
Barnesville 2391 2311 2231 2152
Bellefontaine 2779 2691 2603 2514
Bowling Green 2805 2718 2630 2542.
Bucyrus 2525 2444 2363 22ee
Cadiz 2820 2731 2642 2553
Caldwell 2814 2718 2621 2524
Cambridgit 2676 ° 2582 2489 2395
Canfield 2277 2208 2138 2069
Carpenter 2791 2691 2590 2489
Celina 2782 2687 2592 2497
Centerburg 2501 2416 2331 2246
Chardon 434 .2366 2298 2230
Charles Mill Dam 224$ 2176 2106 2037
Chillicothe 3158 3049 2940 2831
Chilo k. 3099 2994 2890 2785
Chippewa Lek. 2389 2313 2237 2161
Cincinnati-Abbe .3391 3283 3175 3067
Circleville 3023 2917 2811 2704
Columbus-OSU '2777 2683 2590 2496
Coshocton 2787 2691 2598 2500
Dayton 3237 3125 3014 2903
Defiance 2570 2489 2408 2327
Delaware. 2726 2637 2547 2457
Dannison 2491 2405 2319 2233
Dorset 1977 1915 1852 1790
Eaton 2769 ,2678 2588 2497
Elyna 2662 2603 2524 244.5
Fernhank Dam 3324 3215 3107 2998'
Findlay 2598 2518 2437 2357
Franklin 2896 2796. 2696 2596
Fredericktown 2372 2293 2213 2134
Fremont 2828 2741 2655 256$
Gallipolis 3160 30115 2931 -2818
Geneva 2525 2460 2395 2330
Greenville 2707 2621 2535 2449
Hamilton 3132 3024 2915 2807
HillsbOro 2931 2835 2738 2642
Hiram 2460 2409 2338 2267
Hoytville ° 2623 2535 2447 2359
fronton 3359 3240 3121 3002
Irwin 2574 2487 .2400 2313
Jackson 2739. 2638 2536 2434
Kenton . 2604 2523- 2443 \ 2362
Lancaster 2750 2654 2557 \ 2461
Lima 2706 2617 2529 2441
London 2755 2665 2576 2487.
Manetta 2918 2818 2719' 2619
Marton
Marysville

2721
2830

2629
2545

2538
2460 .

2447
2375

McConnelsville 2898 2805 2712 2618
Millersburg 2528 2444 2360 2270
Millport 2182 2111 2041 1971,
Minitral Ridge 2513 2433 2354 2274
Montpelier 2884 .2580 2495 2411
Napoleon . 2892 2610 2528 2446
NC-Substation .2510 2427 2344 2281
Newark 2636 2545 2455 2385
NeW Lexington 2595 2504 2412 .2321
Norwalk 2569 2490 2411 2332
Oberlin 2618 2639 2459 2380
Painesville 2642 2575 2509 2442-
Pandora 2518 2435 2351 2268
Paulding 2651 2567 2484 2400
Peebles 2899 2795 2691 2587
Philo 2885 2784 2662 2581
Plymouth 2569 2491 2412 2333
Portsmouth 3476 3353 3231 3109
Put.4i-Bay 3087 3013 2939 2865
Sandusky 3030 2946 2863 2779.
S. Charleston. . 2817 2394 2283
Senecaville Dam 2497

.2505
2408 2319 2229

Sidnay zess 2567 2481 .2305
Springfield 3103 3002 2900 2799
Steubenville 2837 2747 2657 2567
Tiffin 2782 2875 2587 '2500
Tom Jenkins Dam 2150 2072 1994 1916
Upper Sandusky- 2721 2832 2543 2453
Urbana 2822 2535 2440 2362
Van Wert 2778 2688 2598 2509
Warren 2559 2479 23911 2314
Washington CH 2909. 2812 2718 2619
Wauseon 2516 2439 2362 nes
Waverly 2917 2811 2706 2600
Wilmington 2958 2858 2754 2653
Wooster .. 2350 2277 2205 2132
Xenia 2893 2794 2695 2596
Zanesvill 2351 2266 2181 2096

Source: Ohio Ripon 4113

May 29

2028
1894
2327
2363
2072
2420
2454
2201
2464
2427
2301..
2000
2388
2401
2161
2162
1968
2722
2681
nes
2959
2598
2403
2404
2792
2248
2367
2147 .
1728
2407
23e.
2889,
2276
2496
2054
2481
2701
.2265
2365
269e
25461r
2198
2272
28M
2226
2332
2281
2364
2353
2398

EL°
2291

- 2525
2192
1901
2194
2327.
2365
2179
2275
2229
2254
2301
2376
2195
2317
2493
2480
2254
2987
2791
2690
2172
2140
2308
2697
2477
2412
1838
2364
2276
2419
2237
2523
2208
2495
2551
2059
2406
2011
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C. PROVIDING ADEQUATE DRAINAGE

This lesson is not intended to develop in the student the skills, attitudes, and understanding
required to select and implement an appropriate drainage system for a specific farm. However, the
student should be helped to understand the effect of d rainage on the numberof days available for
field operations. The student should recognize that excesswater can delayearly crop growth and
ultimately reduce crop yields. Improved drainage can significantly increase.the number of days-ft
available for field work, thus making possible early plantirtg.

To help the students understand how improved drainage can result in energy savings plus higher
yields, the teacher may present the following table as either a printed handout or transparency for
overhead projection. This information may be preceded by the question, "What effect does
drainage have on days available for fieldowork?"

Table 4. Days available for field work between March 21 and May 1.

Soil Drainage
Average 80% of
per Year Years'

1.
Poor 9 days 4+ days
Poor, with drainage ..

- improvement 12 7+
Moderately well-drained 12 7+
Well-drained 14 10+

(Source: Timely Field Operations for Corn and Soybeans in
Ohio, Bulletin 605)

D. REDUCING TILLAGE

cep

The adoption of a reduced tillage system may also be useful in achieving early planting, which in
turn results in more drying time available in the field and, therefore, higher yields. The teacher can
present the information in Table 5 below to emphasize that reduced tillage operations ,,can
substantially reduce the time required to establish a corn crop. Such reductions can make possible
substantial fuel savings.

The presentation of this information can be preceded by the question, "What effect does tillage
have upon the time required to establish a crop and the quantity of fuel required for tillage?" The
teacher should make certain that students understand that the no-till system requires the least time
and fuel, but may not be applicable in every situation represented by the class. The teacher may
desire to teach a separate lesson on tillage systems to enable the students to learn how to reduce
tillage requirements for corn production.

9

Table 5, Time rind fuel required to establish 100 acres of
corn using four different tillage systems.

THIage System Hr./100 Acre A /hr. Gat. Fue1/100 A

Plow-Disk-Plant 80.0 1.25 316
Chisel-Plant 50.0 2.00 155
Disk-Plant 38.3 3.61 110
No-till 25.0 4.00 40

(Source: Agronomy Department Mimeograph-- Selecting a
Tillage System)

kod

E. OBTAINING LOWER MOISTURE CONTENT AT HARVEST TIME

Problem Statement "How dry should' student's , corn be before he.iii;;A"-to harvest it?"



-

As an interest approach to this decision, the teacher may first want to get the students thinking
abodt the advantages of growing'driAr corn. The following.question can be use,d to help students
see the need to be concerned about the mbisture of corn at harvest time: "What are the advantages,
if any, of growing drier corn?" s

To get student participation started, the teacher can use the following table to point out to the
students certain conclusions from research.

Table 6. Dollars per acre received from cOrn after drying.*

100: Yield
(bu/A)

Grain Moisture at Harvest

No. 2 20 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 35
Corn dollars/acre
100 190 187 183 177 .171 162 153
105 . 200 196 192 186 180 171 _161
110 209 205 201. 195 188 179 169
115 219 215 210. 204 197 187 170
120 228 224 220 213- 205 1.95 184
125 238 233 229 222 214 203. 192
130 247 243 238 231 222 211 199
105 257 252 247 239_ 231 . 219 207
140 266 261 256 248 240 227 215 "*c
145 276 271 265 257 248 2.36. 222
150 285 280 274 266 257 244 230
155 .295 289 284 275 265 252 238
160 304 299 293 284 274 260 .245
.165 314 308 302 293 2.82 268 253.
170 323 317 311 301- "291 276 261
175 333 .327 320 310 299 284 208
180 342 336 329 319 308 292 276
185 352 345 339 328 317 300 .284
190 361 355 348 .337 325 309 291

*Based on cash price of $2 per bushel of No. 2 porn, and
average shrinkage rates and drying charges of elevators in
Wayne County, Ohio. (Eckert, Bulletin 645)

Conclusions:

1. Af any yield, the return decreases as moisture content increases.

2. The penalty for wet corn increases with increasing moisture content at a specific yield and
also between specific moistures with increasing yield.

3. A 10 bushel/acre decrease in yield is compensated for if moisture is reduced 2.5 to 10 percent,
depending on specific yield. (For example, 150 bushels of corn at 25 percent moisture are
worth just as much as 160 bushels at 30 percent.)

"St

Additional facts that may help students understand the advantages of growing drier corn are:
(Eckert, Bulletin 645): -

1. As grain moisture ccftent increases, the grain tends to shell out more imperfectly, especially
at moisture levels above 25 percent. The portion of the kernel left in the'cob is lost, thuS
reducing yield.

2. Quality of grain decreases as it is harvested at hher moisture content, Crackage, as well as
ttle amount of foreign material, increases and results in a price penalty for the grain..

3, Wet grain is lessoconvenient to handje than is drier grain. With wet grain the grower must
handle more.weight and additional volume. This costs more time, effort and money. Drier corn
reduces these costs.
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Rather than the teacher's giving the above information directly to the studenth,..they should be
encouraged to obtain the infrmation themselves through supervised study. The teacherghould
have available enough copies of .the reference Growing Drier Corn for the Conseivation of Energy;

After the students understand the advantages of growing drier corn, the teacher should help the.
class arrive at a couect, calculation of the appropriate moisture level at which to begin harvesting..

.
Research indicates that harvesting corn at 25 percent moistureor below can save the producer time
and money. Students can be helped td arrive at this figure by being shown the following research
conclusions/results: (Eckert, Bulletin 645)

4
1. Kernel crackage increased three-fold as grain moisture at harvest was raised from 25 to 30

percent.

2. Imperfect shelling becomes pronounced at moisture levels above 25 percent.
/

3. Fifty-six pounds of cprn at 15.5 percenf moisture (one No. 2 bushel)tontain 4:5 lb additional
water when wet to 30 rather than 25 percent moisture. Assuming a three-hundred-acre farm
producing 100 bushels of corn per acre, the grower must handle an extra 67.5 tons of material
(all exiA water) if harvesting is done at 30 rather than 25 percent moisture. Since corn
expands as it becomes Wetter, the grower mugt also handle an additional- volunie
(approximately 2,000 bushels of material).

The teacher should now place on the chalkboard the conclusion or solution to the problem. \
"Conclusion. student shbuld begin harvegting corn at 25,4percent or lest moisture content in
order to save money at the elevator, as well as time and energy."

F. AVOID<OVERDRYING OF CORN

Problem Statement: "If student has to dry corn artificially,'what practices can we recommend?"

I ntroductron:
The teacher needs to help students understand the implications to the grower of dryincorn
artificially.. Practices should be followed that will use the leaseamount of energy possible to dry
the corn to the recommended storage moisture for a specific situation. The teacher needs to help
students understand thata grower can conserve energy in two ways: 1) avoiding overdrying (drying
grain only to provide safe storage for the required time to be stored) and 2) managing drying
systems efficiently.

As an interest approach to this problem area, the teacher may want to assist the students in
understanding how overdrying occurs. The math calculations could be presented for determining
the cost (and energy wasted) when Om is overdried. This question may be placed on the chalk.:
board and then answered: "How costly would it be for student to overdry his/her corn?"

Sample calculations to use are as follows:

Question: How much weight and bushel loss do we have when drying 10,000 bushels of No. 2
corn at 15.5% moisture down to 14.5% moisture?

Question: What is the dollar loss?

1. No. 2 corn consists of 0.155 pounds of water/(lb. dry grain + lb. water)

2. Therefore, to find total weight of 10,000 bu corn at 15.5% moisture:

W.! -'weight of water =' 0.155 x 10,000 bu.. x 56 Ibibu.

G = weight of dry grain = 0.845 k 10,000 bu. )c56

Total weight of 10,000 bu. (Ti)

86,800# =

= 473,200# G

560,000# Ti



3. To find total weight after drying to 14.5% (T2):*

T2 = weight of water (W2) in 14.5% moisture corn + weight of grain (G) or. T2 = W2 G

Solving for W2:

0.145 = W2 = 0.145 (G + W2) = W2 4
G + W2

W2= 0.145 G + 145 W2
-

0.855 W2 = 0.145G, or W2 =

Total weight of grain at 145

-42= W2(80,250) + (G) 473,

0.145 _ 0.145 .(473,200) = 80,250 lLyrater in 14.5%
0.855 0.855 corin moiSture

or T2 = 553,450#

T1 (560,000) minus T2 (553,560) F. 6,550- pounds weight loss

4. 6,550 lb. divided by 56 lb./bu. = 117 bu. @ $2.50/bU. = $292.50 marketable weight loss

5. Fuel coit:5
W1= 86 A00
W2 = 80,250

6,550# water removad x 2300 BTU/lb. water x gal. L.P. $ 0.60

91,500 BTU gal: LP

energy cost of overdrying = $98.79

6. Total cost of overdrgg 10000 bushels of corn (from 15.5% moisture to 14..5% moisture):

$292.50 + $98rp = $391.29

Table 7 below can also be used to draw students' attention to the fact that overdrying reduces
bushels to be sold as well as increasing cost by wasting fuel. (Glenn, OARDC, Feb. 1980)

Table 7. Overdiying costs you money.

,% Moisture Extra Cost of Drying 'Shill* Cost Total Cost/Bushel

14 1.70 cents/bu. 4.4 cents/bu. 6.1 cents/bu.
13 3.16 7.2 10.3
12 6.00 12.0 18.0

Following the interest approach, theleacher can.ask the question, "What practicescan student
use to improve grain drying efficiency?" , . .

One decision a grOwer needs to make is how'dry the corn should be for his/her particular storage
altuation. The students could be giventhe problem statement, "How dry should student get the

. corn for his/her situation?"

The students will need to know student's situation. This can be done during a field trip to the farm.
When the situation is known, the students can refer to the tables which follow (handout or

student's .
situation.
transparency) for the recoenmended safe storage moisture content for corn for

Place on the chalkboard:
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Example:

Dale M's

(a) Lives near Findlay, Ohio
(b) Wants to start harvesting about October 15
(c) Length of storage period for his corm up to June 1

Tabl 8..Estimated safe* sh)rage duration, based on Ikorst-year weather data during 1962-72, for various
starting dates of corn storage at Springfielcts,Ohio.

For Grain Moisture (Wet Basis)

Starling Date
for Storage

.20% 19% 18% 17% 16% 15%

Safe.Until

October 1

October 15

November 1

November 15

December 1

Oct. 20-

Nov. 16

Jan. 22

Mar. 15

Mar. 254

Oat. 25

Nov. 26

Feb...27

Mar..30
, -

Apr. 6

jcov. 11 Feb. 9

Feb. 7 Apr. 7

Apr. 1 Apr; 25

Apr. 11 Apr. 30

,Apr. 15 May 8

Apr. 30

May 11

May 21

May 26

May 31'

July 23

July 30

Aug. 7

Aug. 10

Aug. 16

*For estimatetl less than 0.5% deterioration
(Source: Glenn, Energy Conservation in Crop Production andprying, OARDC)

Table,9. Estimated safe* storage duration, based on worst-year weather data during 1962-72, for various
starting dates of \orn, storage at Findlay, Ohio.

For Grain Moisture (Wet Basis)

Starling Date
for Storage

20% 19% 180/0
,

17% 160/o

Safe Until

October 1

October 15

November) "-

November 15

December 1

Oct. 23

Nov. 16

Mar. 1.

Mar. 31

Apr. 5

Oct. 28

Dec. 22

Apr. 3

' Apr. '12

r Apr. 16

Nov. 17

Mar. 1

Apr. 17

Apr. 27

May 3

March 11

Apr. 21

May 8

May 12

May 17

May 13

May 23

June 4

June 8

June 11

Aug. 2

Aug. 1.0

Aug. 23

Aug, 26

,Aug. 27

*For estimated less than 0.5% deterioration
(Source: Glenn, OARDC)

Using Tabje 9 for Findlay, /We Students, with the helP of the teacher, will identify 16 Percent as the
moisture Content corn shOuld be dried to.

The teacher should write on the chalkboard the following: "Conckision: Dale should dry his Corn
to 16 percent Moisture in order to have safe storage to June 1."



,

Table 10. Estirnatedsafe* storage duration, based on worst-year weather data during 1962-72, for
various starting dates of corn storagekt Wooster, Ohio.

For Grain Moisture (Wet Basis)

4

Starting Date
for Storage

20% 19% '18% ,17% 16% 15%

Safe Until

October 1

October 15

November 1

November 15

December 1

Oct.'26

'Nov. 28 ,

Mar. 3

Mar. 31

Apr. 8 _

Oct. 31

Dec. 26

Apr. 2

Apr. 9

Apr. 16

Dec. 9

Mar. 1

Apr. 16

Apr. 25

, May 3

March 16

Apr. 21

May p

May.16

May 20

May 20

May 31

June 7

June 13

June 15

Aug. 25

eept. 2

Sept. 7

Sept. 10

Sept. 124

*For estimated less than 0.5% deterioratioh
(Source: Glenn, OARDC)

After this decision has been made, the teacher may want to assist the students in identifying not
only Dale's present drying system, but other drying systems available for use in thecominunity.

, )
Drying systems identified will probably be (a) High-temperature drying, (b) Low-temperature
drying, (c) Combination drying, and (d) Batch-in-bin drying.

Studtnts need assistance In identifying energy-saving measures for each system. The teachercan
list on the chalkboard/he name of each system and then help the students identify how eath system
can be operated more efficiently.

'-'..For example; 2 -
0

T4

a. High-temperature
N
Drying

,
, iD

Description of system: (Refer fo Figure 3. Give to students as a handout for their notebook.
Review pripted description as well as the drawing.)

Operating procedures to reduce energy requirements:

Eliminate rapid.cooling in the dryer.

The students ito unqerstand why this procedure is recommended. Either through handouts or
sppeMsed study sing Mferances, students should learn the following:

High temperature drying with rapid cooling produces non-uniform temperature and moisture
profiles within the kernel, resulting in stress-cracking and a considerably more fragile or less stable
product during handliftg and storage. A solLition to this problem is to ellininate rapid cooling in the
dryer. This is the first step in the "dryeration process" which produces better quality corn While
increasing efficiency.

With dryeration (Figure 3), corn is discharged from the dryer still-carrying some excess moisture
(usually 1 to 3 percent) at temperatures of at least 120 to 140° F. The corn is immediately transferred
to a separate cooling bin. Here, steamingin its own vapor, it is held without mechanical cooling for a
,tempering period. The corn is then cooled slowly to remove the 1 to 3 percent excess moisture
before it is transferred, dry and cool;to storage or load out.

Comparing results for dryeration wherd torn is removed hot from the dryer at 175% moisture to
figures for conventional high-temperature drying (from 28 down to 15 percent.moisture content),
the dryeration energy saving is 16 percent, while there is a 70 percent increase in capacity of the

13
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Figure 3. Schematic flow diagram of the dryeration process (hot- emperature drying). Wet corn is placed in the dryer from a
holding bin or transport vehicle. After drying, corn is trans erred hot to the dryeration cooling bin. COrn is accumulated
without cooling for approximately 4to 10 hours for temperi g, then cooled slowly: Slowcooling takes about 10 hours and
reduces moisture about 2 percent. Grain is unloaded co I and dry. (Reference: Purdue Extension Bulletin AE-72;
Source: Glenn et al., More Efficient.Corn Drying Syttinns, OA DC)



high-temperature dryer due to the reduced amount of drying and elimination of the cooling cycle or
section.

The teacher will need to "lead" the students through the drying steps to ensure that they under-
stand where and how the energy savings occur.'

b. Low-tomparature Drying

Description of system: This method uses natural (unheated) air or only slightly heated air. To reduce
energy consumption in low-temperature drying, natural air should be used whenever possible.
However, a small amount of heat is generally needed to dry below 16 percent during average
northern Ohio weather conditions in November.

1 0

Operating procedures to reduce energy requirements:

Keep grain cloths as shallow as practical. Use large-diameter bins.

The students need to understand, why this procedure is recomm ended. Either through handouts or
supervised study usirig references, students should learn the following:

.V ,
Computer simulation results for low-temperature drying have been developed at OARDC for
various depths of corre Usiqg 16 feet as compared to 20 feet of corn results in an energy savings of

.7- 16 percent, while using 12 feet results in an additional 12 percent saving% or a total of 28 percent
.energy saving§ over the 20-foot depth. These results were generated for drying from 20 percent
doWn to 15 percent moisture content, with 1 cfm per bushel and a'3°F (electric heap temperature
rise above average October ambient air in Ohio. The increased energy required for drying in deeper
beds is due to lthe additional airflow Om) power required to overcome the larger resistance of the
deeper bed.

c. Combination Drying

Description bf system: (Refer to Figure 4)

Operating procedures to reduce energy npuirements:

15

Dry corn to 19-23 percent moisture in high-temperature dryer; then move corn to the low-
temperature system where corn is subjected to in-bin drying to complete the process.

Low temperature should generally not be used to dry corn above 25 percent moisture. This is
especially true in September and October, when higher ambientair temperatures sPeed up the
deterioration and spoilage rate of particularly the top layers of an in-bin system. To handle this
situation, combination drying systems have come into use. Low-temperature drying takes
advantage of the drying potential in natural air, while combination drying can recover some of
the heat imparted to the graip during the high-temperature phase. Results on energy
savings and capacity irr combination drying are similar-4o those in dryeration only greater.
When coming out of a high temperature dryer at 20.5percent moisture (instead of 17.5 percent as
in dryeration), the increased energy savings and high-temperature dryer capacity are
double those for the dryeratiOn process. These results suggest a possible alternative to
farmers who now have high, -temperature batch or continuous-flow dryers are looking for increased
capacity with improved efffdiency and' better quality.

d. Batch-in-bin Drying

Description of system: PlaAg batches of grain in a bin, drying the grain, and moving it to
o' permanent storage.

Operating procedures to reduce energy requirements:

Use grain stirring devices.

These systems are generally efficient users of heat energy because the drying air when passed
thrOügh 4 to 6 feet of grain picks up practically all the moiVure it is capable of carrying, Also, the
depths used are generally opternum in terms of airflow dellVered and drying capacity; greater
depths tend to reduce or choke-off the air delivered for a given size fan and motor.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a combination high-temperature, low-temperature grain drying syst,m,
(Reference: G. Shove, ASAE Paper No. NA78-305; Source: Glenn et al., OARDC)
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To provide a more uniform moisture content hroughout the batch, grain stirring devices can be
operated, preferably after drying is finished. T ese devices help obtain the highest possible drying
efficiency. Energy-saving ProAeduressuch as d eration or combination dryiny can also be applied
to the hot grain leaving batch-in-bin dryers. . . .

Note: Assistance in determining any needed changes in ctorn dryer management cin be obtained
by using the Computer Simulation form, page 18.

g.

G. SUPPLYING SUFFICIENT NUTRIENTS

Problem Statement: "What fertilization program should student use for corn?" -/'
Interest Approach: Before the class gets involved in determining a fertilization progrm for student's
corn, the teacher may want to assist the students in limiting conclusions forrIplis prob m statement.
The prOgram shOuld result specifically in reduced grain moisture at ha st, plus increased
standability.. Oths.fertilization lessons pap speak to other aspects of corn fertilization.

Adequate phosphorus seerris particu101y important to ensure decreased moisture at hapvest.
Potassium is needed to reduce the indidence of rotted stalks and lodging in corn caused- by adverse

..effects of nitrOgen. The teacher should correlate the fertilizer program requirements.(phosphorus
for reduced moisture at harvest; potassium for' greater standability) with production practices
previously taugh11) use of early-maturing° corn to perrnit in-field drying; 2) leaving the early-
maturing crop in the field longer to take advantageOf free solar drying; Adequate phosphor'us and
potassium are needed if the above two practices are to succeed.

The teacher can use Table 11 to help the students understand that increasing phosphorus
fertilization not only increases corn yield but also decreases the moisture content of the grain at
harvest. Adequate phosphsrus tends to hasten the maturity of the crop.

The effects of added potassium on stalk lodging of corn can be taught by using the information in
Figure 5. The addition of potassium fertilizer significantly reduces the incidence of rotted stalks and
lodging in corn, thus counteracting the adverse effects of high rates of nitrogen.

Table 11. Effect of phosphorus fertilization on yield..
and moisture content of corn grown at
Wooster, Ohio.

Bray Pi Test
(lb./A)

P205
(lb./A)

Yield
(Bu./A)

% Moisture

1976

16 0 140 _ 30.8
16 20 149 29.0
16 40 183 28.1
16 80 185 27.8
18 120 . 167. 28.9

1977 .

12 0 150 23.4
13 20 166 22.9
14 . 40 175 22.8
19 80 183 21.5
18 120 4 191 21.4

(Reference: J.W. Johnson; Source: Eckert, Bulletin 645)

Plgure 5. Effect of added potassium on stalk lodging
of corn receiving 350 lb. N/A.

20.0

17.5-

15.0-

12.5-

10.0
K20 Added/A

50 100 150 200
(Source: Eckert, Bulletin 645)
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4 COMPUTER9IMULATION to Improve Corn Dryer Management .

,
Describe your present system and any possible changes you areconsidering. Then answer the questions
that follQw. This will allow a mputer analysis of your present and future energy usage and drying costs.

)
II

Describe your present system (i.e. hi-temp portable column type, low-temp electric heat, batch in-bin,
etc.)

A
.. A"

.

.

I

,.

1 -

Describe the system changes you would like to consider, .(Refer to the articles entitled "More Efficient
Corn Drying Systems" or "Gut Corn Drying Costs" for possible alternatives.)

\

,

ti

-

4 S. .

Answer these questions for use in the.computer analysis.

Fan power source: Electricity Gas or Diesel Engine______,
I _ ,

Heat source: Propane Electricity None Other ,
v ,

Fuel costs: Fan power 0/kWh 0/gal_____,

Heat source 0/kWh 0/gal______,
,

Fan powered by hp or air flow cfm/bu

-
Bin diameter(s): ft; Grain depth(s): ft

Or for high-temperature column-type dryers,
.

Drying seCtion grain volume: . bu.; Column width: in.

,
Dqing air temperature(s):

Grain moistures: Harvested at %, Out-of dryer %

Drying in: Sept. Oct. Nov. Other,

Total bushels dried .

.,

Your name, addrees, "and phone number ,

" , .

,

./
Return to: Dr. Ted L. Glenn

.
Agricultural Engineering Department
Ohio Agricultural Research and Development-Center

. Wooster, Ohio 44691 (Ph. 216-264-1021) , 2/22/80
0. a a -
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VII. Student Application -

The teacher should kois 4i1 e students in applying in their occupationalexperience programs the,
selected improved practices studied in this lesson.

_

VV. Student Evaluation
. % .

Directions: The follOwing'questions require short answers. You do not need to use comp/ete
sentences.

1. In our discussion of production practices that student could use tb save energy, we listed five.
Please describe them below.

a.

C.

d.

e.

2. Considering our location, the best corn planting date for stUdent would be

3. Corn planted close to this date acquires more Growing Degree Days faster and thus is more I ikely`to
mature before frost. Describe how this situation saves the corn producer in energy costs.

4. Describe how early planting results in a higher yield of corn.

5. Describe how early planting of corn enefits the producer in regards to seed bed preparation for the
next crop season. # -

6. When a corn grower is in the process of making a decision as td which variety of corn tO select,'
he/she considers certain factors or characteristics about corn varieties. Please list those factors or
characteristics that we discussed in class.

1. List at least 2 corn varieties selected by the class during our discussion.

8, In a feW sentences, explain.the effect that field drainage has on days available for field work.

9. Describe the process by which reduced tillage brings abouta higher yield of corn.

1e! a few sentences, describe the advantages, if any, of growing drier corn.

11. During our class discussion, we recommended that student should begin harvesting corn at a .
certain moisture content. Please give the moisture dontent recommendation.

122
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12. During our class discussion, we determined that there are two priitary practices a cdrn grower can
use to conserve energy when drying corn artificially. Please name those two practices.

13. One conclusion we reached in our class discussion was the recommended moisture acontent to
which Dale should dry his corn in order to have safe store& to June 1. What is that recommended
moisture level?

,_studemt14. What procedures would you recommend that follow ln order to prevent rapid cooling
of grain when using a high temperature drying system?

,-*

15. Describe how increasing phosphorus fertilizatiOn of corn iffects energy consumption in corn
productibn-.
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I. Lesson Topic: ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

by

DENNIS RIETHMAN

IL Lesson Performance Objectives

At the end of this lesson, the student will be able to:

1. Determine the amount of fuel needed to raise a crop for one year on his/her farm.

2. Determine the amount of fuel needed to raise livestock for one year on his/her farm.

3. Select aieas which may be wasting fuel during the production of the crop and/or livestock.

4. Determine the amount of heat.lost through a wall.

5. Determine the fuel cost at a certain heat loss rate.

6. Determine the fuel use for buildings on the farmstead.

7. Explain the purposes of ventilation.

8. Determine what information is needed, to size a ventilation system.

9. Determine the proper size fan needed for a specific ventilation system.

10. betermine the ventilation inlet size.

III. Materials Needed

1. Overtiead projector

2. Examples of different types of insulation; (power companies are a good source for these
exemples)

3. Transportation for field trips

IV. The Situation

Energy management means getting the maximum output from the least energy input to get the job
done. Reducing energy units used for each output unit produced saves-money and energy.

Only 3 percent of the eriergy used in the U.SA is required to keep farms in operation. This may be
a small amount, but energy has become an increasingly expensive resource. Farmers must learn to
cope with this the same way they deal With other prbblems that arise on the farm.

The following sections on energy management in livestock production are divided intp four
different problems of concern. Each section can be *used as written or adjusted to fit the local
situation. The four problems presented are:

1. Estimating Farm Fuel Requirements

2. Determining the Vaiue of Insulation

3. Determining Ventilation and Heating Needs

4. Recapturing Heat Losses in a Dairy Operation

It is important that we study energy management and conservation in livestock production so that
we can 1) save money and increase profits, 2) raise healthier livestock, 3) conserve our natural



resources, and 4) become better farm managers. To improve energy efficiency in livestock
production, we need to look at three areas of energy usage:

t ventilation

2. insulation

3. recapturing heat loss

Improper ventilation, lack of insulation, and heat loss through coolifig of milk all result in an energy
loss in livestock production.

CONCERN 1: ESTIMATING FARM FUEL REQUIREMENTS

V. Introituctton to Lesson

The United States is presently facing an energy supply problem. Even though anestimate of only3
percent of the energy consumed in the United States is used for production of agricultural
products, producers should use farm fuels efficiently. If gas rationing becomes anecessity because
of reduced supplies, the producer must be able to adjust to this and be able to distinguish or
determine how much Juel will be needed for-crdp and livestock operations.

VI. The Problem

Present the following problem situation to the students on a handout or overhead:

John grid his father farm 375 crop acres. This past year they planted 20
acres in wheat, 20 acres in hay to be baled, 85 acres in soybeans, and 250
acres in corn. Fifty acres of the corn was used to fill their silos for feeding
steers and the remaining 200 acres of corn, which yielded 150 bushels per
acre, was dried under good conditions with a propane operated drying
sySjem. All field,operations were performed with diesel tractors and
combine, under conventionalmethods of field preparation and harvesting.

The livestock on the farm consists of 60,000, laying hens and 100 feeder
cattle finished for market. The Cattle are finished on a feedlot with a bunk
feeder and bedding is provided in the housing area. The p6ultry house
contains a mariure handling system comparable to a liquid manure system
for a swine confinement finishing barn. All livestock production and
manure removal operations are performed with diesel tractors.

Ask the students the following question; this is the problem statement :
" John wants to be prepared for any fuel shortage which may occur and would like to evaluate the
fuel usage on his farm. What is John's fuel usage in a one-year period'?"
Discuss clik_lt situation and farming operation.

VII. Solution to Problem .

Distribute to the class .handout al in the Appendix, Estimating Farm Fuel Requirements for Crop
Production and Livestock Operations. Point out to the students the major types of Information In
the publication. Explain that the information is to be used to help find the, solution to John's

problem.

Work through John's problem with the students. The completed problem on the board Should
look like the following (see Table 1):
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Tabis, 1 Estimating fuel raquIremente for crop production and livestock opsratIons

CROPS
TPtal Acres: 375

Crop
Acres of

Each Crop
Gallons Fuel

Needed psi. Acre
Total Gallons
° Fuel Needed

Wheat 20 3.00 60.0

Hay 20 8.65 173.0

Soybeans 85 6.50 552.5

Corn
,

200 . 6.85 1370.0

Corn Silage 50 8.65 432.5

Total; 2588 gallons
(diesel)-Fuel Needed to Dry Corn:

30,000 bushels 46 bu./gal. propane.= 5,000 gallons

TOTAL CROP FUEL REQUIREMENT: 7,588 gallons (LP gas)

LIVESTOCK
Production:

Gallons Fuel
Number of Animals (per Animal) Gallon: Fuel Needed

100 Feeder Steers

60,000 Layers

1.3

5.4/100 birds

TOTAL FUEL USE FOR PRODUCTION:

130 (diesel)

3240

3370 gallons (diesel)

Manure Removal and Hauling:

Type of System
Gallons Fuel
(per Animal) Gallons Foil Needed

Feedlot with Bedding
in Housing Area 1.6 460

- Liquid Manure System 0.3/100 birds 180

TOTAL FUEL USED FOR MANURE HANDLING: 340 gallons

TOTAL DIESEL FUEL USED FOR LIVESTOCK: ° 3710 gallons-,

TOTAL DIESEL FUEL USED FOR OPERATION: 6298 gallons

TOTAL LP GAS USED FOR OPERATION 7588 gallons '

Evaluate with the Class the amount of fuel used in John's operation. Draw some conclusions as
to where John might be al:deb?' reduce his fuel usage.

Areas of possible fuel reduction:

In the need for drying corn.



ln his conventional method of tillage and ground preparation. (No-till not only reduces fuel cost
but permits use of a smaller tractor.)

In his corn drying methods. (Low-temperature drying can eliminate LP gas use while
substituting some electricity to run the drying fans.)

VIII. Application

Following are some suggestions to the student or the class for applying what they have learned:

1. Divide the class into five groups and have each group work together to detdrmine the energy
requirements for raising different species of livestock, e.g., dairy, beef, swine, sheep, and
poultry. Present each group with a case situation for the different animal species. (The teacher
may want to use the enclosed sample situations along with handout #2, the Farm Fuel &time('
Worksheet) Once completed, develop a chart on the board and compare the results from each
group.

Have each student determine the fuel usage for his/her parficylar farming *operation.
(Not.: It is important for students to understand the difference between fuels. Power or heat per
gallon and cost per gallon differ, so which fuel one uses will influen6e the cost.)

IX. Evaluation
,

,
.

The teacher may choose to use one of the following five case situations as a quiz on this lesson
section or problem.

CASE SITUATION #1:.

SWINE FARM OpERATION

Estimate the fuel requirements for this operation. On a separate sheet of paper list five areas in which the
owners of this operation might be able to reduce their fuel usage.

This swine operation consists of 40 sows and 950 pigs finished to market weight, Thesows are housed and
fed on a lot except during farrowing. The pigs are housed in a finishing house with liquid manure
collection. All production and manure handling operations are performed with diesel tractors. .

The cropping system consists of 475 crop acres; 215 acres of no-till corn, 135 acres of soybeans, 80
acres of wheat (no plowing), and 45 acres of hay (3 cuttings, self-propelled cut). The corn is stored in a
high-moisture storage facility. All operations for the cropping system are performed with diesel tractors
-and combine, except the hay which is harvested with 'gasoline -tractors.

CASE SITUATION #2:

SHEEP FARM.OPERATION

Estimate the fuel requirement'S for this operation. On a separate sheet of paper list five areas in which the
owners of this operation might be ab.le 'to reduce their fuel usage. - -

This sheep operation consists of 525 feeder lambs finished to market The feeder lambs are raised in a
feedlot, with bedding in the housing area similar to that in a beef feedlot. All production operations are
performed with gasoline tractors, while the manure handling operations are performed with diesel
tractCrs.

The cropping system consists of 475 crop acres: 220 acres of corn using plowing with minimum tillage
planting; 60 acres of no-til[ corn silage', 50 acres of dry cured, baled hay; 26 acres of wheat (no plowing);
100 acres of soybeans; and 20 acres of dry chopped haylage. The corn (130 bushels/acre yield) is dried in
a, propane-type dryer under favorable Conditions. All field work for.the crops is performed with diesel
tractors and combine.



CASESITUATION #3:

POULTRY FARM OPERATION

Estimate the fuel rgquirements for this operation. On a separate sheet of paper list five areas in which the
owners of this operation might be able to reduce their fuel usage.

This poultry operation consists of 30,000 pullets and 90,000 laying hens. The chicken housing has a
manure handling system sirnilar to a liquid manure System for swine. All production operat!ons are
automated and therefore use only half the gasoline estimate. The manure removal operations are
performed with diesel tractors.

7

The cropping system consists of 475 crop acres: 125 acres of corn raised under conventional methods
and 90 acres Of no-till corn, 135 acres of soybeans430 acrevof wheat (no plowing) and 45 acres of hay (3
cuttings, self-propelled cut).'The corn is stored in a high-moisturestorage facility. All cropping operations
are performed with diesel tractors and combine.

CASE SITUATION #4:

BEEF FARM OPERATION

EVimate the fuel requirements for this operation. On a separate sheet of paper list.five areas in which the
owners of this operation might be able to reduce their fuel image.

This beef farm consists of 50 beef cows and 20 replacement heifers. The operation also finishes out for
market 225 steers yearly. The operation has a beef feedlot with bedding used in the housing area. All of the
production and manure removal operations are performed with gasoline tractors.

The cropping system consists of 475 crop acres: 220 acres of no-till corn; 60 acres of corn silage planted
and harvested under corwentional methods; 50 acres of dry cured, baled hay; 25 acres of wheat (no
plowing); 100 acres of soybeans; and 20 acres of dry chopped haylage. The corn (120 bushels/acre yiqld)
is dried in a propane-type dryer under favorable conditions'. All field work for the crops is performed With
diesel tractors and combine.

CASE SITUATION #5:

DAIRY FARM OPERATION

.Estimate the fuel requirements for this operation. On a separate sheet of paper list five areas in which the
owners of this operation might be able to reduce their fuel usage.

This dairy farm consists of 80 milking bows (producing 12,000 lb of milk per cow yearly) and 50
replacement rieifers. The milk cows are housed in an area havitig liquid manure collection, and the '
replacement heifers are housed in a dairy lot with bedding in the housing area. The production and
manure handling systems for the dairy cows are performed with diesel tractors. The production and
manure handling systems for the heifers'are performed with gasoline tractors.

The cropping system consists of 475 crop acres with 220 acres of corn planted under conventional

acres of soybeans; and 20 acres of dry chopped haylage. The corn (112 bushels/acre yield) is dried in a
methods; 60 acres of corn silage; 50 acres of dry cured, baled hay; 25 acres Of wheat (no plowing); 100

propane-type dryer under good conditions. All field work forithe crops is performed with' diesel tractors
and combine.



ANCERN 2: DETERMINING THE VALUE OF INSULATION

V. 'Introduction to Lesson

To reduce fuel costs of heating in home or farm buildings with.the use of insulation, a personfaust.
estimate the fuel being used presently`and then compare that figure to the fuel used (or saved) if
insulation is added. The problem then arises as to how this estimate of fuelused can be determined.

VI. The Problem

Discuss John's

Figure 1).
situation with the class and lead discussion' to how heat loss is determined (see

John has a 24-foot wide, 36-foot long, and 8-foot high farrowing house heated with fuel oil.
The farrowing house has no insulation in its walls or ceiling. The ceiling is 1/2 inch plywood and the
walls are 1/2 inch plywood plus steel siding .100 woulcijike to know his present fuel loss and
how much fuel he could save by adding insulation to the walls and ceiling of his farrowing house.

1

1/2" plyWood

Metal siding

Outside
temperature*

0° F

Inside temperature 65°F

Figure 1. Sketch of farrowing house

*Design temperature for sizing the heater. Average temperaturee... 0°F
(The symbol or, means "is roughly equivalent to.")

Problem Statement: (Place the following question on the chalkboard)

"Is it economically feasible for John

farrowing house?"

VII. Solution to the Problem

Distribute to the class handout #3 House Insulation Types and Values. Discuss heat flow with the
class and explain the meaning of,Thermal Resistance or "R" values.

'sA. Determine the heat flow through the walls and.ceiling of John farrowing house by
developing a chart on the board with the Class. The chart should look like the following:

to-add insulation to the walls and ceiling of his swine



Step 1. Building Dimensions (It)

Length

Width 24'

Wall height 8'

36'

Step 2. Chang* in Temperature

Surface Area (It2)

Ceiling' area 864

Wall area 160

Minimum Average

Outside temperature 0°F 30°F

Desired inside
temperature 65° F 65° F

Temperature change 65° F 35° F

Step 3. Haat Loss from Building

Step 4.

Use formula: .

Change in Temperature x Area

Value

R Values

Ceiling 0.62 ('/r plywood)

Walls 1.23 (1/2" plywood
and steel siding)

4, Minimum Average

Ceiling: 65°F x 864 ft2 35°F x 864 ft2= 90,580 BTU/hr. = 48,774 BTU/hr.
0.62 0.62

Walls: 6°F 960 ft2 35°F x 960 ft2= 50,732 BTU/hr. = 27,317 BTU/hr.
1.231.23

Toial Lon = 141,312 BTU/hr.* 76,091

Step 5. 76,091 BTU/hr. x 24 hours x c. 200 days = 365 million BTU/year as annual total,

, .

B. Determine the heat flow through the building if 4" of fiberglass (blanket/tett) insulation were
added tathe ceiling and walls. With help from the class develop on the board another chart like the
Orevious one. The "R" value for the fiberglass is found in handout/4, House Insulation Types and
Values.

Step 1. Building Dimensions (It)

Length

Width

Wall height

Surface Arm (te)

36' Ceiling area 864
4

24' Wall area 960

R ValuN

*Heater needs to be this size to handle conducted heat lost
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Step 2. Chang* In Temperature

Outside temperature 0°F

Inside temperature 65°F

Temperature change 656 F

Step 4.

Step 3. Host Loss from Building

Use formula:

Change In Tenmerature x Area

- R Value

Minimum Average

Ceiling: 65°F x 864 ft2 = 3841 BTU/hr. 2068 BTU/hr.
14.62 .

Walls: 65°F x 960 ft2 = 4097 BTU/hr. 2206 BTU/hr.
15.23

Total Loss = 7938 BTU/hr. 4274 BTU/hr. or 20.5 million BTU
per year

C. Compare the difference in heat loss between the insulated and.the unifisulated building.,

365 million BTU/yr. Uninsulated building

20.5 million BTU/yr. Insulated building (with 4" of fiberglass in ceiling and walls)

345 million BTU/yr. bifference (saved)

(Note that if the insulation were doubled to 8" (R 30), the savings is Increased to only about 355-
million BTU.)

Dkpetermine the amount of fuel saved by adding insulation to the building.

Calculations: At typical efficiencies,

Fuel oil 100,000 BTU/gallon
LP gas ::-.. 75,000 BTU/gallon

Therefore, 3450 gallons fuel oil saved (345 million BTU+.100,000 BTU)

OR 4600 gallons LP gas saved.(345. million BTU75,000 BTU)

E. Determine the amount of money saved by adding insulation t6 the building.

(Fuel oil cost is calculated at $1.20/gal.)
3450 gallons saved x $120/gal. = $4,140.00 saved (using fuel oil)

(LP gas cost is calculated at 750/gal.)
4600 gallons saved x 750/gal.= $3,450.00 saved (using LP gas)

F. Conclusion: After working the problem with the students, discuss the dollars saved by adding
insulation and whether adding insulation will pay for itself.

4" Fiberglass Batt Insulation (Cost 131/20/ft2)

1824 fta insulation needed.
x 0.135

$ 246.24 Cost of the insulation

Over $3,000 saved from fuel

132



Will the insulation pay for itself?

Conclusion (on chalkboard):

(Note: An extra 4" of ihsulation would cost about $250 and would save aboul 4100 per year.)

While assisting theaclass to reach a conclusion to this problem,,the teacher should point out that
no farmer wOuld adempt to heat an uninsulated building to 65°F. The real deCision is how much
insulation to use..Usually the wall cavity should be filled. The ceiling should probably have 6" to
12" insulation in a building heated all winter. "

VIII. Application

Have the students work a problem relating to their home situation on the following worksheet. If the
students don't have a suitable honte situation to use, then give them the sample problem to work.

SAMPLE PROBLEM: Determining the Value ot insulation

An area dairy farmer has a 24-foot wide and 46-foot long calf barn with 8-foot high WITIs. The ceiling IS
made of a sheathing-type insulation board and the wallsare 8-inch concrete block. Also, there are six 18 x
24-inch single glass windows in the building. The inside temperature of the building is kept at55° F with a
fuel oil heater. The average outside temperature during the winter months is 15°,F,

This farmer can purchase enough rigid glass fiber insulation to put 3 inches in the ceiling of the building at
a cost of $0.15 per square foot. To add 3 inches of insulation to the walls he would use loose fill wood fiber
inside the concrete blocks. This would require 15 bags of wood fiber insulation at $18.00 per bag.

1. Determine this farmer's heat loss in the calf barn without insulation.

2. Determine this farmer's heat loss in the calf barn with insulation added.

3. Compare the difference in heat loss between the insulated and uninsulated building

4. Determine the amount of fuel saved by adding insulation to the building. (Use handout #4, Heat
Loss Worksheet with handout #5, Estimated Fuel Used, page 25.)

5. Fuel oil costs this farmer $1.21 per gallon. Determine the amount of money saved on the cost of fuel
by adding insulation to the building.

6. Will adding insulation to the calf barn pay for itself for this farmer? (Explain)
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IX. Student Evaluation

TEST: DETERMINING THE VALUE OF INSULATION

NAME/

You have a 32-foot wide and 80-foot lOng pig nursery with 8-foothigh walls. The ceiling inthe building is a
sheathing type insulation board and the walls are1/2-inch wood siding on the outside and aluminum siding
with foil backed insulation board on the inside. Thereare eight 24-inch by 24-inch single glass windows in
the building. The inside temperature of the building is kept at 75°F with a fuel oil 'heater. The average
outside temperature during the winter months is 15°F.

Four inches of blanket-type Mineral fiber insulation (R = 3.7 per inch) will cost $0.38 per square foot and
could be'put in the ceiling. Loose fill-type cellulose could be blown into the Walls, adding 31/2 inches of
insulation. This would take 35 bags of insulation at $17.50 per bag.

1. Determine' the heat loss in the pig nursery at the present time (without insulatiOn).

2. Determine the heat loss of the pig nursery if intulation were added. '

B TU/hr.

BTU/hr.

3. Compare the difference in heat loss between the insulated and uninsulated building.

BTU/hr. saved

4. Determine the amount of fuel saved by adding insulation to the pig nursery. (Use the chart below)

gallons saved

Component Areas Gallons 011 Used/100 sq. It.

Ceiling.: No insulatiqp R = 2.06 48.0
+4" insulation R = 16.86 8.2.

Wall: Noinsulation R = 3.77 32.0
+TA" insulatiop R = 16.72 7.5

Window: Single glass R = 0.91 140.0

5. Fuel oil costs $1.08 per gallon. Determine the amount of
the building.

y saved on fuel by adding insulation to

6. Will adding insulation td the building pay for itself? Explain.



CONCERN 3: DETERMINING VENTILATION AND HEATING NEEDS

V. Introduction to Lesson

Ventilation is very important in livestock production, It is needed, e'en times ,in confinement
livestock housing. A properly designed,.and operated ventilation system can result in substantial
savings in livestock production costs because of increased animal performance and lower .

heatingcooling costs. Since energy use is direPtly related to the operation of a ventilation system,
livestock producers should use properly sized equipment and manage it efficiently.to conserve
energy and to minimize expenses. .

To prepare the class for assisting John in making decisions about ventilating his farrowing
house, the teacher may present the following four questions to the class..These questions should ,

help develop in the students an interest in values of adequate ventilation-in livestock buildings.

'Question 1.. Why is ventilation needed? What is the purpose of ventilation?

, Possible student answers:

1. Provide oxygen

2. Remove moisture

3. Remove odors

4. Prevent heat buildup; cool animals

5. Dilute air-borne disease organisms

4
Question 2: How can ventilation be accomplished?

Possible student answers:

1: Mechanical means - fans and thermostats and slot inlets

2. Natural means - using the least amount of eAtebut limited to certain operations

Question 3. How Pan we save energy with mechanical ventilation?

Possible student answers:

1. Make sure you have the right slie of fan for the building.

2. Make sure the fan and louvers work right. (Clean at least once a year.)

3. Make sure the fan controls work right.

Question 4. What factors will determine Dr affect the size of fan to put in a building for ventilation?

Possible student answers:

1. Size of the building

2. Number and size or age of animals in the building

3. Temperature needed in the building.

4. Design of the building (solid vs slatted iloOrs)

5 , Type of animal in the building

.4
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VI. The Problem

Present the following situation to the students;
u John wants to ventilate his swine farrowing house but still save energy and keep his costs
down. He wants you to helO him in determining the correct size fan to inslall in his farrowing house
for ventilation." (Teacher writet problem statement on chalkboard; "What size of fan should

John obtainfor his farrowing house") "What would you ask John about his farrc wing
house to help him make a decision?"

.1. How big is the building?

2: Does the building have any insulation?

3. How many sows wilt you keep in the farrowing houte?

What temperature do you want inside the building during the winter?

5. What temperature do you want inside the building during 'the summer?

6. What type of flooring do you haNe in the building?

7. Do you have any heaters in the building? What type?

Answers to the questiorm asked of John

The farrowing house is 35 feet long by 20 feet wide. The building is well'insulated and will hOld 14
sows and their litters. He expects the building to be kept at 70° F during the winter and at a6out the
sam4temperature as Outside during thesummer. He has a partly slotted floor and unvented radiant-
type heaters.

Distribute to the students handout #6, the worksheet on Determining Fan Size, and handout #7, on -
,Environmental Control Systems. Work through the problem with the students and determine'what,
size of fan John needs in 'Ns farrowing house. It would be best tO make a transparency of th,e'
worksheet so students can see where the numbers are to be located in the wdrksheet.

Conclusion: After working through the problem, discuss with the students differentoptions John
might have in selecting the right fans,. Also discuss and review with the students What guidelines
they used to select that fan size.

VII. Application

Have each student work through aiproblem relating to his/her home situation. For some students
this may not be possible. Therefore, give them a class situation or have them wOik with a student
who has a swine enterprise._

VIII. Student Evaluation

On the Determining Fan Size Worksheet have the students work through the following problem and,
give their recommendatiOns.

An area farper has a 40-foot long and15-foot wide pig nursery with a fully slotted floor and a vented-
type heating system. The nursery will hold 85 pigs. It is to be kept at a temperature of 75qr.year
around. Determine your recommendation on fan size to install in the pig nursery.

V.

136
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.

Using Handout ti6
.

Dr. Randall Reeder,Department of Agriciiltural Engineering, OSU, offers the following advice concerning
the use of the worksheet, Dateimining Fan Size. This worksheet (pages 26-27) can be very confusing. The
teacher shouldbe careful not to make the problem harder than it really is. The students should understand
that,getting the small, constantrrunning minim urn rate fan is critical toenergy conservation. The neXt step
can be a variable speed fan. O$U's recommendation is to avoid using a variable speed fah to prOvide the
minimum rate. Adjustment is toq difficult and these fans generally do not ventilate dependably at less than
'A of maximum rate. A variable ispeed fan is fine for the,"middle range" fan. The summer rate is not a
precise number. For example, jjn farrowing, the recommendation ranges from about 250 to 500 cfm,
depending on whom you talk 0. The fact is that a fan at the high rate would keep a building only 1. to 3
degrees cooler then one at theflower rate. Up to one-half of the hot weather rate can be accomplished with
clrculatlep fans rather than exhaust fans. . . - ./
The te'acher should spend solme time on size and location of inlets. Fans Can be placed almost anywhere,
but the size and placement of inlets is critical for good uniform ventilation for all parts of a building. (Air --

should not have to move m re than 75 feet from any inlet to an exhaust fan.) .

The teacher should calcul te energy lost through winter vdntilation for comparison with previous
calculations. ,Reeder suggests using three months (December through Februar&with an average
temperature of about 25°F. Forlarrowing, compare 20, 40, and 80 cfm, and perhaps 10 Cfm. Use this
equation:

cfm x 60 x AT
50 ft3/Btu/° F

Q = Btu/hr.

Then multiply 24 (hours) x 90 (days) to get Q = Btu/winter. The total Q for the rates,300, 600,
1200, and 150 cfm is 35 million, 70 million, 140 million, and 17.5 million Btu, respectively. Note that
dropping the ventilation rate from about 80 cfm down to 20 cfm saves about 100 million Btu (140-36). That
is a difference of about 1000 gallons of fuel oil. The high ventilation rate was common a few years ago.
Note that cutting the rate from 20 to 10 cfm saves only 17 million Btu.

Students should understand that in a well insulated, properly ventilated building, the ventilation heat loss
will usually account for 50 to 75 percent of the heat loss. Note also that most of that heat loss may be
supplied by the animals at no cost to the owner.

CONCERN 4: pEDUCING WATER HEATING COST IN THE MILKHOUSE

V. Introduction to Lesson

1. Increases in energy costs over the 'mit years have increased the need for energy efficient
management for dairy operators.

2. A practical area in a dairy operation in which to try to imorove energy efficiency is the use of hot
water. Dairy operations require large amounts of hot water and the cost of electricity to heat the
water is continuing to increase.

VI. The Problem

John is currently milking 70 dairy cows which produce aPproximately 3,000 pounds of milk
each day. John has a relatively modern four-on-a-side milking parlor with a prep stall on each
side. He also has an automatiO washing bulk tank. John's problem is that his hot water costs are

. very high. He has heard of dairy heat exchangers for heating-water and would liketo know if it is
economically feasible to install one in his dairy system.
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Problem Statement (to be placed on the chalkboard):

"Is it feasible for John to instill a dairy heat exchanger?"

VII. Solution to Problem

1. Explain to the class what heat exchangers are, and what types are available. Use handout #8,
Figure 1, Dairy Farm Heat Exchangers for Heating Water,. Check with local dairy supply
services on available materials (for example, Surge, De Laval).

2. Present Joh" situation to the class.

3. Distribute handout al, Dairy Farm Heat Exchangers for Heating Water (NRAES, Cornell
University).

4. Have the class read,through the section "Expected Savings" (page 1).

5. Using Table 1 in the handout, determine Jol;n's dairy hot water use.'

Example:
Washing Operation Hot Water Volunur

Bulk tank 50 gallons

Pipeline 75 galions

Prep. stalls 35 gallons

Parlor floor 40 gallons

Milkhouse flock 10 gallons

TOTAL 200 gallonstclay
, .

6. Using Table 2 and Table 3 in the handout, determine the savings. John can expect by
installing a heat exchanger. (Note: Adjust fuel prices in tables-to current prices.)

COMPLETE CONDENSING HEAT EKHANGER

Table 2: 3,000# milk 260 gallons o1140°F water
produced daily

Electricity savings - approximately $834.00 @ 40/kwh

ADD-ON HEAT EXCHANGER

Table 3: 3,000# milk 124 gallons of 125°F water,
produced daily

Electricity savings - approximately $333.00 @ 40/kwh

7. Discuss with the class the results of the findings from the tables.

"iv Should John install a heat exchanger?

Which type would be better for his dairy operation?
e

*Note: Nearly every farmer with a pipeline system can justify a heat exchanger.

.0 8



VIII. Application

Have all students work through the same procedure for their dairy operationor a dairy farm they are
tarn iliarwith. If this is not possible, give each student a case situation to determine the feasibility of a
heat exchanger. .

IX. StUdent Evaluation

Write a case situation oiAt1é board and have each student determine the feasibility of a haat
exchanger for a dairy system. Have the students explain in a short paragi'aph their decision and
reasons supporting their decision.
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APPENDIX

a

ESTIMATING FARM FUEL
REQUIREMENTS

for Crop Production and Livestock Orierations
Federal energy experts estimate that 3 to 4

percent of the energy consumed in the United
States is required by American agriculture to pro-
duce the nation's food and fiber. With the energy
supply problems facing our country, every producer
should use farm fuels efficiently and be able to
adjust to possible redubed supplies.

If Shortages become critical, you may be re-
quired to apply for a fuel allotment. While you
may have all of your gas tickets from the past
crop season, would you be able to distinguish what
fuel had been used for which crop and how much
might have gone to provide mechanization for your
livestock operations?

How to Estimate
Your Farm Fuel Requirements

By using the Iowa fuel use tables and good
judgment, you can eitimate the gallons of gaso-
line, diesel fuel or LP gas you will need to grow

your next crop and maintain your livestock pro-
gram.

Here's an example of how you can use the Iowa
fuel use tables-for next year's crop planning. Con-
sider a 480-acre Corn Belt farm. The operator
plans to plant 240 acres of corn, 160 acres of
soybeans and wants to raise 800 market hogs.
The field crop operations are performed mostly
with his diesel-engine tractors and combines; the
livestock chore jobs are done with a gasoline-burn-
ing tractor.

From the table, 6.85 gallons of diesel fuel are
needed to grow an acre of corn; 6.5 gallons of
diesel fuel will produce an acre of soybeans. So;

Corn-6.85' gal/a x 240a planned A. 1,644 gal-
lons diesel fuel

Soybeans-6.50 gal/a x 460a planned = 1,040
gallons diesel fuel

Estimated Annual Requirement = 2',684.gallOns
diesel fuer

Estimates of Fuel Burned for
Crop and Livestock Production Operations Under Average Conditions

Crop Production

Cropping system
Corn-conventional methods
Corn-plowing with minimum tillage planting
Corn-no plowing. minimum tillage planting,
Corn harvested and stored as witols.plant silage

Conventional methods
Plowing with minimum tillage
NO plowing, minimum tillage

Soybeans-conventional methods
Small grains-oats, barley, rye, wheat
Small grains-with plowing
Hay-dry cured. 3 cuttings, baled
Haylage-3 cuttings or dry chopped
Using combined type cutting with self-propelled

cut, crush, windrow
Hay-3 cuttings
Haylage-3 cuttings

Gallont per acre

Gasolln.
Diesel
funl LP gas

9.5 6.85 11.4
7.5 5.40 9.0

. 6.0 4.30 7.2

12.0 8.65 14.4
10.0 7.20 12.0

6.10 10.2
9.0 6.50 10.8
4.25 - 3.00 5.1
6.50 4.70 7.8

12.0 8.65 14.4
18.0 13.00 21.6

7.2 5.20 8.6
13.2 9.50 15.8

Corn drying-with favorable drying conditions-1 gal, propane win dry 7 bu. corn
-with good drying conditions-1 gal. propane will dry 6 bu. corn
-with unfavorable drying conditions,-1 gal. propane will dry 5 bu. corn

Reviewed for reprinting by Erdal Ozkan, Extension agricultural
engineer.

4 0
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Livestock Production
(Includes all fuel used to remove feed from
storage, process'and deliver, to feeders)

Gallons per animal
or 100 birds

Diesel
Animal Feeding period Gasoline fuel -LP. gas
Swine Raise 1 pig to market

including feeding of sow and, boar
Dairy Cow milking 9,000 lbs. milk/year

Cow milking 12,000 lbs. milk/year
Heifer-1 year

-Beef Steers-grown from 400 to 1,200 lbs.
Heaify steers-grown from 700 to 1,200 lbs.
Heifers-grown from 400 to 850 lbs.
Yearlings-grown-from 650 to 1,200 lbs.
Cows-winter and raise calf to 400 lbs.

Sheep Lambs-native, from birth to market
Feeder lambs-50 lbs. to market

PouTy Raise 100 broilers from birth to market
Raise 100 pullets from birth to laying
Layers for. 1 year-100 birds
Raise 100 turkeyt from birth to market

Manure Removal and Hauling

0.40 0.30 0.50
1.00 0.75 1.20
1.35 1.00 1.60
0.40 0.30 0.50
1.
080 1.30 2.15

-1.00 0.75 '1.20
1.35 1.00 1.60
1.75 1.25 2.10
0.90 0-.65 1.10
0.60 0.45 0.70
0.125 0.10 0.15
0.75 0..55 0.90
2.70' 1.95 3.25
7.50. 5.40 9.00
7.50 5.40 9.00

Gallons of fuel
used per animal produced

Cleaning beef feedlots_ with bedding
used in housing-

Gasoline
Diesel
fuel

Per animal marketed 2.25 1.60
Cleaning beef feedlots, no bedding used in housing;
for feedlots holding up to 1,000 cattle at one time-
Per anirnal .marketed 1.25 0.90
Cleaning beef feedlots without housing,
1,000 to 4,999 cattle on feed at one time-
Per animal marketed 0.50 0.35
Cleaning beef feedlots, without housing,
over 5.000 cattle on feed at one time-
Per animal marketed 0.40 0.30
Cleaning dairy lots with bedding used in
housing (includes scraping lots) per year-
For each milk cow in herd 6.75 4.85
Cleanrng dairy buildings with liqUid
manUre collection, storage and hauling-7
For each milk cow in herd 9.00 6.50
Cleaning.swine confinement finishing barns
with liCtuid manure syttem, haul and spread,-
Per pig raised'to market 0.40 0.30
Cleaning swine finishing barns and lots;
may-be bedded-
Per pig raised to market 0.30 0.22
Cleaning sow housing, per year (includes'
cleaning farrowing house) 2.60 1.90

I/41

LP gas

2.70

1.50

0.60

0.50

8.10

10.80

0.50

0.35

3.10
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The table indicates that 0.4 gallon of gasolin

is needed to raise a market pig. It takes 0.4 gallon
of gasoline to keep the liquid manure hauled from
the confinement finishing house and field spread.

Growing market pigs-0.4 gal. x 800 head =
320 gallons of gasoline

Cleaning finishing building-0.4 gal. x 800 head
= 320 gallons of

gasoline

Estimated Annual Requirement = 640 gallons
of gasoline

The amount of LP gas (propane is the most
popular dryer fuel) needed to dry shelled corn
can be estimated. The operator in the example
planned to dry 20,000 bushels of corn. With good
drying weather, 1 gallon of propane will dry 6
bushels of corn.

26,000 bushels
6 bu./gal.

Now comes tht judgment part of the fuel use
estimates. The lonerange weather forecast for his
area predicts that the planting season will be
"above normal" for rainfall and with "near normal"
ciaytime temperatures.

With those conditions, a farmer needs to anti-
cipate more fuel for planting, so should add 10
percent to the diesel fuel estimate. Adding 268
gallons to 2,684 gives 2, 52. gallons of diesel fuel
needed to grow the corn d soybean crops. He
would not need to mcreasethe gasoline required
to raise 800 market pigs because a pig grown in
confinement is not greatly affected by the weather.

If he used both diesel fuel and gasoline-burning
tractors to grow the crops, he must adjust hfs esti-
mates. In one example, suppose that about half
of each type of fuel was used to produce corn.
This means that he &Frew 120-acres of corn using
all diesel fuel and 120 acres using only gasoline.
'So:

Corn-6.85 gal/a x 120a planted = 822 gallons
of diesel-fnel

Corn-9.5 gal/a x 120a planted = 1,140 gallons
of gasoline

= 3,333 gallons of LP gas

Total 240a planted

The amount of fuel burned between Jan. 1 and
Dec. 31 to prOduce an acre of any crop might
vary in different, parts of Iowa or the Corn Belt
due to many unforeseen conditions beyond the
producer's control.

These figures provide estimates of fuel required
to- do jobs under typical Iowa conditions. In any
given year, fuel consumption on a particular farm
may be either larger or less than the values given
in the tables.

Basis for
Fuel Use Estimates in Crop Production

The system used to develop the fuel use esti-

mates was to, first, list the various field operations
required to produce an acre of crop beginning with
land preparation and continuing through planting
and harvest into storage; then to determine the
horsepower hours required for each operation and,
finally, to divide the horsepower hours by the
typical number of horsepower hours per gallon of
gasoline to get the estimates on a gallons-per-acre

'basis.
The fuel consumption estimates for field oper-

ations are based on studies by the Iowa State
University agricultural engineering research
group. Crop production studies were conducted by
James C. Frisby, formerly assistant manager, Uni-
versity Farm Services. All field operations were
time-and-motion studies to determine typical rates
of travel with various sizes of field machines, field
operating efficiencies and tractor-implement size
relations versus timeliness.

Fuel consumption rates by the various tractors
and self-propelled implements are based on a 10-
year summary of Nebraska Tractor Test data for
tractors operating at 50 and 75 percent of maxi-
mum load both on power take-off and drawbar.
An IllinoiS study disclosed that tractors operate
at approximately 55 percent of maximum load
while performing field work.

When determining fuel consuMption rates for
the various pperations, the 50 to 75 percent of
maximum load figures were interpolated to 'match
field speed and type of load based on experience
with farm operations. The fuel consumption rates
for minimum tillage operations were evaluated in
the preparation of a master's thesis by Allan J.
Wald, now farming in North Dakota.

The ,fuel consumption estimates for the produc-
tion of corn, soybeans, sinall grain, hay and silage
have been checked against actual fuel consumption
records by many Iowa farmers at the time field
representatives of the Iowa Departnientof Revenue,
Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax Diirisioa responsible for
checking refunding of gasoline taxes, audited their
fuel consumption records. The Motor Vehicle Fuel
Tax Division reports a close correlation between
our research-based figures and actual farm per-
formance.

Fuel Use in Livestock Exterprisei

Livestock productionpaiticularly finishing beef,
cow-calf herds, market hogs and dairyare hnportant
livestock enterprises throughout the Corn Belt.
Estimates given are based on amount of fuel needed
to grind, mix, haul and deliver to the bunk the feed
required to grow an animal from birth to market
in the case of swine or beef cattle.

Fuel used to fAd a dairy cow through 1 year's
production, including the dry period, is on an annual
basis. Estimates for poultry are based on amount
of fuel used in the production of 100 birds.

Tons of feed required to finish meat 'animals
. and poultry and to maintain dairy cows in produc-
tion were obtained from the department of animal
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science at Iowa State University. These figures
are based on many years of research in nutrition
and production of livestock.'

One of the large chore jobs with livestock -is
the cleaning and maintenance of buildings and lots
nd the handling of liquid manure from confinement
livestock systems. Waste production volumes used
in manure removal and h'auling estimates Jor all
farm livestock have been well established by re-
search people working in environmental quality.
Allowances were made for a system wheye large
amounts of bedding are being used.

File: Engineering 3-2

Limitationi

These estimates of fuel used in field crop and
livestock production are based on the most reliable
experimental data available and are tempered by
practical experience.

The estimates given in this report are typical
considering soil, field, crop and weather conditions;
but the values zlght be adjusted 10 percent up
or down projshg good judgment is exercised by
the farm erator.'

Some of the estimates in this publication are used by
courtesy Iowa Department of Reuenue. Motor Vehicle Fuel
Tax Diuision, and Farm Journal..

Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University of Science
and TechnolOgy and the United Stated Department of Agriculture
cooperating. Charles E. Donhowe, director, Ames, Iowa. Dm-.

tributed in furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June
30, 1914.

14 3
19

,t.
%rand Justice for all
Programs and activities of Cooperative Extension Service are
evadable to all potential clientele without regardto race, color,
sex or national origin. Anyone who feels discriminated against
should send a complaint within 180 days to the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
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FARM FUEL ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

CROPS

Total Acres:

Type of
Crop .

Acres of
Each Crop

Gallons Fuel
Needed/Acre

Gallons Gas
Needed/Acre

Total Gallons
Fuel Needed

Total Gallons
Gas Needed

1."

,

2. -

3.

4.

, .

6. ,
7.

8.

FUEL NEEDED TO DRY CORN:

Total:

bushels corn+ bu./gal. propane = gal.

TOTAL CROP FUEL REQUIREMENT: 6al.

gal.
fuel

gal.
gas

LIVESTOCK

Production

Number of
Animals

Gallons of
Fuel/Animal

Gallons of
Gas/Animal

Gallons of
Fuel Needed

Gallons of
Gas Needed

1. .

2.

3.

4.

.

5,

6. _.

TOTAL FUEL FOR PRODUCTION'

Manure Removal and Hauling

gal.
fuel

gal.
gas

Type of
System

Gallons of
Fuel/Animal

Gallons of
Gas/Animal

Gallons of
Fuel Needed

Gallons of
Gas Needed

1. 1

2.

3.

4.

TOTAL FUEL USED FOR MANURE HANDLING: gal. ga .
fuel gas

TOTAL FUEL OSED FOR LIVESTOCK: gal gal
-fuel gas

TOTAL FUEL USED FOR FARM OPERATION' gal. gal
' fuel gag
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L-255

HOUSE INSUIATiON
TypEs vAluEs

AU building materials save some insulation
value, but. the term "insulation" generally
refers to products designed primarily for this
purpose. insulation helps keep heat in the build-
ing during cold weather and helps keep heat

. out in hot weather.
There is no ideal or perfect insulation which
the best for all applications. For example.

some materials may be well suited for insulating
walls or ceilings in new construction but could
not be used for insulating existing buildings.
The various forms of insulation are rigid .

blanket. batt. foamed-in-place and loose fill.

Cooperative Extension Service
The Ohio State University
in cooperation with the

Ohio Department of Energy

Thermal Resistance
The insulating value of various materials can be

'compared by their thermal resiitance which is
commonly called R- value. The R Value indi-
cates th,e ability of the material to resist the trans-.
fer or passage of heat. The higher the R" value,
the better the insulation. Published R" values
may be for a one inch thickness of material, of for
the total thickness of a material. The "R" values
are added together to get the total insulation val-
ue. For example: 6 inches of vermiculite R 2.2
per inch 13.2: 6 inches of cellulose (4 R 3.7 pei-
inch = 22.2. The4otat R of 22.2 provides a greater
resistance to the passage of heat than the R of
13.2.

Adding insulation to a Niuse will increase the
resistance to heat flow and reduce the fuel used
per season.

Note fthe examples below,

4The approximate heat loss through 100 sq. ft.. of ceiling is
equal to. about 61 gallonx of oil per average heating season.

The heat loss through 100 sq. ft. of ceiling is equa1 to About 3
Ohms of oil per heating season.
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Insulation Values
The -12- values given for the basic types of insulation in this

publication are approximate or within range. The exact -Er
value can vary due to a difference in the temperature; density
and material structure. Some materials will have a difference
in the rating when used in the wall as compared to use in the
ceiling. The R" values are indicated by the manufacturer.
usually on the product or package.

Material Per Inch Thickness*
Loose Fill (blown and poured)

Mineral fiber (rock. slag or glass) 3.0-3.3
Cellulose (milled paper or wood pulp)
Wood fiber. softwoods
Perlite. expanded
Vermiculite. expanded

3.7
3.3
2.7
2.3

Blanket and Batt
Mineral fiber (rock. slag or glass) 3.0-3.7

Rigid (boards and slabs)
Mineral fiberboard. wet felted.

acoustical tile 2.7
Mineral fiber with resin binder 3.5

Glass fiber. organic bonded 4.0
" Expanded polystyrene. molded

beads 3.6
Expanded polystyrene. extruded plain 4.0
Expanded polystyrene. extruded

(R-12) 5.0
Expanded polyurethane (R- I 1 ) 6.3

Foam (foamed-in-place) 4.5-5.0

Building Materials R Per Unit
Aluminum & Steel siding , .61
Aluminim & Steel siding plus 1)4-inch

insulation board. foil backed 2.96

Wood siding. 1/2-inch. bevel. lapped .81

Plywood. 1/2-inch .62

Sheathing. ,'/I.2-inch insulation board 2.06

Concrete block. 8-inch. sand & gravel 1.11

Concrete cast in place. 8 inches .64

Brick. common. 4-inch .80

Brick. face. 4 inch p ,44

Windows (air to air)

Single glass .91

Mastic sheet; 0.125 thick .94.0

Insulated glass;
double with 1/2" air space

-triple with 1/2" air space
Single glass plus storm/ ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals.

"The poly foam boards or slabs should not be leR exposed to
occupied are2s.

2.04
3.23
2.00

22

$1

Vapor Barrier
Insulation is available with or without a var

barrier. In new construction. iniulation with ie
apor barrier attached is commonly used. But. a

,,:barate vapor barrier of plastic film can be placed
between the insulation and the inside wall. floor or
ceiling material.

, In existing houses, the exterior walls that have
had insulation added can be provided with a good
vapor barrier on the interior wall surface with two
chats of aluminum paint, over which decorative
paint or wall paper can be added. Vinyl wall cov-
erings. or two coats of enamel paint, can also
serve as a vapor .barrier. Also the installation of
vents in the exterior wall surface will let the wall
breathe. Moisture that gets inside the wall can exit
through the vents. This also helps reduce the pos-
sibility of paint peeling. .

The ceiling of an existing house will not need a
vapor barrier if the attic is well ventilated. Note
examples below. RATIO OF TOTAL

MINImuM NET
VENTILATOR AREA
TO CEILING AREA

8/78-20M

INLET OUTLET

0 300
( COMBINED )

Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, acts
of May 8 and June 30, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Roy M. Kottman, Director of
the Cooperative E4ension Service, The Ohio State Uni-
versity.

4

By Roger A. Miller
Extension Agricultural Engineer
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Building Ohnensn (ft)

Length Ceiling Ceiling

Width Windows Windows

Height Doors Doors

Walls Walls

HEAT LOSS WORKSHEET

Surface Area (1P) . R Values insulated Uninsulated*

Change in Temperature

Outside
Temperature °F

°F

°F

Ceiling

Windows

Doors

Walls

Total Loss

Hat Loss from Building"

(insulated)

BTU/hr.

01.

(Uninsulated)

BTU/hr.

Inside
Temperature BTU/hr. BTU/hr.

BTU/hr.Temperature
Change .014

BTU/hr.

,BTU/hr.

BTU/hr.

BTU/hr.
.. BTU/hr.

Difference

Difference

BTU/hour saved

BTU/year saved

FUEL USED

Area (ft2) Uninsulated insulated

Ceiling gal./100 ft2 = gal./100 ft; =

Windows gal./100 ft2 = gal./100 ft.' =

Doors gal./100 ft.2 = gal./100 ft.

Walls gal./100 ft2 = gal./100 ft.2

Total Fuel Used gallons

Difference gallons saved

*For this worksheet, the tcfacher may prefer to start with some insulation, perhaps R = 10.

" Change temp. x area

R value

gallons

Not: The teacher should emphasize the gallons otdollare used as welt as that saved. Put it into production
terms such as in farrowing; the fuel cost is per pig weaned. Perhaps compare with feed costs or
profit margin.
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L - 266

Reducing ,Fuel
Costs in House

Heating with
Insulation

This publication can be used to indicate the approxi-
mate savings in fuel obtained by the use of insulation.
The table contains heat loss values for the component
areas of a house. This heat loss by conduction is ex-
pressed in gallons of oil and based on 5660 degree days,
an average heating season in central Ohio. For northern
Ohio add 15% and for southern Ohio reduce 15%, Oil &
gas heating units are assumed 75% efficient and electric
resistance htating at 100%. Examples of how to esti-
mate fuel avings are on the back.

Cooperative Extension Service
The Ohio State University

By Roger A. Miller,
Extension Agricultural Engineer

HOW TO ESTIMATE FUEL SAVINGS

Example 1

Ceiling area of house is 1400 sq.ft. with 3" of insulation
Consider adding 6 more inches.

From table: 3 inches 10.8 gallons of oilf100 sq.ft.
9 inches - 3.96

Save 6.84
6.84 galk, X 1400 sq.ft. = 95.76 gallons of oll
100 sq.lt. saved per season

Example 2

House has 12 windows with total area of 160 sq.ft.
Consider adding storm windows.

From table; single glass" 139.1
single glass plus storm - 68.8

Save 70.3
70.3 gallons x I6Osqft = 112.5 gallons of oil
100 sq.ft, saved per season

Exampk 3

Wall area of house is 1107 sq.ft. (total area less windows and
doors)

Consider filling wall cavity.
From table; wall no insulation 25.3

31.iN insulation - 7.77

Save 17.53

17.53 gallons x 1107 sq.ft. = 194 gallons of oil
I00'sq.ft. saved per season

For Your House

I. measure to get sq.ft. of component area
2. determine amount of insulation
3. select valuesTrom table.
4. follow ezØiptes

9(77-F-3014

Issued in furtherance i)f Cooperative Extension work, acti of MAY
8 and Jun* 30. 1914, in cooporation with the U.S. Deputy, Int of
AgOotaturt, Roy M. Koffman, Director of the Cooperative Exton-
sion Service, The Ohio State University.
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ESTIMATED FUEL USED (a.) (f)

Component Areas Gallons of oil used for 100 sq.ft.

Ceiling: No insulation
+ 3" insulation
+ 6" insulation
+ 9" insulation

/ +12" insulation

R= 1.54
R=11.44(b)
R=21.34'
R=31.24
R=41.I4

Wall: No insulation R= 5A1
+ 31/2" insulation R= 16.66(b)
+ 5W insulation R=2326
+ 31/2" insulation (foam) R=20.86(c)

Window: Single Glass R= .93
Insulating glass-double.
1/2 space or single glass
plus storm; '\ R= 1.88
Insulated glass-triple. 1/2 space; R= 2.92

Floor: Over vented
crawl space; R= 3
+ 31/2" insulation R= 14.55(b)
+ 6" insulation R=22.8

Crawl Space Wall:
Crawl'space not vented.

Wall R= 1.96
+31/2" insulation on wall. R=11.55(b)

Basement: No insulation at 50'F
No insulation at 701F

+ storm windows,r insulation on walls(b)---

Door: We Wood;
+ storm

R= 3.02
R= 4.08

61.2
10.8
'5.78
3.96
3.01

25.3
7.77
5.56
6.20

139.1

68.8
44.3

15.4
4.7
3.0

47
8

11.78(d)
21.64

12.71

To convert gallons of oil to other fuels:

oil 1.52 = gal of L.P. gas

oil x 140 = cuil of Nat. gas

oil x 30.77 = Kwh of electricity

4!)

8.5 gallons for one door
6.5 gallons for one door plus storm

xtr
(a) During average heating season for central Ohio dwelling, 5660 degree days; for notthern Ohio add 15% - for southern Ohio reduce 15%.
00 Insulation resistance value used is 3.3 per inch. , 0

(c) Foam-in-place resistance value used.is 4.5 per inch. ,.

(d) For basement eStimates, use area of basement floor only! ' ..
(e) Oil and gas units at 75% efficiency: electric at I00%. .
(1) The values in this tahle are based on the energy estimating methods of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.

For insulation Resistance (R) valties of various materials, refer to CooperatiVe ExtensiokService Leaflet 255.
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Step A. Building information

_ 1. Size (width and length)

_Type of fiOility (farrowing, nursery)
'

3. Floortype

4. Number of animals

DETERMINING PAN SliE WORKSHEET

Step B. RecOmmended Ventilation Rates (TWA 1, H.ánctut #7)
and Space Heating Rates (Table 2, HandoUt #7) per Animal Unit

1. Moisture control ventilation rate (cfm)

2. Odor control ventilation rate (cfm)

3. Mild weather ventilation rate (cfm)

4. Hot weather ventilation rate (ern)

Step C. Total Recommended Ventilation and Heating Rates

1. Moisture control rate x `no. of animals:

2. Odor control rate x no. orariimals:

p. Mild weather rate x no. of animals:

4. kot weather rate x no. of animalt:

24f 4f.r cfrn

3S I 174 = 49 0 'am

13 0 x /4 1120 cfrn

32S- x 14 45-$0 cfm

* The handwritten figures given on the worksheet are the correct calculations for the student-evaluation problem on
page 12. When reproducing a blank worksheet for the student% the teacher wilt need to block outthe handwritten
figures.
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Determining Fan Size Worksheet (continued):

1. Moisture Control

2. Odor Control

3. Mild Weather

4. Hot Weather

a

Total Additional cfm Needed Fan Size for Total Fan Capacity
Recommended (columns a - d from Additional (sum of fan sizes -
Ventilation Rate previous line) cfm Needed column c)
(from Step C) (Table 4)

90

liZo

5 5'

(aimpay4 /cf./. AI *elk 7Cor

de +tr. vij pug si
ski aiiirc. confr/

(mwmurn rate. knt 1
anti) 2., /$0 cf.v .
fans tins-Mod tannin.' 300

(1.190 loo => 90
onosiltt ?41hht 11

se+ ma 1,14. wet n't vrt wort

Streap( of 2co tfv., Cetots not txpplj)

oe ne-4.1.1)4 *
scfs-nt, Ai° imiri&bie lies(
pin has Moo 4m (11600 + 3 00 r..). 00

(q550 IC1013.1) 2 450
3000 4." 1611-

2400 clvn milkt (3000 4- i cf 001%)84 00
be. eortoul h

This variable speed fan provides both the ddor control rate and mild weather rate. Fan should have manual switch sothe farmer can turn thiq fan on
only when he/she is working in the building in winier. In mild weather the fan IkOuld stay on with speed controlled by thermostat.

**Variable speed fan eliminates need for this calculation. Notir Students should get experience in calculating constant speed fan sizes as welt as
variable speed fan sizes as done in this sample problem. Both experiences are needed.
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WORKSHEET FOR SIZING LIVESTOCK
HOUSING ENVIRONMENTAL

CONTROL SYSTEMS
11111111

A mechanically-ventilated confinement livestock
building must have properly-sized fans, furnaces and
slot air inlets if it is to operate satisfactorily. This work-
sheet was developed to help producers and builders
calculate the capacities and dimensions of equipment
needed for specific livestock buildings. It should be
used in conjunction with Purdue Extension Publica-
tion AE-96, "Environmental Control for Confinement
Livestock Housing," which deals with the principles
and design of commonly-used environmental control
systems.

This worksheet leads you through a step-by-step
procedure for calculating the needs of an exhaust
ventilation system, by far the type most commonly

used today. For design information on positive and
combination positive/negative ventilations systems,
consult publication AE-96.

An example situation is presented to illustrate the,
types of calculations involved and how they are
'worked.' Be sure you understand where the various
input figures come from, why.they were used and
how the answers were arrived at before applying the
worksheet to your particular building. Some of the
input data needed for the calculations are provided in
Tables 1-4 which follow. At the end of the worksheet
is a brief summary and information on sources of
related publications and computer programs.

.1001=1111
Table 1. Recommended Per-Head Ventilation Rate for Confinement Swine and Dairy.

Type of animal or facility

Cold wiather-rates

Mild
weather

rates

Hot
weather

retet

For moisture control on Added km
unvented
heaters*

For
odor

control
Fully

slotted
Partly
slotted

Solid
floor

Swine

cubic feet per minute

Sow and litter 10 17 20 4 35 80 325

Pre-nursery pig (12-30 lbs ) 1 1.6 2 0 5 3.5 10 25

Nursery'pig (30-75 lbs ) 1.5 2.5 3 0.5 5 15 35

Growing pig (75-150 lbs.) 3.5 5.5 7 1.0 10 24 75

Finishing hog (150-220 lbs.) 5 8 10 18 35 120

Gestation sow (325 lbs.) 6 10 12 1.0 20 40 150

Boar (400 lbs.) 7 12 14 2.8 24 50 180

Dairy
Cow 16.5 28 33 5C 130 600

Calf 5 8.5 10 16 25 150

Milk rooms (total cfm) 8 25 50

Parlors (total cfm)- 25 100

* Increase the fullyslotted, partly-slotted and sohd floor moisturecontrol rates by these amounts if unvented heaters

are used.

elmilmwsl.'

28

.......mammaaaor
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Tabts 2. likely Supplemental Spate Heat Require-
ments per Animal Unit for Confinement Swine and
Dairy Calves.*

Inside
Animal unit temp.

Supplemental
heat

Slotted Solid
floor floor**

BTU/hr.

Sow arid litter 60°F 3500
70°F 3000
80°F 4000

Pre-nursery pig (12-30 lbs.) 80°F 350

Nursery pig (30-75 lbs.) 65°F 450
75°F 350

Growing pig (75-150 lbs.) 60°F 600

Gestation sow and boar 60°F 500

Dairy calf 70°F 1000 1000

* Sized for the odor control ventilation rate in a moderate-
ly well-insulated building. Additional creep heat will be needed
for young animals in farrowing and nursery: size creep
heaters at about half the space heat needs shown.

** Solid floor scraped and bedded periodically.

Table 3. Temperature Optimums and Ranges for
Confinement Swine and Dairy Animals.

Temperature
Type of animal Optimum Range

Swin
Lactating sow 60°F 50- 70°F
Litter, newborn 95°F 90-100°F
Litter, 3 weeks 75°F 70- 80°F
Pre-nursery pigs

(12-30 lbs.) Ei0°F 75- 85°F
Nursery pigs (30-75 lbs.) -75°F 70- 80°F
Growing/finishing hogs 60°F 50- 70°F
Gestation sow and boar. 60°F .50- 70°F

Dairy
Cows
Calves

50°F 45- 70°F
79?F 45- 80°F

9

Table 4. Speeds -and Capacities of Various Siz
Commercial Ventilation Fans.

Diameter
In Indies Horsepower

Speed
in rpm

Coma*
In cfm*

Single- and multiple-speed fans

7 1/20 (2-speed) 1550 30
3000 ' 150

8 1/20 (2-speed) 1550 80
3000 450

10 1/6 (2-speed) 1550 375
3000 950

10 1/28 3000 600

12 1/6 1725 1000
14 1/4 1725 1600
16 1/4 1725 2400

18 1/4 1725 3000
20 1/3 1725 3200
24 1/2 770 5000
30 1/2 #600 8000
36 3/4 545 11,000
48 1 525 18,000

Variable speed fans
Max.
rpm

Min.
cfrn

Max.
cfm

12 1/10 1700 250 850**
14 1/8 1750 110 1600
16 1/3 1725 850 2250
18 1/3 1600 500 3500
24 1/3 1050 800 4500
36 1/2 800 600 8000

* All single-speed capacities shOwn are at 1/8 or MO.
inch water preSsure.

** Maximum cirn is at-1112 inch water pressure.
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Agricultural Energy Management

Dairy Farm Heat Exchangers.
For Heating Water
R. A. Peterson, New York State Electric and Gas Corp., Binghamton, NY
R. K. Koelsch, Cornell University, Ithaca. NY

Milk cooling and water heating may consume up to
40% of the electric energy used on modern dairy farms.
You can save energy and cut the cost of heating water
in a dairy operation by more than half by installing
heat exchanger to recover the heat now being lost t
the air from the milk refrigeration system.

Heat is available from a milk tank refrigeration unit
from two sources. One is the heat that is removed from
the milk to cool it from about 90°F to 40°F or below.
The second is from the electrical energy used to run the
compressor. Most of this heat is contained in the hot
gas which comes from the compressor.

Types

There are two ways to recover this heat. One is to add
a heat exchanger between the compressor and the
existing air-cooled condenser, along with a water
storage tank and a circulating pump. Figure la shows
a schematic of such an installation. A pump circulates
water from the water storage tank through the heat
exchanger when the compressor runs and the tem-
perature in the heat exchanger- is above the
temperature of the water in the storage tank. The
conventional water heater is thus supplied with water
in the 100°F to 140°F range rather than cold water
(50°F) from the well.

The second type of exchanger is a special water-cooled
condenser unit instead of the typical air-cooled
condenser (Figure lb). It would normally be con-
sidered when installing a new system or replacing an
old, worn out unit. One design variation incorporates
the heat exchanger into the storage tank. Becausehot
water rises to the top of the tank, two different
temperatures of water can be removed at different
levels of the tank (Figure 1c). The hottest water at the
top of the tank is about 140°F. Water removed from a
tap at the center of the tank is lukewarm, and is often
used far washing udders and general cleanup. This

FS-,18

heat exchanger is available as either an add-on or
complete condensing unit.

A water-cooled condenser recovers more heat than an
add-on unit because all heat from the refrigerant iS

transferred to the water ahd an add-on unit may still
lose some heat through the condenSer. An add-on
exchanger may recover as much as 70% or as little as
15% of the milk heat depending on the compressor
head pressure setting and the time of water use.
Dairies with normal water use patterns can expect to
recovemt least 40% of the milk heat from a properly
adjusted add-on heat exchanger.

Expected Savings

You must know 1) your hot water use, and 2) the
amount of milk cooled daily before you can estimate
the potential savings of a heat exchanger. About 2 to 3
gallons of warm to hot viater per cow per day is used
by many dairies. Some use Iess than one gallon per
cow per day which suggests it is possible to save even
more by figuring ways to cut hot water use. Use Table
I to estimate water use.

Table 1. Volume of milkhouse and parlor wastes. .

Washing Operation

Bulk Tank
Automatic
Manual

Pipeline
In parlor

(Volume increase for long lines
in a large stanchion barn)

Pail milkers

Miscellaneous equipment'

Cow prep.
Automatic

Estimated Average
Manual

Parlor Floor

Milkhouse Floor

Toilet

155

Water VolUme

50-60 gal/wash
30-40 gal/wash

75-125 gal/wash

30-40 gal/ wash

50 gal/day

gal/wash per cow:..
1-4 1/2
2

1/4 - 024' ,

40-75 gal/day

10-20 gal/day

5 gal/ftuth
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FWure 1. Types of Heat Exchangers

a. Add-on Heat Exchanger retains present Air-Cooled condenser.

Evaporator Compressor Het Water

Expansion Valve

Storage Hot Watei
Tank Tank

Air-cooled
Warm WaterCondenser +

Heat
Exchanger COol Water

Water Supply

b. Complete Condensing Heat Ekchanger eliminates Air-cooled condenser

Evaporator

Expansion Valve

Heat
Exchanger

Compressor

Warm
Water

Cool Water

Storage
Tank

Water Supply

Hot Water

Hot Water
Tank

,

c. Complete Condensing Heat, Exchanger Producing Two Different Water Temperatures

Evaporator

Expansion Valve

==i+

II

Compressor

Heat
Exchanger
and
Storage
Tank

165°F water to #
direct use or storage

110°F water to direct
use or storage

Water suOply

156

Water
Heater
or
Storage
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Table 2 and Table 3 list the expected annual value of
the hot water produced by both types of heat
exchangers.

Table 2. Expected Savings and Hot Water produced by
a Complete Condensing Heat Exchanger that recovers
KM of Heat from Refrigerant Gases.

Daily
Milk
Production

(Pounds)

140'F Water
Produced
Daily
(gallons)

Annual Fuel Cost Savings*,dollars

Electricity
at 4t/KWH

Fuel Oil
at 50tigal

LP Gas
at 50t/gal

1000 . 8 278 113 170

2000 174 556 ' 225 340

3000 260 % 834 339 510

4003 ,346 1112 452 681

5000 452 1390 565 851

6000 520 ' 1669 668 1020

7000 606 1946 790 1190

8000 693 .2225 904 1360

*Savtpgs based on using 300% of the hot water produced. This will
not be poisible in most dairy operations.

'Table 3. Expected Savings and Aot Water produced by
an Add-on Heat Exchanger that recovers 40%of Heat
in Refrigerant Gases.

Daily 125F Water Annual Fuel Cost Savings...dollars
Milk Produced
ProductIon Oaily Electricity Fuel Oil LP Gas

(pounds) (gallons) at 4t/KWH at 50t/gal at 50t/gal

1000 42 111 45 68

2000 84 222 90 136

3000 124 333 .136 204

4000 167 445 181 272

.5000 208 556 226 340

MOO 249 667 271 408

7000 291 779 316 476

8000 334 890 361 594

For.example, consider an so cow dairy that produces
4000 pounds of milk a day and uses 2 gallons of hot'
water per cow per day (160 gallons/day). All the hot
_water-from an add-on exchanger can be used, so
electric savings are $445 per year. A complete
condensing heal exchanger should produce, 346
gallons of, 140°F water per day. This dairy can only
use about half that amount, so the electric savings is
still about $500 per year, not the $1112 listed in Table
2. It is very important to have some idea of the
quantity of hot water used daily to get a reasonable
idea of cost savings. 4

Heating Water How.Hot?

Most mechanical refrigeration systems, no matter
what application, are similar. All have an evaporator.
compressor, condenser, and expansion valve (Figure
2). To remove heat from a medium suchas air or milk,
liquid refrigerant at low pressure passes through an
evaporator. The refrigerant boils or evaporates in the
evaporator, and in the process, absorbs heat from the

medium being cooled. The refrigerant vapor then
passes to the compressor. The compressor, powered
by an electric motor, is the major energy input tO`the
refrigeration system, In a compressed state, the hot
vapor flows through the condenser and gives up heat
easily as it changes from a gas to liquid. Still at high
pressure, the liquid refrigerant flows through an
expansion valve where its prCsAure is reduced, and
continues back to the evaporator.

Figure 2. Typical Refrigeration System

Low Pressure Gas
(coldest)

Expansion
Valve \

Heat from Milk,.
Produce, etc. Evaporator

-
Low Pressure
Gas (cold)

Compressor.

High Pressure
Liquid

Air-cooled
Condenser

Heat Loss to
air or water

High Pressure
Gas (wannest)

A heat exchanger can heat water to almost any desired
temperature, but the compressor often operates at
higher than normal design pressure to heat water
above 120° to 140°F. When the head pressure of the
compressor is increased the electrical demand also
increases and refrigeration efficiency and cooling
capacity drops. For these reasons, be sure the head
pressure is not altered when an add-on heat exchanger
is installed. In general, the head pressure switCh
controlling fans on the air-cooled condenser should be
set between 150 and 190 psia for a R-12 sYstem and
between 250 and 300 psia for a R-22 system.

Currently marketed _complete condensing heat ex-
changers frequently operate at higher head pressures
than a conventional air-cooled condenser. Upon
installation, you may notice it slows milk cooling and
increases electrical consumption slightly. These
effects normally are not serious unless the present
refrigeration system barely cools milk within the
required time limit. If this situation exists, ask the
heat exchanger supplier how to alter the temperature
or pressure switch setting to allow water to bleed off
at lower temperatures. This change would allow the
refrigeration system to operate at more normal head
pressures.

Compressor life might also be reduced if head
pressures remain excessively high. At present, how-
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HANDOUT #8- page 4 ,
ever, there is little concern by compressor menu.%
facturers that the head pressure settings used by
currently available complete condensing heat ex-
changers will significantly reduce the lifetime of the
compressor.

Well Water Coolers

Some dairies install in-line milk coolers that use well
water as a coolant. This equipment is used (1) where
water is abundant and inexpensive and (2) to boost
the cooling capacity of an existing refrigeration
system. The tempered water may be used for stock
watering or parlor flushing.

In a few cases it may pay to install a heat exchanger
together with a well water in-line cooler. Make a
careful study of water use before installing both units,
though. Often a heat exchanger will pay for itself long
before a well water in-line cooler will.

Space Heating

Heat from an air-cooled condenser mhy be used to heat
the milk room. Various arrangements (Figure 2) are
possible to change from summer venlilation to winter
heat utilization. On dairies with more than 100 cows,
it may also be worthwhile to heat the milking parlor or
nearby rooms with hot water collected by a heat

Figure 2. Compressor Arrangement to change from
Winter Milk House Heating to Summer Ventilation.

afi
Milk House

80

Compressor Shed

Winter Heat In

Milk House

StSnmer
Heat out

Apr 79, 30M

exchanger. The application of space heating is best
suited to complete condensing units. Hot water is
circulated from the top of a storage tank by a
thermostatically controlled pump through a unit
heater and returns to the bottom of the tank. Most
designs connect the space heating equipment directly
to the potable hot water storage tank.

Sizing units

Generally, the size of the heat exchanger is dictated by
the size of the refrigeration unit. Follow the recom-
mendations of both heat exchanger and compressor
manufacturers regarding heat exchanger selection.

Some manufacturers of heat exchangers provide
storage tanks as part of the package. If a storage tank
is not provided by the manufacturer a rule of thumb
suggests the tank should hold enough water to supply
all the hot water needs.for one maing. This size will
provide adequate hot water, yet still be empty after
cleanup. A fresh charge of tap water in the storage
tank will then be ready to cool the refrigerant during
the next milking; an important step to maintaining
refrigeration efficiency.

Installation,

Water quality is very important to the successful
operation of a heat exchanger. For this reason, the
water should be analyzed and results discussed with
potedtial heat exchanger suppliers before purchase.
Some heat exchanger suppliers provide this service.

Install the heat exchangers in an area that will not
freeze. Avoid long plumbing runs by installing the
unit as close as irassible te the compressor and water
heater. Insulate all hot water lines. Follow manu-
facturer's installation recommendations.

Maintenance

Clean periodically to remove any scale or other
deposits. The frequency of cleaning depends on water
conditions, so make provisions for cleaning when
installing. Follow the manufacturer's maintenance
instructions.
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I. Lesson Topic:

ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN THE GREENHOUSE WITH ENGINEERING
AND CULTURAL PRACTICES

by

LARAE WATKINS

II. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the end of this lesson, the student will Je able to:

1. Describe the need for energy conservation practices in the greenhouse.

2. List and compare the ways a greenhouse operator can alter the structure of a greenhouse to
conserve energy.

3. List growing practices that a greenhouse operator can implement to conserve energy.

HI. Materials Needed

Han.do' Fuel Cost Trends
Picture of greenhouse modifications
Handout - Suggested Methods of Double Poly Covering
Handout - Operation of a Polystyrene Pellet Insulated Greenhouse
Handout - A Track-type Thermal Blanket
Handout - Air-inflated Plastic Tubes for an Enikrgy Screen
Handout Experimental Greenhouse with North Wall Insulation
Pictures of inflated tubes
Pictures of insulated sidewalls, gable &ids, and sills
Pictures of floor and bench heating systems
Handout - Chart on Methods of Fuel Savings in the Greenhouse
Handout - Energy Wasting Practices in the Greenhouse
Shirt box and dozen circular objects, such as paper cups
Handout Plant Spacing Arrangements on Benches
Test - Energy Management in the Greenhouse

IV. The Situation

ffff

The ability to control a closed environment is the basis for the production horticulture industry. The
amount of fuel needed to maintain a specific environment is, in itself, staggering. As fuel costs rise,
the importance of limiting this staggering amount of fuel becomes very pronounced.
Energy conservation is almost mandatory and making large production changes has become ouit
common. Greenhouse growers and researchers are continually trying to find new methods,
structures or gimmicks to limit the amount of fuel needed to run a greenhouse. Keeping up with new
energy conserving technology is absolutely necessary if a greenhouse grower is not to be forced
out of the business by the rising fuel costs. All greenhouse employees need to be aware of this
technology and what they can and should ci9 to help lower greenhouse operation costs and
possibly save their jobs.

V. Introduction to Lesson

A. Select a student who drove to school. Ask him or her how much the gasoline cost the last time
the tank was filled. Discuss the cost of fuel; have students imagine using a gasoline-powered
generator to heat a room or a small greenhouse. How much would that cost, even for just one
week?

B. Discuss the types of fuel available to a greenhouse operator (e.g., natural gas, #2 oil, coal,
propane). Ask:

"What fuels are available?" (List on board.) Then ask: "What are their relative costs?"



C. Givethe students handout #1, Fuel Cost Trends. Have the studentp try to identify which line

. goes with which type of fuel. Discuss the graph, emphasizing the following points:

1. The units are 100,000 BTU's. A grower with 20,000 ft..2 often uses 20,000 of these units in a
year's time.

2. One therm unit of gas = 100,000 BTU's.

3. In 1982, gas is the most economical; propane is the most expensive, 1986 projection: coal (>
is the most economical, propane is the most expensive; none of them are inexpensive.

D. If the students need more convincing as to the high cost of energy (fuel), have them figure the cost
of using each type of energy source in a 20,000 ft2 greenhouse for one year, using 1982 and/or
1986 figures from the chart. For example (place on chalkboard):

20,000 units of energy

1 unit of energy = 100,000 BTU's

Cost of gas, 1982 = $ 0.36/100,000 BTU's

20,000 x $0.36 = $10,060 (have students calculate this dost)

Cost of propane, 1986 = $1.75/100,000 Bfu's

20,000 x $1.75 = $35490

Question: "If a grower can't control the price of fuel and needs to cut fuel costs, what can he or she dor

VI. Problem Statement (Write on chalkboard):

Question: "What can student or operator do to lower greenhouse fuel costs?"

Possible Student Answers:

1. Change to cheaper fuel

2. Get out of the greerihouse business

3. Use Jess fuel

4.

Discuss each answer:

1. Temporary solution: accept fact that all priceaare rising.

2. Defeatist's way out: if everyone left the ii)usiness, then . . .

3. Good idea, but what questions still need answering before we can use lessfuel? (List answers to
this question on the board.)

Possible student answers (or the questions to be answered):

1. How can the greenhouse itself be changed in order to use less fuel?

2. What cultural practices can be followed to use.less fuel?

VII. Solution to ProbleM

Question:. '"How. can the greenhoiise Itself be changed In order to.use less fuel?"



<

1. Ask student to compile a list of potential energy-saving strUctural changes oh the board. Add to
the list anything from the list below that is missing.

2. Take each modification and explain what it is and how it works. The following outline can be used
as a model for student notes, written on the board orshoWn on a transparency. Prepare slides
in advance, or at least have pictures of each type of greenhouse modification. Samples,
pictures and diagrams can often be obtained through wholesaleri or company Soles people.

A. DOUBLE-INFLATED POLYETHYLENE OVER GLASS

Two layers of plastic are stretched over part or all of a glass house and air is forced\ between
the layers. (Use handout #2, Suggested Methods of Double Poly Covering.) Briefly discuss
each method shown, emphasizing construction details.

B. POLYSTYRENE PELLET INSULATION

At night a layer of polystyrene beads is forced between two layers of polyethylenethatcover
the greenhouse. During the day the beads are pumped out and stored in a sedarate facility.
(Use handout #3 or display on a transparency, Operation of A Polystyrene Pellet insulated
Greenhouse.)

C. THERMAL BLANKETS/CUMIAINS

A blanket of polyethylene or fabric iditglied over the benches, plants and heating lines to limit
the space which must be heated. The blanket is pulled at sunset and removed at sunrise.
Blanket may .be clear, opaque or reflective.

Variations of this system include pulling a blanket from gutter to gutter in a range and putting
up a permanent gutter-to-gutter poly sheet. (Give the students handout #4, A Track-type
Thermal Blanket, plus pictures or examples.)

D. INFLATED TUBE CEILING

1:16.4vs of air-inflated polyethy4;tubes (tube touching tube) are placed from gutter to gutter.
Tubes may be permanent or pulled each night. (Use handout #5 or display pictures or
examples.)

E. INSULATION OF SIDEWALLS7GABLE ENDS/SILLS

Board, spray-on foam, plastic, or other insulation is applied to the sidewalls, sills, gutters
and/or north gable ends. Light loss is minimal, especially when aluminum reflecting material

- is used. ( Use handout #6 or display pictures or examples.)
11,

- F. FLOOR AND BENCH HEATING (using warm water at 100°F)

These systems involve heating only the immediate area around the plants. Series of hot water-
carrying tubing are used. Pots are placed directly on the warm floor, bench or tubing.

These systems have seen limited use so far because: (1) systems must be designed for each ,

grower; (2) mostly potted plants have been ased; (3) systems must be used with other heating
and conservation techniques. (Display pictures or examples.)

3. Group Activity: Divide the class 'into groups of 2-4 students. Have each group do a little research
on each structural energy-saving method and find out:

1. percentage of fuel savings

2. cost

3. advantages

4. disadvantages

Information will be presented to the class by one member of the group and placed on a chart
on the board or an overhead. A sample chart-follows.

1 61



Method Fuel Savings

DOUBLE POLY 40 - 60%

POLYSTYRENE 60 90%
PELLETS

THERMAL BLANKETS/ 20 60%
CURTAINS

INFLATED TUBES 35 - 50%

INSULAT'ED
PERIMETERS

10% or more
depending on
surface area
insulated

FLOOR AND BENCH up to 40%
HEATING (Biotherm)

162

SAMPLE CHART WITH POSSIBLE ANSWERS

Cost Advantages

. 45 - 600/ft2 plus. - good savings
10-300/ft2/2 years - quality plants obtained if

cultural practices are altered
- higher CO2 levels possible
- no' water seepagepr dripping

through slipped glass (

$0.50 - 1.50/ft2 - excellent savings
(equipment) potential

$0.60/ft3 (pellets) - no daytime fight reduction

$0.16 - 0.42/ft2 - good savings
(curtain). - no reduction in light intensity

p.50 - 2.00nt2 (besides spot shade)
(installed) - relatively low odst

$0.25 - 0.50/ft2 fast and easy installation
- cheap
- good savings

$0.50 - 1.00/ft2 - relatively-inexpensive
- easy _to do
- adaptable to ali greenhouses

varies with the - excellent savings
greenhouse - can improve production

DIsadvantaget

- reduced light intensity
- must be replaced every 2 years
- CO2 generator should.be added

- snow load
- static cling of pellels
- moisture in pellets (freezing between

polyethylene layers)
- still experimental

- not adaptable to all greenhouses
- dripping
- increased relative humidity
- spot shade frorb pulled back curtain

- snow load
- reduced light intensity
- must be replaced every 2-3 years

- limited light loss
- structure must be strong enough to

hold the inSulation

- limited use
- snoW load
- not easily adaptable to alLgreenhouse;
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References for Group Activities (see page 10 for complete references)

1. Badger and Poole

2. Grower Talks, Volume 46 (1)

3: Perry and Robertson

4.4 Short and Bauerle

5. Short and Huizing

VIII Solution to Problem:

Question: "What cultural practices can be followed to use less Mel?"

1. Hand out the "wasted energy" picture to the students (handout#7). Discuss the picture briefly;
point out one or two "energy wasters." As an individual, in-class assignment, have students list
as many energy-wasting problems as they can find. (There are at least 9.) For each problem,
students are to list at least 1 solution or ansWer (preferably 2 or 3) to the energy-wasting
problem. Five major energy-wasting categories and a few potential solutions are given in
Table 1.

TO. 1: Energy Weiteri end Possible Solutions

Energy Wasters Possible Solutions

1. Energy-wasteful growing practices are used
forexample, plants are overwatered and too
much lighting is used.

a. Don't water plants more than necessary.

b. Remove unneeded light bulbs.

2. Equipment is left on when not needed; for a. Turn off empty refrigeration uhits.
example, empty rgfrigeration unit is left on.

b. TUrn off fulf refrigerOfon units on cool nights.

3. Piped, ventilation louvers, and other
equipment are not well maintaint;I.

a. Repair pipes so they don't leak.

b. Repair ventilation fquvers so heated air doesn't
escape.

c. Caulk cracks around doors.°

4. Pots, cans, bottles, water, and cardboard
are not recycled.

a. Set up. a recycling program for metal, glass,
and paper products. -

b. Reuse pots.

c. Collect run-off water.

5. Delivery practices are inefficient. a. Send out only trucks that are carrying full
loads.

b. Drive to save energy - smoothly, without.,
sudden starts and stops.

. Source: "Energy Efficiency for Tomorrow's Greenhouse Workers," American Institute for Reseivit,
January, 1982.
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2. When assignments are completed, have students report on each picture and the solutions they.
suggested. Use "Energy Saver" sections of ''Energy Efficiency for Tomorrow's Greenhouse
Workers" as guidelines for discussion: Point out that many of these things are common sonse,
good growing practices.

3. Special Assignment: Have student(s) develop a list of items that should be checked regularly to
keep a greenhouse running energy-efficiently. Have copies made and present them to the dlass.

4. Pose the follOwing problem to the students:

You are the head grower/manager.for a small potted plant production,greenhouse. The owner of
the greenhouse, a very stingy man, insists that the utility bill for the greenhouse operation is too
high. As grower/manager, you have caulked ell the doors, fixed alt the broken vents and glass,
and turned down or off all the equipment you can. The owner, who will not finance any structural
changes, says, "Cut the bills!" or he'll get another manager. What can you do?

After a few minutes, when you have made sure everyone understands the problem, start
soliciting answers from students. List the answers on the board.

Possible student answers (which should be discussed):

1 Change to Alternative Cool Crops - 15-40% savings

Crops are grown at lower temperatures, so less heating is necessary.

The crop must be one that the public will buy.

Special assignment: Have student(s) write reports on different cool crops and present the
information to the dlass.

2. Close Down Business for Part of the Winter 0-50% savings

Many problems:

No production or income

Hard to re-enter the market each yea#

Must drain all water lines

Must provide for snow removal from the unheated greenhouse

3. Change the Space Utilization 10-50% savings

Spacing. (Have on hand a shirt box and about a dozen circular objects such as paper cups.
They can be used to visualize the additional number of plants that can be grown when
staggered spacing is used.) (Display or distribute copies of handout OM Spacing
Arrangements.)

Use vertical space

Grow shade-tolerant plants under the benches.
Fill up overhead space with hanging baskets.

, Rearrange benches to get more usable bench space per.ft2 of greenhouse.

Floating aisle
Peninsular benches

Special assigmbent: Have student(s) research the "floating aisle" bench and explain what it is,
how it works, and why it is important to the class.

4. Grow Imprbved Cultivars 5-40% savings

Breeders are trying to breed popular, plants for the ability to tolerate cooler growing
temperatures, shorter cropping time, and mo productMt



5. Harvost Crops Prior to Full Maturity 0-20% savings

Reduce cropping time. For example, murrid or carnations can be bud harvested.

6. Reduce Crop and Markiting Lou

If less of the product is lost to disease, insects or mishandling, the increased productivity and
resulting profit will make the utility bill look smaller.

DC. Application

A. Group Activity. Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5 students. Give each group a section of, or if
possible, an entire greenhouse to conduct an energy audit on. Groups are to look for energy-
wasting problems or practices, formulate plausible solutions, and, when possible, implement the
solution. Groups will submit three reports:

1. Report on the problems that they found.

2. Report on the solutions that they recommended for each problem.

3. Report on how the solution was implemented (what materials were used, what results were .

obtained, etc.)

When the groups have completed their solutions, each group will be assigned a second
(check-up) energy audit. -

B. Wrap-up. Bach group will present its three reports to the hole class. The group that did the
check-up on the area will then make comments on the job hat was done, pointing out anything
that was missed and giving suggestions. (If a local grower is willin§, energy audits and possible
solutions could be formulated for his/her range, instead of, or in addition to, the school's rpnge.)

C. Optional Activity. Take a field trip to a local Weenhouse which may have employed some of the
energy conserVing methods that were studied. Be sure the following questions are answered:

1. Is conserving energy important in this greenhouse? Why?

2. What has the grower done to conserve energy?

3. What will the grower be doing in the future? Are there any major structural dianges planned?
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X. Evaluation

TEST: ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN THE GREENHOUSE

NAME

I. Matching: Match the greenhouse energy waste practices with possible Solutions by placing the
number of the correct solution in front of each energy waste practice in the first column.

_ empty refrigeration unit left on 1. water only when necessary_ dirty pots sitting around 2. wash and reuse pots

bt:oken louver 3. turn off unuSed equipment_ plants overwatered 4. fix leaky plumbing_ half full delivery truck 5. 'repair and caulk doors_ hot rod delivery truck driver 6. fire the driver_ leaking pipes 7. dispatch only full delivery trucks_ loose door hinge 8. repair louvers

... 9. remove unneeded light bulb&

# °

II. Multiple Choice: Circle the one best answer for each statement from the list of items below each
statement. 1/
1. Fuel(s) used-to heat greenhoilbses include:

a. natural gas c. propane
b. #2 oil d. all of the above

2. Which of the following are methods of fuel conservation which may be used for greenhouse
modification? (1) polystyrene pellet insulation; (2) thermalthlanket/curtain; (3) air-inflated tubes;
(4) styrofoam over entire greenhouse.

a. 2, 3, 4 c. .1, 2, 3
b. 1, 3, 4 d. 1, 2, 4

3. The biotherm method (floor and bench heating system). of fuel conservation in a greenhouse
saves up to 40% in fuel. The disadvantages of this system are:

a. limited light loss and need for replacement every 2 years
b. limited use and snow load
c. reduced light intensity and increased relative humidity

4. The most expensive fuel for greenhouse boilers is:

a. gas c. propane
b. #2 oil d. none of the above

5. The doublet inflated polyethylene-over-glass method of fuel conservation for a greenhouse
consists Of:

a. a blanket which is pulled out at sunset and removed at sunrise
b. polystyrene beads forced between two layers of polyethylene which cover the greenhouse
c. two layers ofioolyethylene plastic Stretched over glass with air forced between the layers

5



Test: Energy Management In the 'Greenhouse,(contInued)

6. When either permanent or rerhovable air-filled polyethylene tubes are placed from gutter to
gutter, the conservation method is known as:

a: Biotherm (floor & bench heating) c. Air inflated tubes
b. Insqlation d. Thermal blanket

III. Identification: Write in the blank the correct name for the structur'el change described on the right.

1 Pots placed directly on tubing filled With hot water

2. Forced air between two layers of plastic

3 Rows of air inflated tubing

4. Polystyrene beads forced between two layers of
plastic

5. Fabric pulled on a track over the plants and benches

6. Spray-on foam applied to sills and side walls

IV. Problm: A greenhouse needs 30,000 units of energy per year to operate. How much would the
energy bill be if the owner uses:

a. gas (at $0.36/100,000 BTU's)?

b. coal (at $0.48/100,000 BTU's)?

KEY

Section Section II: Section III: SeCtion 111:

3 1. d , 1. Biotherm (floor and bench heating) gas - $10,800.00
2 2. c 2. Double inflated polyethylene . , coal - $14,400.00
8 3. b 3. Air inflated tubes ,.

1 4. c 4. Polystyrene pellet insulation
7 5. c 5. Thermal blankets/curtains
6 6. c 6. Insulated sidewalls/gable ends/sills
4
5
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HANDOUT #1
APPENDIX

FUEL COST TRENDS

Expressed In comparable heat units (100,000 BTUs)

$1 .75

.50

.25

.00

75

50

25

.
./,# . ///

///.I s /
0, .

. .#7

1972

SWIM MID UMW

1977

war al.=
Propane #2 Oil

Gas 0 1977 21c per therm
0 1982 36c per therm
0 1986 $1.15 per therm

1982

Gas

1986

Coal

1988 figures for coal and oil am 1982 plus 10% per
year inflation. (Our best guess!) For gas it is
GROWER TALKS estimate. All figures are
approximations.
banada growers price for gas is 65% of the
porgy equivalent for oil by government man.
date.

Source: Grower Talks, May 1982

1 70,
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HANDOUT #2

s.

Suggested Methods of Double Poly Covering

1

IF

Suggested methods of double poly covering:
1. Over the topeave to eave.
2. Up to the vent.
3. Both vents open.
4. Sill to ridge with one bubble.
5. Sill to vent with one bubble. °

6. Separate bubbles on the roofs.
7. Work around vents, fan boxes and doors. You can

also cover ends.
Some growers p refer to use separate wall Oubbles over sidevents
of Aspen pad areas which can be removed when.warm weather
approaches, Monsanto Plastics & Ftisins Co. photo

. Source Badger and Poole, Conserving Energy in Ohio Greenhouses,
Cooperative Extension Bulletin 651, November 1979

vi
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HANDOUT #3

a

Operation of a Polystyrene Pellet Insulated Greenhouse

DURING THE DAY, THE BEADS
ARE PUMPED OUT OF.THE
GREENHOUSE AND INTO A
STORAGE TANK.

AT NIGHT, THE GREENHOUSE

IS FILLED WITH BEADS TO

INSULATE THE PLANTS
FROM THE COLD.

Sour= Badger and Poole, Conserving Energy in Ohio Greenhouses,
Cooperative Extension Bulletin 651, November 1979
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HANDOUT 4

Track-type Thermal Blanket

thermal
blanket

end wall blanket
carried on track for storage transport traaks

Pennsylvania Stale University photo
A track-type thermal blanket. Note side and end
curtains.

Source: Badger and Poole, Conserving Energy in Ohio Greenhouses,
Cooperative Extension. Bulletin 651, November 1979



HANDOUT #5

Air-inflated Plastic Tubes for an Energy Screen
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Source: Short and Huizing, The Development of a Movable Energy Screen for Greenhouses
Using Air-inflated Plastic Tubes, Bulletin 629, Ohio Florists'- Association, March 1982
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HANDOUT #6

Experimental Greenhouse with North Well Insula9on

Insulation with
reflective surface

Experimental greenhouse with north wall insulation

Source: Blom et al., Energy Conservation in Ontario Greenhouses,
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Publ. 65, 1978.



Energy Wasting Practices'in the Greenhouse .
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Source: McBain, "Energy Efficiency for Tomorrow's Greenhouse Workers," American Institute for Research, January 1982
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HANDOUT #8

Plant Spacing Arrangements on Benches

2 el ®

3 0 0 0 0
4 .0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

Rows

3

IWO
7

Pinch A

0 0
0 0 '0 00000

0 0 0-
0, 0 0 0
0 0 0

Spacing arrangements for standard and staggered
systems with a common spacing distance. Note that
approximately 15 percent more rows and plants can be placed on
Bench B (staggered) than on Bench A (standard).

Sourc: Poole and Badger, Management Practices to Conserve Energy
in Ohio Greenhouses, Cooperative Extension Service Bu letin 668, July
1980
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I. Lesson Topic: INVENTORY OF ENERGY USE

by

LOWELL E. HEDGES

H. Lesson Performance Objectives

At the end of this lessbn, the student will be able to:

1. Determine the amount of heat loss in the home.

2. Determine effective methods of preventing heat loss in the home.

3. Determine estimated cost and potential dollar savings forvarious energy conservation activities.

4. Identify those behaviors, activities and practices which he/she is willing to change in order to set
new priorities to better manage and conserve energy.

5. Conduct an inventory of energY usage in the home and business.

6. Conduct an inventory of energy usage for recreational and pleasure activities.

7. Compare his/her energy usage practices with tho'se.of a. like student in another sdhool, state,
and/or national culture.

Materials Needed

1. Transportation available so that the class can visit nearby homes, farms and/or businesses.thaf
utilize the improved.practices discussed in the lesson. J °

2. Access to names of students of-other nationalities/cultures wi:th whom they might correspond.

IV. The Situation

Energy management means getting the maximurn output for the least energy input to get the job
done..Achieving a reduction in energy units used for each output unit produced saves money and

, energy. The preceding nine lesions haVe attempted to show the students how to do just that. These
nine lesSon plans have considered the fol loWing major stepsas ways to approach and to think about
energy management in agriculture:

1. guttlnifout waste

The leison plan ortractor maintenance and operation helped t stu nt wee tractors effectively,
size them to the job to be done, and maintain and operate them ormaxi m ficiency. The live-
stock management lesson plan showed reasons why buildings need tote properly insulated and
ventilated for efficient energy use and also for livestock and owner hpalth. Effective energy
managenient in greenhouse operation waselso stressed in a lesson plan. kitanypracticestaught
in these lessons cart bring about immediate and significant saviris in energy. They require
commitment and determination. Some require little or.no investment.

2. '1C/tinging methods

Som lesson plans concentrate attention on how the job is done, such as the tide of the tractor
and.equiprnent, how field work is done, how,farrn buildings and homes are used and heated. All .
result in getting more done with the same or less energy input. The lesson, Framework for
Evaluating Costs andi3enefits of Alternative Energy Systerne, should enable"studentsto learn to
make Wise energy kise decisions.

3, Ithprovement

Some lessons specifically direct ourattention to inethods of getting.rdore out of the energy we



,

use. Using waste heat in a dairy operapon is one example. Using diesel engines in tractors is
another. Decisions such as the interior arranging of tables in a greenhouse cannot be over-
looked. And, of course, conserving what we have through reducing heat loss with better
insulation is high on the list of energy management priorities.

4, Now Approaches v
As the potential in steps 1,r', 2, and 3 taught in certain lessons, neW approaches to energy
management can be encoliraged so that further energy savings not readily visible can be
brought to4ight. The potential of new field working and cropping practices, alternate sources of
heat for the home and. business, such as solar energy or wind power, priority use of electrical
appliances, and equipment in the home and business all of these approaches to eneigy
management can be availaple to your students through careful study, imagination, a pioneering
spirit, and flexibility. The challenge is yours, the teacher's, to bring this all about.

V. Introduction

This lesson is designed to help the student take an analytical look at energy usage in hisTheroverall
lifestyle. Emphasis will be given to areas concerning the home, other buildings, recreation, i.e.,
energy Lisage in the student's culture. An attempt wilLalso be made to assist the teacher in exposing
students to energy management practices in other cultures. ,

The teacher might use the following statement/question as a means of getting the students to
caisider energy use and conservation beyond what the first nine lessons covered. "Our study of
energy and its use up to nowhas concentrated primarily on specific uses of energy such as
electricity and wood; specific conservation practices in our use of tractors, corn production,
livestock production, building use; and in other phases of our agricultural business. In what other
areas of our lives are there -possibilities for more efficient energy use?"

Possible student answers

1. Individual and family ging style

2. Our overall energy use as compared to that of ether 'countries.

3. Development of a master plan of energy .use for our families at home, at work and at play

4.

At this point in the lesson, the teacher shouldnave students select the sequence in which the above
suggested-areas will be studied, or else the tedcher may arbitrarily select the order that will best fit
into the overall activity schedule of the vo-ag program. 6

"VI. Statement of the Problem

0

The areas of additional study suggested by the students an be easily handled as problems to be
solved by the student and his/her family, or as decisions to be made concerning efficient energy use
by the individual arid the family.

,,
° As was done in the other lesson plans, the teachermay want to use a specific student's situati )n for

the class to analyze and to make specific recommendations. Following tlfrat action, each student
could then analyze his/her own situation and make specific recommendations that fit that
particular situation. - -

,,., ...
,.,,,, s ,

The additional areas of study suggested by the students could be rephrased as follows in order to
make,thern read as problems to be. solved or decitions to be made:

studentA. "What additional behaviors, aCtivities and practi6es can and his/her family change
that will enable them to better manage and conserve energy?"

B. "What procedures should student follow in developing a master plan 'of energy use for himself/,
herself and his/her family at home, at work and at play?"



C. "What procedures should student follow in comparing energy use and management in his/
her lifestyle and culture with that of another culture?"

VII. Solution to the Problem/Conclusion to the Decision

PROBLEM A

A. Question: "What additional behaviors, activities, and practices can, student and his/her family
change that will enable them to better manage and conserve energy?" (The problem should be
written on the chalkboard with students' suggestions Beneath.)

Rossible student answers

Their recreational and leisure time activities

The way they use their home

Little practicesAke cutting down on the use of plastic that is made of petroleum and the
time spent watching television

B. After the students hay completed their suggestions, the teacher mightwant to use the following
transition statement a a lead-in to the next class activity. "When using energy or in ourattempts
to conserve energy, we must take intd account our economic, practical, and self-esteem values,.
and even our moral, aesthetic and spiritual values. By examining personal values, individuals can
determine what energy-conlerving habits.and possessions in their lifestyle are to be maintained
and which can be deleted or altered in order to manage and use energy more efficiently."

At this point, the teacher could distribute handout WI, Energy Ethic. Discussidn could be held on
what activities art most important to the individual. The students can then indivittually complete
Columns A and B in the exercise. Further discussion could be held concerning which items tie
students could do without and thus help...conserve energy. Column C could then be completed.
Here students have an opportunity to decide which activities can be eliminated in a severe
energy crisis.

-
C. Another exercise that itudents cdn complete is handout a2, which provides them an additional

opportunity to analyze their lifestyles. Questions at the end .of the exercise provide excellent
guidelines for class discussion on adjustin9 individual lifestyles ta use less energy.

D. Handouts #3 ahd ail offer a way.for students to look closely at their common leisure-tirneactivities
and provide a means of making wise decisions in reducing high energy-consuming leisure-time
activities. Meaningtul discussions can be held during this exercise as students share their value
systems.

,4 PRoBLEM B

A. Question: "What procedures should student follow in d eloping a master plan of energy use
for himself/herself and his/her family at home, at Work, an t play?" (The problem should be
written on the chalkboard with students' suggestions4ritt n underneath,)

Possible student answers

Make an inventory of the family's energY usage.

Make list of energy conservation activities the family can follow.

Write up an agreement for the family to folloW in implementing energy-saving practices.

,

B. Handout #5 can be used by the student to determine what &ergy management activities/practices
are presently being followed by him/her and his/her family. i,Xè checklist is constructed so that it
can also be used to indicate future energy conservation p actices that an individual or a family
plan to

181
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C. As part of the master plan for energy conservation, the family can cond uceahome energy analysis
to determine the heat loss in the home plus estimated cost and potential dollar savings for
various conservation activities. Handout #6, a questionnaire developed by the Ohio Department of
Energy, can be used to make this analysis. The completed questionnaire can then be sent to the
Department of Energy for the computer analysis. Some Count" Agricultural Extension.Agents
can also prodess the questionnaire.

D. By the time students-have been taught the ten lessons on energy management, they should be
ready for and capable of developing a master energy management plan for their home, farm, or
business and for their family .and themselves.

Aleview of the Energy Management Checklist, handout #5, should enable the student and his/her
family to select those energy mfiagement activities that still can be put into action. Give the
students handout #7. This Ma r Plan provides a means to identify the activity; to indicate if
further help is needed tol p ement this activity, and, if needed, who will provide it; and estimated
yearly savings in dollars it that energy management activity is 'used. The Master Plan also
provides for the recording of the key person in the family or business who is responsible for
taking the initiative in putting the energy management activity into use.

PROBLEM C

A. Question: "What procedures should student follow in comparing energy use and management
in his/her life-style and culture with ttrat of another culture?" (The problem should be wriften on
the chalkboard with )students' suggestions written underneath.)

Possible student answers:

Correspond with a pen-pat in another country.

Study how *farming is done in a developing Country and compare (with our farming) the
amounts of energy used to produce a unit of food.

Do an in-depth study of Wdrld-wide energy use and conservation.'

B. Establishing a pen pal relationship with a foreigh student/family for the purpose of obtaining new
insights into energy management can be a novel and rewarding experience. Many European and
Scandinavian countries were practicing energy conservation in all aspects of ,their life-style§
long before the United States became aware of the "energy problem." Through correspondence
with a pen pal in Norway, for example, a student Can learn unique Ways in which the Norwegian
family wisely flanges energy usage in their life-style. Assistancsoln locating- pen pals can be
found by writing to World Pen Pals, 1690 Como Avenue, St.Paul, Minnesota, 55108. Initial
participation cost is 1.00, per individual.

O. To become aware of what other cultures around the world.have been doing and plan tO do as too
ener6y conservation would be of value to our students in their consideration of energy use and
conservation in our culture. This cross-cultural study should include developed as well as
developing countries. How do these cultures differ from our own in energy, use, percent of
energy imported, energy.cOnsuMption per capita, and percentage of wortd energy consumptiOn
versus percentage of the world population? Also, our students should benefit from comparing .
the flow of energy in rnoslern, highly mechanized, fossil fuel agriculture with that floW in a nom- -,
fossil fuel, simpler form of agriculture that is found in most of the developing. countries.

Handout #8 contains charts comparing the floW of energy in two agricultural societies, specifically,
the"slash and burn" (gardening) agricultural system and the modern fossil fuel-based .

agricultural system. Advantages and disadvantages in terms of energy use and Ooductivity are
otivious discussion points for this exercise. Ten discussion questions a4re included in handout#8.

D. One approach that a teacher might use in teaching this section is to solicit questions from
students concerning energy use and conservation in other culturesas compared to those in our

1 8 ,2



culture. The following are some possible questions students might ask, along with answers.
References for the questions are included in the Appendix (pages 33-37).

1. If the United States made a serious commitment to energy conservation, how much less
energy could it consume and still maintain an enjoyable standard of living?

30 to 40 percent less (Reference #1)

2. In the debate concerning energy conservation, there are several theories as to the best way to
redLice energy usage. What are the various theories and what are the specific beliefs?

a. Free market proponents. They argue that price alone should deterMine the extent and
definition of conservation. They believe swift deregulation of energy markets, for one
thing, is the way to realize energy conservation.

b. Non-deregulation group. These people would reluctantly go along with deregulation, but
argue that it is not a sufficient condition for optimai energy use. The "free" market has
failed to reflect full social costs from such externalties as oil spills, air pollution, and
congestion from automobiles, balance of payment deficits, &nd the potential disruptive
economic and national security costa of an oil embargo. They also believe in the need- for
higher taxes on energy, particularly gasoline,

c. "Winafall profits" group. These people are concerned with the -"windfall profits" or
economic rents from higher energy prices iccruing to a limited number of large
producers. Regulation of energy prices-for this reason makes conservation less attractive.
On the other hand, lower income consumers bear relatively more of the burden of higher
ertergy prices: Many _feel that they should be protected or compensated. la
(Source: Reference #1)

3. _What percent of the world's population resides in the United States? What percept of the oil
consumed in the world each day is consumed by the United States?

r-
6% of the population; 1/3 of the oil. (Reference #1)

4. What proportion of the oil used by the United States cis imported?

AboUt 1/2. (Reltrence #1),

5. How does the energy consumption of the American people compare with that of other -

countries'?
0

West Germany consumed about 3/4 as much energy asthe U.S. and Fr'ance approximately
1/2 as much energy for each.dollar of gross domestic product in 1976. (Other comparisons
can be found in Table 1, Reference #1.)

6. In the United States, how much of the total amount of oil used is consumed by the
transportation sector? How much by the private auto?

Transportation usat about 1/4 of the energy consumed, and 1/2 of the oil. The private aUto
uses over half of the transport sector's energy. (Reference #1)

7, What are some other major Use areas of energy in the United ,States?

Residential sector = 20 percent, with 2/3 fdr space and water heating, plus 1/4 lest clUe to Sir'
infiltration in the house.

0

Production agriculture = 2.8 percent of total energy use.
. .

Processing, marketing/distribution, input manufacture and food preparation = 132 percent
_ (Reference #1)

I- 8. How dependent is adriculture on the liquid fuels?
. ..

P.': Oil and natural gas provide bout 85 perceAt of energy use in the food and fiber system, and
over 96 percent of energy us in agricultural production. (Reference #1)

,
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9. What happens to price incentives for conservation when energy prices are controlled either
because of windfall profits or because of concern for lower income consumers?

Price incentives are reduced. (Referende #1)

10. If number 9 above is true, how then do we achieve more energy conservation?

More reliknce must be placed on voluntary patriotic or involuntary schemes for rationing or
, curtailing energy use. (Reference #1) a

11. Do price contr>ft on ene rgy sources affect future generati6ns?

Price controls clearly work against future generations. (Reference #1)

12. How does the energy consumption per capita of heavily populated countries compare with
Western European countries and the UnitedStatps?

In comparing kilogram% of coal equivaleat per capita, Bangladesh records 28 per capita,
Unitiel Kingdom 5265, and the United States 10,999. (Reference #2)

13. Why is modern agriculture energy intensive?

Because of mechanization and the petroleum base of many agricultural chemicals
currently used to increase crop yields and net returns. (Reference #3)

14. How does a subsistence diet compare with an affluent diet in terms of food or fuel needs?

Subsistence diet = 400' lb. of grain and 0.2 acres. Affluent diet 1600 lb. of grain and 19
acres. (Reference #3)

1 e4
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VIII. Evaluation

01.11Z: INVENTORY OF ENERGY USE

NAME

1. Usti ive possessions and five activities which are of real importince to you. For each of the ten things
listed, explain in A-sentence why it is so important to you.

I

2. List four factors which would cause you to change your life-style so that you would use less energy.

r

0

3. List five changes you would be willing to make in your life-style to conserve energy. List five
conditions of your life-style which you would resist changing even with a real energy shortage or
vc.<zst2igh cost of energy.

4. Energy for home and personal use is to be severely rationed4Which of the following restrictions would;
you be most willing to aCcept? Explain your choice.

(1) No electricity in your home for 12 hours each day.

(2) Gasoline limited to ten percent of present use.

4

5. What evitience can I as your teacher expect to ee that you tlave learned andohanged your bet)allor
as a result of this unit on attitudes -and th nergy situation our country is. now experiencing?

Sourc: Beaulieu, Low Energy Technology, 1980
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HANDOUT #1 APPENDIX

ENERGY ETHIC

Beldw is a list of items and activitiet which require energy for their manufacture, use, and diaposal.
Number (rank) these items in order of importance and necessity to you. Mark your responses.in Column A

number 1 being most important, down to number 20 for least important.

A

watching television

hot water for bathing

electric toothbrush

waffle iron

, synthetic clothing

reading a book

eating a raw apple

WV dinner

car ride to the store

drive-in movie

making home-made icetcream

lipstick or cologne

aerosol deodorant

electric hair dryer

bike riding

a walk in the sun

candy.

night-time football games

hot lunches

'sChool buses

Now that ypbhave ranked/these items according to their importance to you, look through the list again
and rank from 1 to 10 in Column B the ones you feel are most energy intensive.

Finally mark in Column C the items you could do.without and thus help yourself and our nation to
conserve energy. -

Adapted from J.C. Oenney materials: Decisions, Decisions (teaching unit)

Material also from Beaulieu, Barbara, et al., Low Energy Technology: A Unit of Instruction In
Housing and Home Environment Attitudes. Gainesville, Florida: University of
Florida,' 198Q.



1.

2.

3.

4.,

5.

Things I Like to Do

alb

THINGS I LIKE TO DO

4,

F &/or M "10" Date

1. List 5 things you like to dof

2. Place a $ sign by any item which costs more than $3.00 each time to do it.

3. Put a capital "E" in the row of any item which uses a lpt of."Purchased" enerby to perform.

4. Put a small "e" next to any item whip' requires little "Purchased" energy to perform.

5. Using the code letlers "F" andM", record which of the items on your list yob think your father (F) and
mother (M) might hive had on their lists if they, had been asked to make onegat YOUR age.

6. Place a number "10" for any%rtem which you think would not be on your list 10 years from now. .

7. Finally, go down your list and place the date when you did it last.

8. Answer the following questions:.

What does your list tell you about the things you likes o do?
What items requi a lot of energy?
List ways that y4 could conserve energy in this li t of hings you like to do:
Did your parents use less energy at your age than you do? Why?
CA/hat things are you going to keep doing for many years? What options are there for.Continuiyg to do these
'activities but with less ene y? S i o 0 .

How could you get same end result (satisfactionkfor the shori term items put use less energy?

Adapted from J.C. Penney materials, Decisions, Decisions (teaching unit)

Matrial also from Beaulieu, Low Energy Tectology, 1980
1
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HANDOUT #3

LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES

(Directions for Handout #4)

1. In handout #4, column 1, in the space provided list 10 leisure-time activities that you enjoy doing.

2. In column 2, rank these activities in the order of importance to you.

3. In column 3, under "Costs Money," place the score which best indicates the coSt of this activity.

3 poinY high cost activity
2 'points - moderate cost activity
1 point - low cost activity

- no cost

4. In column 4, place the score that bet evaluates the amount of "purchased" energy used for the
activity.

3 points major amount used
2 points moderate amountused
1 point - small amount used
0 - no purchased energy used

5. In column 5, rate the activity on the frequency with which it is performed.

3 points - performed a lot
2 points - performed occasionally
1 point performed seldom
0 - never done

6. To calculate the total value, add the pointain columns 3, 4, and 5 together, and put the total in column
6. (Example 3 + 2 + Q = 5)

7. In column 7, rank the items from high to low in the total value column. (A "9" would be ranked #1, a
"0" would be ranked #10.)

8. After completing this activity, answer the following questions:
,

If faced with a severe energy crisis and the need to cut leisure-time activities by 50 percent,
how would you cut yourjaisure-time_activities?

How could you obtain the same enjoyment but use less energy?

Are you willing to reduce your activities by 50 percent to help conserve energy? Why or why
not?

Does the ranking affect the decision to reduce activities? How?

Does the dollar value have an effect on energy use?

What activities can be done without "purchasedenergy?

Source: Beaulieu, Low Energy Technology, 1980
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Activity

LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES CHART

Order of
Importance

2

Costs
Money

3

Energy
Used
4

a

4

5 ,

a

7..

8

9

10

Frequency
5

Total Value
6

Rank
7

A
SOurce: Beaulieu, Low,Energy Technolog , 1980
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HANDOUT #5 - page 1

Have WAII

don 00.
Temperature control

Reduce daytime home heating in
winter. chaintaining 65°F (18°C) or
lower temperature.

Set air-conditioning unit to recircu-
late cool air instead of pulling in
warmer outside air.

Increase 'temperature setting for
summer air conditioning to 78°F
(26°Cj or higher.

Reduce nighttime winter tempera-
ture 5°-8°F(3°-5°C) or more.
Use window and attic fans for cool-
ing during summer when outside
temperature is below temperature in
home.

Maintain heating and cooling
equipment in good operating condi-
tion.

Keep air filters clean to make it
easier for heating and cooling sys-
tem to do its job.

Close off un.used rooms and'
closets.

Use kitchen and bathroom exhaust
fans only when necessary
Install an-exhaust fan in the attic to
,reMove hot air in the summer.'

Shade windows from direct sun in
summer with draperies and roll-up
shades.

Open draperies and raise shades to
receive sun's heat in winter-

Close door of attached garage in
winter.

Close damper when fireplace is not
in use.

Select an energy efficient air-
conditioning unit the. proper size for
spaceto be cooled. lt is better to buy
a slightly undersized unit, rather
than an oversized one.

13

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

CHECKLIST

Have Will
done do

Repair leaks and insulate heating
and cooling ducts in spaces not
heated or cooled.

Adjust radiator valves, air duct,
dampers, or heat registers accord-3
ing to activity in area.

Reduce heating and cooling temp-
eratures when away from home for
long periods of time.

Insulation reduces heat loss or
hut gain, imprges comfort, and
reduces energy required far heat-
ing and cooling. .

Ceiling-4 minimum R-Value of 19.

Walls minimum R-Value of 11.
Crawl space or unheated basement
minimum R-Value of 13.

Window and door protection for
winter

Install storm windows and storm
doors, or

Cover windows and doors with plas-
tic.

.

Protect home from cold winter
wind.

Plant or build a 'windbreak land-
scape treatment. '

Use garage entrance where pos-
sible.

Protect entrances with double-door /0
arrangement.

(continued)
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HANDOUT #5 - page 2

Have Will
done do

E
E

Energy Management Checklist (continued)

Seal air leaks.

Weather-strip doors, windows, and
all movable Joints.

Caulk interior and exterior cracks.

Seal unused doors.
Cap unused flues and for) chim-
neys.

Protect home from summer sun.

E.1 Plant deciduous trees.

Install a roof overhang to protect
windows.
Use awnings or other treatment.

Utilize breezeslor cooling during
warm season. k

0 Close windows during midday.

0 Openwindows in evening.

Lighting

0 Turn off unnecessary lights, indoors
sand out.

Reduce lighting levels-to minimum
for task to be performed.

fl Use bulbs with lower wattage in
halls, stairWays, and other areas of
general illumination.

Use light colors in decoratinglo im-
prove lighting-efficiency.

Do tasks that require a high light
level during daylight hours when
possible.

Keep lighting fixtures clean.

17 0
0

0 0
173 E

El 0

Use fluorescent lighting for maxi-
mum light from electrical energy
used.

Use timers to turn lights on in the
evening rather than leaving lights on
all day when no one is home.

Have WiH
done, do

E

0

EJ

Food preparatIon

Use oven io capacity.

Use cooking utensils that fit suriace
unit.

Use tight-fitting lids on cooking
utensils, whenappropriate.
Reduce heat to Maintain necessary
cooking temperature when using
surface units.

Use small appliances for cooking-if
they are-more efficrent than a range--

Preheat Oven oriy for leavened
foods. Do not preheat longer than
needed to attain required tempera-
ture:
Turn off oven. and Surface units
when food is cooked.

Food preservation: refrigerator,
freezer

0 Avoid opening door or hOlding it
open unnecessarily.

Keep grilles and evaporator coils
clean.

Locite .cooling appliances away
from heat sources such as range,

.hot air register, or direct sunlight.

0 Defrost as needed.

If cold_eir is leaking around door,
have door gdjusted or gasket re-
placed.

0 El Turn off, empty, clean,'anctleave re-
frigerator ddbr open when taking an
extended vacation.

0
Dishwashing

Accumulate dishes: hold until
Washer is filled If dishes are hand
washed. rinse and hold breakfast
and lunch dishes until evening.

Do not ietot water run continuously
while was ing or rinsing.dishes.

Omit dishwasher drying cycle; open
the door at end of the rinse cyblei
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Have Will
done do

E
O '0

. Energy Management Checklist (continued)

Heating water

Reduce amount of hot water uted.

Insulate long hot water pipes, espe-
cially those under the home or those
that go through unheated base-
ments or crawl spaces.

0 Repair leaky faucets.

Maintain regular temperature set-
ting of 110°-120°F (43°-49°C) on
water heater if automatic dish-
washer is not used, 140°F (60°C) if
automatiedishwasher is used.

0
O 0
O 0

O 0

O 0
O 0
O 0

° 0
0 0
O 0'

O 0

0

O 0
O 0

Laundry. .

Wash only full loads of laundry.

Use heated water in only the wash
cycle.

Use water no hotter than necessary
for adequate soil removal and sani-
tation,

Use good laundry techniques to ob-
, tairfsatisfactory results in one wash-

ing process.

Avoid overdrying in clothes dryer.

Sort dryer loads by weight.

Line-dry garments and household
items when practical.

Use dryer efficiently. Avoid drying
one or two items at one time.

Vent electric dryer indoors during
heating season.

Remove items when dryer stops to
avoid unnecessary wrinkling, which
will require ironing to remove.

Reduce ironing to a Minimum by
careful selection of garments and
household linens.

Cleaning and maintenance
-Empty or replace vacuum cleaner

bag frequently to keep it functioning
efficiently.

Use hand equipment rather than
power tools when practical.

Develop preventive -maintenance
practices. Routine check-up and
servicing will prevent greater prob-
lems later.

Have Will
done do

0, 0

15

Personal care

Minimize hot water used in bathing.
Check to see if less water is used in
stiowering than in tub bathing.

O 0 Add a flow restrictor to shower head.

a Do not ,leave water running while
shaving or brushing teeth.

Recreation and Entertainment ,

O a Turn off home entertainment equip-
ment when no one is really watching
or listening.

Ei Disconnect or use vacation setting
,ori an instant-on television when
you'are not going to be using it regu-
larly.

Use shop or hobby equipment effi-
ciently.

,0 Maintain tools in good operating
condition.

Encourage family members to de-
velop leisure activities that have iCAN
energmosts, such as bicycling, hik-
ing, rearing, and swimming.

0 Spend vacations closer to home.

0 Encourage home and neighbor-
hood activities:

a
a
a

.

O 0
O

7

0
O 0
O 0

O 0
0

O 0
O 0

Major Source: Energy Management Checklist for the Home (
Science and Education Administration.
Items also from: Howell, D.L., et al. Energy Conservation in the
Pennsylvania State University, College of Agriculture, 1980.

Family Automobile .

Drive at a moderate speed.

Drive smoothly, with gradual starts
and stops.

Drive slowly for first mile instead of
letting car warm up by idling.

Provide proper 'maintenance;
make sure you have well-tuned
engine and properly inflated tires.

Combine errands by careful plan-
ning.

Carpool whenever possible.

Other transportation

Walk, ride a bicycle, or use public
transportation whenever possible.

Travel only when necessary.

PA-1118). Washington, -D.C.: USDA, Prepared by

Home anil on the Farm. University park, PA: The
1. °
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0

Energy Management ^Checklist (cornued)

FARM ENERGY MANAGEMENT eHECKLIST.
Have done WM do

Farm Tractors and Equipment

Select the proper tractor-size to fit the operation.

Size the equipment to match the tractor.

Practice minimum tillage where practical.

'Follow regular maintenance and tune-uPs.

Merge small fields into large fields to reduce
turning and have longer rows.

Keep all implements lubricated and properly adjusted.

Use trActor weights to distribute load forrainimum
wheel slippige.

Check tire pressure.

. Replace faulty radiator thermostatC

( )

( )

( )

( )

(

( )

( ),

(

di( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Keep tillage tools sharp and properly lubricaW.

Avoid excessive idling and engine warmrup-time.

Remove tractor wheel weights when not needed.

Use-preventative maintenance.

Tillage Management

Omit plowing, harrowing, disking, or cativation
where good manNement practices will permit.

Don't plow quite as deep unless there is-a plow plan. ( )

Keep-plow shares sharpened. ( )

t.

Plow when soil moisture is faliorable, if possible..4 ( )

Plow around fields instead of inlands. )

Harrow fields diagonally when two passes are needed. (



-
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Energy Management Checklitst ontinued)

.

Farm En, ergy Management.Checklist (contiriued)

Tillage Management (continued). Haifa done

,41ork the lohig way of the field:' ( )

Have a good soil and wa±er,ccnservation plan: ( )

17

Will do

4
( )

( )

( )

(

(

(

Use contour strip cropping.

Combine some f'eld operations-into one.,

Apply liquid nitrogen and herbicides.
7

Disk and apply herbicides,

.Plant and apply herbicides.

FertilitylManagement
a

Use high analysis fertilizers.

:Use ammoniated starters to enhance early ggrminatiOn
and reduce replanting risk.

.
, .

Plow dowh all P.& K when:planting cleal%seeded
alfalfa for 3 year standg;s:-

Hanae and store manure in seiru.-diy form.
s

Spread manure less trpaquently.

Plow dawn manure promptly.

. Handle less yeight.'

farad forage legunes.

Grain Drying

Use early maturing yarieties.

Field dry to the fullest possible extent.

Buy a good moisture tester and use it.

t.
Do not bverdry.

( )

(_ )

( )

( )

)

( )

?continued)
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,

Energy Management Checklist (continued)

rarm Energy Management Checklist (continued) ,

GrainDrying(continued)

Clean grain to remove fines and reduce power
needed to move air through grain.

Use as little grain depth as possible and level
the top.

Operate dryer at optimurri levels recommended
"by manufacturer and keep serviced properly.

Use dryeration process.

Grain preservation with organic acid.

Have done Will do

( )

( ) ( )

Farm TruCks and Autos

carry loads to vehicle capacity. Do not overload. ( )

Plan and schedule trips. ( )

Follow regular naintenance programs. ( )

Buye right_size vehicle properly equipped
to do the job.

inflate all tirds.to proper pressure peak,. ,

( )

'Avoid excessive motor idling.

Water Heating

Preheat incoming water with heat.exchamger.

Drain water heater and remoVe lime deposits
on,a pericdic basis.

Repair all leaking faucets.

Use automatic waterers-rather than continuous flcrd.'

Insulate around.outside of waterheater and
between its basaand the flcor.

(

(

(

(

)

*
)

)

)

)

)

Inslate hot water lines which run through unheated
( )

( )
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'Energy Management Checklist (contirtued)

Farm Energy Management Checklist (continueid)

WiderHeating(cohtinueCi)

Keep temperature setting 4E-icw level.

Use hot water conservatively.
0\

Ventilation

gliminate mOchanical ventilation in animal housing
facility wherever practical by using natural
ventilation.

10.11en warm aniffal housing facilities are required,

consider a convertible system, closed, warm,and
Mechanically ventilated during cold months - open
and naturally ventilated during summer months.

Reduce ventilation rates (ctO to minimum levels
in animal housing facilities medhanically ventilated
year round and increase air4,circulation within the
structure during hot months to compensate.

Have done Will do

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

) ( )

( )

( ) )

Turn fans off when ventilation is not required.

Selectlfans with a higti cfm/watt rating. (

Clean fans and shutters frequently. ( ) 0

)

( )

Check thermostats. ( )

Controls properly set to prevent over Ventilation
during cold weather months and wasting supplemental
heat.,2

TempeAture-controlled, variable speed fans,
2-speed fans orivotor-operated fan shutters to
reduce fuel consumption in heated buildings.

;lubricate fans per manufacturer's recommendation.
,

Keep belts tight.
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A

Energy Management Checklist (continued)

Farm Energy Management Checklist (contin ed)

Refrigeration

A, heat exchanger coupled wi a refrigerant

ccupresso. ,

JRenove half of the heat from fruits or vegetables

brought from the field:

A multitube pre-cooler, using well water to

pre-cool milk.

Keep conpressor condensors and fans clean..

Electric Motors

Load motor with work as' near as possible to its

related capacity. Size motor to the job.

Avoid overheating.

Avoid letting motors run idle.

Start motors in sequence rather than simultaneously
if there are 2 or more large motorgw°

A

Keep motors and equipment lulificated and clean.

If you are on demand billing, operate as\few
motors and lights at one time as practical.

Install electric wiring for motors which is
heavy enough gauge for minimum voltage drops.

Maintain proper V-belt tension.

Electrical equipment powered by motors of correct

type and size.

Distribution pole near center of load._

All equipment stpplied with correct voltage.

200

Have done Will do
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Energy Management Checklist (continued)

Farm Energy Management Checklist (continued)

Have done Will do
Lighting

Switch to lawer wattage bulbs .

Switch incandescent to lower wattage oryo
lower wattage reflector bulbs.

Use teak lighting and reduce whold are lighting.

Replace regular fluorescents Withnew Watt Misers.

Reduce total li4ht burning I:lours by t3frning off
when not in use.

Light dimmers used where total wattage of bulbs
giyes more ligh t. than needed.

Eliminate unnecessary dusk-to-dawn lights

Iffigaion

Diesel power instead of gasoline.

Sprinkler rather than furrow irrigation.

Trickler rather than furrow irrigation.

Irrigating under cloudy conditions, lager
temperatures, and/or at.night to reduce water
requirements.

Maintain and tune the paaer unit engine.

Operate electric,powered units during low
demand periods.

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

( )

(

( .)

( )

( )

( )

)

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

21
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Name

Address

HOME ENERGY ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Please print:

Last First
Phone

City. I I 0
State ZIP

..

,

. .-
IDirections: -

FOR QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 18 WRITE THE LETTER THAT INDICATES THE BEST ANSWER IN THE BOX
AT THE RIGHT OF THE QUESTION.

0

1. In the box at the
right, enter the letter
from the Ohio map
that best indicates
your location. CLEVELAND

D COLUMBUS

.DAYTON

2. What is the primary type.of
energy used for heating your home? El
A. natural gas E. electric radiant
B. LP gas or baseboard
C. oil F electric furnace
D. coal G. electric heat pump

H. wood
3. Do you have air conditioning?
A. yes B. no C. partiaHy
4. What type of construction is
your home?
A. frame with wood siding
B. frame with aluminum siding
C. frame with brick exterior
D. frame wittrstucco
E. frame with combination of aboVia
F frame with other exterior
G. block or solid brick masonry
H. log
5. How much of the fiist floor of your
home is carpeted with either walk:
to-wall carpet or padded rugs?
A. none B. 1/4 C. 1/2. D.3/4 E. all
6!What type is your hoine?
(Consider every answer listed)
A. 1 story . F. bilevel
B. 11/2 story or 1
story w/finisl*ed attic
C.2 story. G. split level
D. 2 story w/ (3 floor%
1 story levels),
section dr
addition H. split level
E. 21/2 story or 2 w/basement
story w/finished (4 floor
attic levels)

7. How many bedrooms are in
your home?
A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 4 E. 5 or more
8. Generally speaking, what size are El
the bedrooms in_your home?
A. small B. medium C. large 2
9. Are there heated rooms over an E
unheated and uninsulated garage?
A. no eB. yes; over a 1-car garage
C. yei; over a 2-car garage

-

2 1 2

.1Q. How many dormers does your
home have? NOTE: This is a
dormer:
A. 0 B. 1
C. 2 D. 3
E. 4 or more i
11. What type Of foundation does
your home have?
A. basement .1,, E. basemen44
B. crawispace.. craWlspace
C. slab F basement &
Dpffing 1- slab

G. crawlspace & slab
12. If you have a basement, is it
heated to the saiiie temperature as ri
your home?
A. no B. yes C*41/2 heated

13. If you have a basement or crawl-
space, which picture best shOws
the height Of the basement walls or
crawlspdce wallsaboye ground?
A

fa...AL
SI PM
L L L

1 jj ox giately what height are
th JI gt in your home?
A.8' (sfandard) B. 10' C. cathedral
15. What does the insulation in your
attic look like?
A. loose particles C. none present
B. blankets or D. unknown
batts
Cold air will leak into your house any-
where there is a crack, including
around windows and doors, around
water and electric openings, where
walls meet windows, and at the founda-
tion sill. For questions 16, 17, and 18,
chdose the best description from an-
swers A, B, and C below.
A. TIGHT: cOmpletely caulked,
weatherstripped, sealed. No drafts.
B. FAIR: partially sealed. Some drafts.
C. DRAFTY: needs to be sealed.
16. What is the condition of
your windows?
17. What is the condition of
your doors?
18. What is the condition of your
floors, walls, and foundation?
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Home Energy Analysis Questionnaire (continued),

,

ANSWER QUESTION-S.419-26 IN THE
SPACE PROVIDED.
NOTE: The small numbers et the left of
the spaces are for computer use only.
19. What is,the present insulation
thickness in inches for each of the .
sections in your home? (If unknoim,
leave blank)

ceiling or attic
i_floor
s_walls
20. What i; your average thermostat
setting in the winter?

t
1--°F cidy

2basement walls
4slab edge

2_°F.night

21. How many exterior doors of each
type are in your home? °

sliding glass
metal k

s_wooden

2_woOcrw/storm
4_metahw/storm

22. What is the cost of the primary type
of energy used for heating your home?
If known, enter price of units specified
below in boxes at right. (If unknown,
leave blank)

Natural gas: $/100 mi. ft. (CCF)
LP gas: $/gl.
Oil: $/gal. Wood: $/cord
Electric: $/Kwh Coal: $/ton

23. Indicate in the table below how many windows of each size and type are in
your home.

SIZE OF
WINDOW

Small: about
21/2 x 21/2'

Medium; about
3' x 4'

Large: about
3' x 6'

Picture: aOut
5" x 8'

TYPE OF
WINDOW

,--Ls' Ingle pane 2______single pane

. double glazed
or single pane
with storm

,______single pane

, double glazed
or single pane
with ,storm

,..._n_single pane

6_,...--domble glazed
or single pane
wtth storm

., double'glazed
or single parte
with storm

24. All of the information on this survey will be kept strictly confidential according to
the provisions of the privacy act. May we have permission to contactyou in the future to

. ' secure follow-up and additional information?
,_yes 2_no

You have now completed a mini-audit Of your home. Remember that the thini-audit will
only provide energy saving recommendations for a pebtotype of your home or one that
is similar to yopqrs irl size, type and heat loss characteristics. To receive a apecific
analysis of your individual house or a maxi-audit, complete questions 25 and/or 26,
depending on your particular type of residence.Read and follow directions carefully.

25. On the back of this page are pictures of several homes with various first floor
plan shapes. Select the example which most closely resembles the shape of your
particular house. If none of the ex&nples match your home's layout exacIly, you can
still obtalen a valuable energy-analysisb9 approximating your home's design to one of.the examples. -

Once you have selected the picture v4hich reSemblesyour first floor plan, measure the
lengths of the first floor sides labeled A,'B, C, D, which apply to your home. It is
imperativethat these dimensions are labeledexactly as in the appropriate example.
Exclude attached unheated additions sucti as garages and porches.
You can measure each side from the outside or inSide of your home and estimate within,
the nearest foot of the exact length. If you know the approximate length of interior
rooms or rugs, you can add these lengths to obtain the total dimensions. Another
'method 9f approximatingthe lengths of the sides is to pace off the distande.
What is the approximate length in feet of the first floor sides, labeled A, 14., C, D, that
apply*to your home?

Side A ft Side

Side C ft, Side D ft
26. COmplete this question only if you live in an attached home, such as a townhouse,
condornirjum, twin single, row house, etc.
For condominiums, twin singles,
townhouses, and other attached
dwellings, check any side(s) of your home
that are attached to another home.

Detach and return to
The Ohio Department of Energy
30 East Broad Street
34th Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215

, _prie A si de

3_two A sides

s_side D

C

4_one B side '

6_1Wo B sides

'(continued)

L.
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Home Energy Analysis Questionnaire (continued)

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE SIDES ARE4LABELED EXACTLY AS IN THE EXAMPLES
BELOW. Exclude attached unheated additions, but include garage if it is ,.

located below heated rooms.

Rectangle shape home
1 or2-story

rectangle
first floor
plan requires
only A and B ---of

o

"C" shape home
1 or 2-stoq

"1" shape home
1 or 2-story

_L
b--D-911

exclude
garage r,

A

BI-Level
Question
6 must be
answered F

include
garage

f-story with 1-story section or addition

IMPORTANT:
Question 6'
must be
answered D.
A and B must be
the sides of the
2-story section,
and C and D the
1-story section.It

2-story.
section I

C-14 exclude
1, garage

Split Level
Question 6 must be

.answered G or H.

include
garage

1.---B -1-4-

0 ER SHAPES:
IMP TANT: Chnust be the length of the
dotte line as shown in the examples and
A must e directly across from D. Also, A
pnd B rust be the sides of the larger
sectiorf or if the home is a split level or a
two- 'pry with a one-story addition, A and
B must be sides of the two-story section. -

If none of the examples fit your home's
shape exactly, you may still obtain a
valuable eriergy analsis by appróximating
your hpme'sshape to one of the examples. ,

2 (Q F o r assistanie call
1-800-282-'9234
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Summary of Our Energy ManagemgaPlan
. A. Key person(s) responsible for good energy management on our farm:

Our Home Farm equipment

Tenant House(s) Farm buildings

B. Others we should involve in
(a) Development of our Energy Plan

(b) Energy Saving as we work and live

SUMMARY OF ENERGY COST SAVING ITEMS CHECKED

1. FARM EQUIPMENT USE AND MAINTENANCE
4

Who can help us
Potpntial_Energy Saver Help Needed (t.0) Gel the answer?

Estimated yearly
Savings

Total

Notes

.(continuecl)
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Summary coed.
2. FARM BUILDING USE AND MAINTENANCE

WS° can hie* taS
Potential Energy Saver 14010 NolaitadIvil _GOMM ensvpoo?'

,

Estimated yearly
Savings

$4,

$
Total

Notes'

206
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Summary mad.

3 OUR HOME AND AUTOMOBILE(S)
WhO can help us

Potential Energy Saver Help Needed (s.0) Get the answer?
Estimated yearly
Savings

$

27

Total

Notes:

a

g

- 4. TENANT HbUSE(S)
Who can help us Estimated yearly

Potential Energy Saver Help Needed (sol Get the answer? Savings

Total

Notes

5. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Potential Energy Saver

Notes.

Who can help us Estimated yearly
Help Needed (w) Get the answer? Savings

207

Total

Sourc: Managing Energy on the Farm. Agway Inc., Attn: Mr. Norman Agor, Manager-Energy Management, Ea 4933,
Syracuse, NV 13221
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Activity Comparing the FloW of Energy
in Two Agricultural Societies

TRACING ENERGY FLOW
Symbol

--0

IMMO

goUrCE Agriculture, EnergY, end Socie je; Grades 10, 11, 12. Wabhington, D.C. U.S. Department of Energy, Reprinted
September 1978.

Definition

Energy Source

'Represents sOurce of energy from
outside the agriculture systim .

which pill supply an unlimited
amount of- energy. An example
would be sunlight.

Energy Storage

Represents energy stored within ,

the agricultural systelw (Only in
limited amounts) and when drawn
upon can be exhausted. -An example
would be seeds.

Heat Sink

Represents the heat loss from tbe
agricultural.system each time
energy is changed from one to
another (second law of thermo-
dymanics). Examples would be the
heat given'off when sunlight is
converted intd food energy or
when gasoline is converted into
energy to drive a tractOr.

Wokk Gate

4Apresents the interaction of two
or more energy flows (inputs) in
an agritultural system. The net
result ip different from the in-
puts. For example, sunlight inter-
acts with nutrients and water in a
corn plant which results in corn
kernels.

Green Plant

Represents the photosyntheSizing
(food-making) of green plants.

Consumer

Represents anything with the ability
to consume, grow, or reproduce from
it. Por example one animal, or a
whole lot of animals. -People are
consumers.
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Activity Comparing the Flow of Energy In Two Agricultural Societies (continued)

WORKSHEET 1: *Garden Energy Flow'Chart

Use the correct symbols to complete the energy flow
system growing peas in your garden. Include energy
requirements in preparing the soil, planting and
watering the'peas, fighting pests, cultivating, har-
vesting and preparation for consumption.



Major Energy Flow Pathways Involved in Growing Corn in a Shifting
Apiculture System in the Lowlands of Eastern Guatemala. Numbers
represent kilocalories per acre per year.

ek,

210



Major Energy Flaw Pathways Involved In Gro I g Corn on a
Mechanized Farm In Nebraska. Numbers repres nt kilocalories
per acre per year. Dotted linesTepresent exchange of money for fossil
fuel And derivatives.

212

SUN
a

HUNAN SPENDS

1.2 x 104 KCAL

0

%.

YIELD

20 x 106 KCAL



cl,t4
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Activity - Comparing the Flow of Energy In Two Agricultural Societies (continued)

COMPARING TWO AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS

Worksheets 2 and 3 both outline agricultural systems which grow corn. Follow the energy1flow in both,
than answer the questions.

1/4 1. What is the unlimited energy source in both systems?

2. Where does each alltem draw upon Stored ergji?

3. Where is energy (in the form of heat) lost in each system?

4. How do the following interact in a gardening agricultural system to produce a corn crop? Use
Worksheet 1 or 2 fo locate the interaction.

Sun's energy
Seeds
Soil
Work done by the farmer )
Weeds
Collecting and storing corn

5. Which system gives the largest yield? By how much"? How many times greater?

e
6. Compare the two systems in terms of the human energy needed per acre per year. Which is the

greater? By how much? How many times greater?

7. Complete th's statement. The yield of the mechanized farm is approximately - times
greater thaLthat of the gardening system, while the farmer on the mechanized farm did only about

imes as much work to produce the crop.

8. In making your comparisons, why wouldn't it be quitticir to compare only the energy expended
directly by eabh farmer?

9. Calculate the output in kilocalories for each one (1) kilocalorie of input. Do this for each system,
mechanized and gardening. You will need to know that, in addition to human energy input in the
mechanized system, ther is also 7.14 x 106 kilocalories of fossil fuels.

(output) yield
,(input) labor + fossil fuel

= ratio of output
to input

10. The above calculations show that mechanized farming is lesa efficient relative to energy input/
output. Why are many of.the areas that formerly used a gardening system introducing more
mechanized farming?

2 4
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Erirgy Conservation: An Economic Perspective
Fred J. Hitzhuserr

The Debate U.S. Energy Consumption

Renewed appeals for energy conservation in the
U.S. have been triggered by a series of events and
realizations. ExaMples include the dramatic rise
in OPEC oil prices, the continuing U.S. dependence
on foreign oil imports, the unstable political
situation in the oil rich Middle East, environr
mental and safety problems,with coal and nu'clear
power, increased concern over the costs and lead
times for synthetic fuels from coal and shale and
the realization that alcohol fuels, at least in
the short run, can substitute for only a relatively
small part of our total gasoline use. Both the
potential and definition of energy conservation
are subject to widely divergent 'Views. A recent
study on energy futures at the Harvard Business

School argues that if the United States were to
make a serious commitment to energy conservation,
it might well consume 30 to 40 percent less

. With only about 6 percent of the world's
population., the United States uses one-third of
the oil consumed in the world each day. Oil in
turn makes up about one-half, natural gas one-
quarter, coal one-fifth and all other sources
about 5 percent of the total U.S. enefgy budget.
Abone-half of the' oil is imported. The major

--ctinluming sectors and their percent of total U.S.
energy consumption are as follows: residential/
commercial 30 percent, industrial 36 percent, and
transpoktation,26 percent.

A high rate of energy consumption,in the
U.S. has resulted fn frequent comparisons with .

other advanced industrial countries. The
comparisons can be misleadih because of variations
in climate, population concentration, end uSes of
yarious energy forms, pricing and taxing. For
example, most retail gasoline prices in Europe

en4rgy and still enjoy the same or an eyen higher exceed three dollars per gallon with taxes making
standard of living. Contrast this with. a state- up about 50 percent Af the total. Small cars,
meht by the head of the Texag Railroad eommission electric trains, bike trails and mass transit
'that "this country did not conserve its way to are also more common in Europe. Nevertheless,
greatness, it produced itself to greatness.' the differences between the U.S: and EurOpe

Most people agree that energy conservation suggest that the link between energy use and
4111 implies more efficient and/or reduced use of energy. economic growth may be muCh more elastic than

Much less agreement exists on how conservation is to is commonly assumed. Tor example, Table 1 shows'
be actually realized, who gains and who loses
as a result, and what if any distributional
adjustment is neceSsary. Free market proponents
argue that price alone should determine the
extent and definition of conservation. Thus,
energy conservation is a rational response to
higher energy costs relative to othe prices, and
swift deregulation of energy markets is the way to
realize energy conservation. Some o those
calling for higher taxes on energy, p r icularly
gasoline may agree that deregulation is a
necessary ctondition, but argue that it is not a
sufficient condition for optimal energy use. The
failure of the "free" market to reflect full

that in comparison to the United States, West
Germany consumed about three-quarters as much
energy and France approximattly one-half as much
energy for each dollar ofgross domestic product
in 1976.
TABLE 1. Comparative Energy/Output Relationships, 1976

. Enemy Energy/GDP HalloGums Domestk Consumption
ProduM per Capita Tons OH

per Capita (tons of oil Equivalent . Index
(5) equWalen0 Por $ API GDP (U4. = 100) .Country

United States
France
West Germany
Sweden

5960
4740
4350
5460

8.3
3.5
4.5
6.1

1390
750

1020
1190

100
54
73
82

social costs from such externalities as oil spills,
air pollution and congestion from automobiles, The, transportation sector uses about one-

fouith of the energy consumed in the United Stites,balance of paymentdeficits, and the potential
disruptive economic and national security costs and one-half of the oil. The private auto, in.

of an oil embargo are frequently cited reasOns turn, uses over half Of the transport Sector's

for higher gasoline and other energy taxes. Others energy and has become, a prime target for energy,

are concerned with the "windfall profits" or conservation. Daniel Yergin, a member,of the

economic rents from higher efletgy prices accruing Harvard Energy Project argues that carpooling
and mass transit ate possible transOort conservato a limited number of large producers. Regulation

:of energy prices for this reason makes conServation tion strategies, but are not as promising 'in the
'

less attractive. On the other hand, lower income short Orintermediate run a$ increasing.the

consumers bear relatively more of the burden f
efficiency of vehicle's, particularly the private

o
auto. The increase in availability and Sales
af small Cars is a response to higher gaSoline
prices, and a 1.6 ttercent decrease in total
gasoline use during the past year is One of the
results.

`Associate Professor, Resource Ecdnomics, Department of Agricul- The.industrial sectOr has generally respontki
tura/ EConomics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University. more rapidly than othef parts of the U.S. ecOnomy

to 'clear economic signals on energy Conservation

higher energy prices and many feel that they
shOuld be ptotected or compensated.
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Energy Conservation: An Economic Perspective (continued)

alternatives. As a result, the energy/GNP ratio
in the industrial sector, averaged an annu41
declineof 2.8 percent between 1973 and 1977.0ne
ot the most promising areas for industry is
congenerAtion or the combined produ4tion nr.f
electricity,and heat. Tbe commercial and
residential sector involves millions of decision
makers particularly in private residences where
both lack of information and limited income may
slow adoption of cost-effective energy saving
practices. The.residential sector accountS for

20 percent of total U.S. energy use, two-thirds
for space and 1.4ater heating. In addition,

potential "retrofit" savings from insulation,
plugging air leaks, and storMwindows and doog
have been estimated at one-fourth of current?'
residential energy use.' Some progress has been
made, butmore information on alternatives and

financial assistance for low income homeowners is

needed.
Production-agriculture in the U.S. accounts

for about 2.8 percent of total energy use.
Processing, marketing/distribution, inpUt
manufacture and food preparation bringS total
energy use in the U.S. food and fiber sector to
about 16 percent of total U.S. use. Although the
food and fiber sector uses only about 16 percent
of total energy use, it is relatively more
dependent on oil and natural gas (the liquid fuels
which are of primary concern in the current energy
crisis). These two liquid fuel e ergy sources
provide about 75 percent of the to al U.S. energy
budget while accounting for 85 pert of energy

use in the food,and fiber system and o
percent of energy use in agricultural production.
Research on efficient energy use in the food and
fiber system has tended to focus on agricultural-
production and food preparation. More emphasis
is needed on processing, marketing/distribution
and input manufacture.

Toward Clarification of the Debate
The traditional fossil fuel energy sources

are nonrenewable, exhaustible, or stock resources
that do not increase in physical quantity over
time. Some, such as coal, are not significantly
affected by natural deterioration. Others such
as oil and gas in cases of seepage and blow off
can be significantly affected by natural deteriora-
tion. However, Wantrup argues that use of conceRts
such as exhaustible and inexhaustible have meaning
only in an economic context. Long before a given
resource is.physically used up or even appreciably
diminished, it may be exhausted in the sense that
further utilization is discontihued in spite of
continuing human wants. Alternatively, a resource

Q

may be inexhaustible in" the sense Chat dtilization
continues iXdefinitely, even though it is relatiVely
limited in physical quantity compared to other
resources.

In a free or tax/incentive adjusted market
where major externalities have been internalized,"
energy conservation is simply responding rationally
to the relative increase in the price of energy as
oPposed to other goods and services. If energy
prices are controlled either because of windfall
profits or because of concern for lower income
conSumers, price incentives for conservation are
reduced. As a result, mofe reliance must be
placed on voluntary patriotic or involuntary
schemes for rationing or curtailing energy use.
Most economists argue that a more optimal use
of energy occurs when intragenerational equity
concerns from windfall profits and low income
consumers are handled with some typecof windfall
pro4ts tax and transfer payments, respectively.
The resolution of intergenerational equity concerns
is less clear, but most parents have some concern
for the future energy needs of their children and
grandchildren. Price controls clearly work
against future generations.

An economic perspective on energy conservation
may help to show that this important subject need
not be exclusively the domain of the idealist,
preservationist, politician, or bureaucrat. It

also portrays cOnservation as an alternative
energy source. As such,. it can be compared to
other sources in terme of cost-effectiveness,
balance of payments, national security, environ-
mental effects and equity impacts. Conservation
looks attractive from the standpoint of balance
of payments, national security and environmental
effects. Less energy'consumed means reduced oil
imports, less air polution, etc. If it is
compared to the marginalor replacement social
costs of producing an additional unit of con!.
ventional or new synthetic sources of energy, it
also looks increasingly attractive from the
standpoint of cost-effectiveness. For example,
some utilities are willing to subsidize energy
conserving retrofitting of private residences
because it is more cost effective than constructin?,
new generating capacity. The impacts on low
income consumers from higher market and/or tax
induced energy prices can be off-set with
various income transfer schemes.

A final caution is in order. The U.S. can-
not conserve its way out of the energy crisis in
the long run: However, energy prices reflecting
full social, costs ok production and use would
stietcH out domeStic supplies, buy time and
provide incentive to develop new, particularly,
renewable energy sources..
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,PER CAPITA ENER CONSUMPTION AND RANK FOR SELECTED COUNT
1950, 1969, and 1975

_

Croup

i

.
.

Country
7

Energy consumption per capita

1950 1969 /

Rank4 kce/capitab Ranka kce/capitab Rank* it twitab

11111:?2:.

78
# 183

28.
.

Most
populated
countries

.

People's Republic of
China

.

India

Indonsfili

Pakistan
Bangladesh

54

60
40
33

.

81
99
54

52

86
55
36
32

''
.469

180 . .

110
95"

97
. 54
47
49
a

Wesern
European
countries

S

Italy

France
Federal Republic of

Germany
United Kingdom

99
130

.

137
145

417

1912 -

2490
4358

139

153

163
166

.

2515
3654

.. 5015
5120

137
149

158,
1$6

1r
.14953.

)1 3944

.5345
k :5265

Eastern
European
countries

Bulgaria
. insR
terman Democratic
Republic
Czechoslovakia

,

101
126

139
140

469
1593

2832
2979 1

152

159

170
172

3631
4289

5717
6160

154

160 JSS

168
169

4781
5546-

, 6835
7151

Oil-producing
countries

Kuwait

Bahrain
Venezuela
Saudi Arabia
Iran

Libyan Arab Republic

121
98

117
74*
50
46

1332
387
901

164

75

69

175
136
132
111
103
98

9436
2421
2199 .

791

666
581

170
175:
134'f:

12C,
,

12.! 3

1.2

8178
12079'

J 2639

' 1398
1 1353

1299

Others USA
Japan
Chile
Nigeria
Egypt

EthioPia

147
110
114
24

84
2

7316

554

609
26

251

2

176
144 ,
123
16
64

.12

10745.'

046
1153

39

229 .

.30

174 t"
444YA
*tq ip
i3V.'.

1,. . ,,

fN
. .1

10999
3622

765
90

. 405
28

*High rankings correspond to high per capita energy consumption. '

b
The values are given $.'n kilograms of coal equivalent (kce) per capita.

Source: M.C. Jacmart, M. Arditland I. Arditi, "The World Distribution of Commercial Energy Corigiinption," Energy 7:
199-207, Table 8.4 - 1 (1979) -,11P
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The Emercging Focid/Fuell 4Trade7off
J

,Fred J. Hitthusen
4

Food. production in the developed and developing iountries of the world

hias shown similar upward trends over,the past mo decades., THOwever,
.6

population growth rates in the.developingscountries and-increasing evidenci
\

of environmental constraints such as water supply and soil eroSion and

salinity have resulted in only slight increases in'per capita food )

1,

production. This is true in spite of the production Increases frOm'the

,mnch touted energy and water intensive Green Reyolution technology. Data

'for world food production in,1979 show an absolute decline of over 2 percent.

Per capita food output declined by 3 percent in developed countries and by

1 percent in developing countriei in 1979.

The concern over high population growth ratei and the ability of

food production to keep pace is accentuated by increasing awareneSs of the

, world's dependence on a finite supply of fossil fuels, particularly those

in liquid form. Decli*ng availability and rapidly'increasing 'prices of

oil and natural gas have resulted in calls for conservation of these

nonrenewable resources, substitution of the more abundant fossil fuels such

as coal, and development of alternative renewabie sources of liquid energy

such as biomass. The latter alternative of biomass or grown organid matter

for energy (particularly the use of grains to make liquid fuel) brings the

discussion full circle to the initial concern with world food production

i.e., to a food-fuel trade-off.

Modern agrrtulture Is very energy intensive due to mechanization and

the petroleum base of many agricultural chemicals currently Alsed to increase

crop yields and net returns. High demand for meat in diets in the dNeloped

countries results in increased demand for crops to feed.livestock. The

resulting direct or indirect human consumption of grain in the developed

,

2 1
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countrLes is about four times hipher per capita than in.the developink*

countries. Developed countries are also consuming nonrenewable liquid

fuels at a much higher rate. For example, the United States with less than

six percent of-the world's population, uses over one-third of the oil

consumed in the worid each day.

The emerginkethicaI issue is whether the developing countries will be
'k\

able to buy food (or energy) for basic needs at world prices reflecting the

demands for both liquidJuel and food from the world's cropland. Lester

A'

Brown of World Wateh Institute has quantified the food-fuel trade-off in

terms of annual pounds of grain and acres of cropland to meet competing

food or fuel needs as fbllows: 1) subsistence diet = 400 lbs, of grain-

and .2 acres, 2) affluent diet = 1600 lbs. of Vain and .9 acres,3) fuel

for typical European auto (7000 mi/yr at 25 Mpg).= 6200 lbi. of grain and

3.3 acres, 4) fuel for typical U.S.auto (10,000 mi/yr at 15 mpg) = 14,000

lbs. grain and 7.8 acres, and 5) gasohol for U.S. auto (10% ethanol and

90% gasoline) = 1460 pounds of grain and .8 acres. Use of distillers

grain for livestock'feed would result in some net reduction in the grain

and acreage requirements of an affluent diet and auto fuel combination.

An unfettered free enterprise response toci the-fooa-fuel issue is to

let the market decide. rf the developed countries have the purchasing

.-power to out-bid the developing countries for both food and fuel from the

world's cropland, so be it. An egalitarian response might be to intervene

in the market and/or "oWnership" of world resources for food arid energy

production and divide up equally the resulting output. If "private" property

rights are violated and individual incentives to produce are reduced so be i .

Some compromise beeWeen these positions is possible anci likely and those

concerned.with the intermediate "and long run earthly prospetts for humankind

need to get on with working out this compromise.
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